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Founded in 2008 and headquartered in Beijing, the Center for China and Globalization (CCG) is 
China’s leading global non-governmental think tank. It has more than ten branches and overseas 
representatives and over 100 full-time researchers and staff engaged in research on globalization, 
global governance, international economy and trade, international relations and global migration. 
CCG has also become a hub of exchange between prominent figures in intellectual, policy advisory, 
diplomatic, and business communities at home and abroad. 

CCG is the only Chinese think tank granted Special Consultative Status by the United Nations.

CCG also offers nation-wide post-doctoral research program, the only nongovernmental think tank 
certified to do so by the Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security. CCG is a member of the Belt 
and Road Think Tank Alliance, a founding member of the US Research Think Tank Alliance established 
by the Ministry of Finance, a National Talent Research Facility of the Central Coordination Group for 
Talent, the site of the China International Professional Committee for Talents of the Ministry of Human 
Resources and Social Security.

While cultivating its own research teams, CCG has also built an international research network of 
more than 200 leading experts in China and overseas. CCG engages in ongoing research on China 
and globalization from an international perspective. Contributing to policies relating to development 
and global governance in many countries, CCG has developed into a think tank providing new ideas, 
innovation and perspectives for domestic and international media. CCG also plays an active role in 
non-governmental exchanges and “Track Two Diplomacy”, becoming a valuable platform to aid mutual 
understanding between China and the rest of the world.

After over a decade of development, CCG has grown into a significant think tank with global impact 
that promotes China’s globalization process. In the 2020 Global Go To Think Tank Index Report 
released by the University of Pennsylvania, the world’s most authoritative think tank ranking, CCG was 
again recognized as one of the world’s top 100 think tanks, ranking in 64th place globally. CCG was the 
first Chinese non-governmental think tank to achieve this feat and is consistently considered a leading 
Chinese non-governmental think tank in authoritative think tank evaluations at home and abroad. 
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CCG 2020 EVENTS AND OCCASIONS

  CCG hosted the 7th China Inbound-Outbound 
Forum

  The fifth Annual China Think Tank Innovation Forum’s opening 
panel with the theme of “Global Think Tank in the Biden Era: 
Opportunities and Challenges.”

  Resident Representative of 
the United Nations Development 
Programme in China Beate Trankmann 
delivered keynote speech at the 7th 
China Inbound-Outbound Forum

  Guo Weimin, Former Vice Minister of the 
State Council Information Office of China and 
Head of the China Public Relations Association, 
delivered keynote speech at the 6th China and 
Globalization Forum

  Zhu Min, Chairman of the 
National Institute of Financial 
Research at Tsinghua University 
and Former Deputy Managing 
Director of IMF, spoke at the 
Ambassadors Roundtable 

  Rahamtalla M. Osman, 
Permanent Rrepresentative of 
the African Union to China spoke 
at the Ambassadors Roundtable   CCG held the Ambassadors Roundtable on “China and the World in the Period of 

China’s 14th Five Year Plan”
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  CCG co-hosted a thematic dinner “US-China Cold War? Myth and Reality” with the 2020 
Munich Security Conference (MSC)

  John Kerry, US Special Presidential Envoy for Climate appointed 
by President Joe Biden in November and Former US Secretary of 
State, spoke at an event co-hosted by CCG and the 2020 MSC

  The Ambassadors’ Roundtable of the 6th China and Globalization Forum, 
titled “US Election 2020: A Pivot Moment for the Future of Global Trade? ”

  CCG hosted the Global Young Leaders Dialogue (GYLD) Program Launch

  The main forum of the 6th China and Globalization Forum “China and Globalization in Times of Coronavirus: Trends, Shifts, and Solutions”  
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2020 IN NUMBERS
CCG hosted its two annual signature forums and held more than 60 webinars in 2020, 
aiming to promote international collaboration and cooperation in addressing global 
challenges caused by the outbreak of Covid-19.

60 webinars and 
online forums

5 conferences

Tens of millions views Tens of thousands 
participants

More than 10 
monographs published 
in Chinese and English

More than 30 
research projects

4 issues of CCG’s bi-monthly 
magazines

More than 100 pieces 

of policy briefs 6 research reports

Nearly 10,000 disseminated copies of 
CCG publications given to the public

In 2020, CCG continues to closely follow international affairs and conducts in-depth research 
on globalization, global governance, international relations, the Belt and Road Initiative, think 
tank development, the globalization of talent and enterprises and immigration. This research 
provides solid academic support for China and globalization amid the global pandemic.

Hundreds of thousands 
downloads of the CCG’s 
research reports 

More than 10 comments 
received from the central 
leadership
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CCG has been selected into the global top 100 think tanks by the University of 
Pennsylvania’s Global Go To Think Tank Index Report for four years consecutively, 
gaining global recognition in various fields.

CCG was awarded the “2020 CTTI Award for Best Applied Case by a Think Tank” by Nanjing 
University and Guangming Daily's China Think Tank Index (CTTI) Report.

CCG has cemented its position in the world’s 
top 100 think tanks for the 4rd year in a row, 
ranking 64th in the 2020 Global Go To Think 
Tank Index released by TTCSP of UPenn.

The first Chinese think tank to be granted 
‘Special Consultative Status’ by the UN 
Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC). 

CCG has continuously optimized its talent pool by attracting and cultivating 
talent to form a diversified international research network. 

36 advisors 

91 senior council 
members

47 academic 
council members

106 non-resident senior fellows

15 corporate 
council members

112 full-time researchers 
and employees

CCG's social impact grows steadily as one of China’s top 
internationalizing non-governmental think tanks.

5,650,000 Baidu searches

47,300,000 Google searches 

Hundreds of thousands of media 
reports and reposts
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MESSAGES 
FROM CCG 
CHAIRS

Chen Deming
CCG Honorary Chairman, 
Former Minister of Commerce

Long Yongtu
CCG Chairman, Former Vice 
Minister of Commerce

The year 2020 has changed the course of human history and the 
impact of COVID-19 on globalization and the world order continues 
to grow. Reform of multilateral economic and trade organizations 
and regulations may not be achieved within a short time, but 
“decoupling” and a “new cold war” will not come to pass.

It seems inevitable that after the COVID-19 global value chains 
will tend to be shorter and more regional. Productivity which 
drives economic growth will depend more on scientific and 
technological progress. A digital, networked and intelligent 
society will emerge. In 2021, China will launch the 14th Five-
Year Plan, which is the starting point for building a modern 
socialist country. The beginning is important but will not be easy 
because the international environment we are facing will be 
more complicated. The more volatile the current situation is, 
the greater the value of think tanks for policy research, Track II 
diplomacy and policy recommendations.

In 2020, despite restrictions on people’s movement, CCG has 
made many achievements in Track II diplomacy by organizing 
online exchanges and offline forums. I look forward to further 
efforts by CCG to give full play to its role as a link and platform for 
international exchange and to serve as a window for exchange 
and cooperation between China and other countries.

Over the past year, COVID-19 has severed many global 
links, including trade and investment. Many countries have 
yet to emerge from the COVID-19 crisis. How to deal with 
the pandemic and achieve economic recovery is a topic of 
global concern. In 2020, signs of a revival of free trade and 
multilateralism are becoming increasingly clear. The formal 
signing of the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership 
(RCEP) and the successful conclusion of the China-EU 
Comprehensive Agreement on Investment will inject strong 
impetus into the recovery of the world economy. In the face of 
crisis, multilateralism is the key to addressing global challenges 
and stabilizing the world order. Think tanks play a significant 
role in advancing multilateralism and international cooperation. 
CCG has won recognition in domestic political circles and on the 
international stage, and I’d like to thank people from all walks of 
life for their support of CCG’s work. Looking forward into 2021, I 
hope CCG can continue to promote the development of China 
and globalization, advance innovation in global governance and 
policy recommendations, give full play to Track II diplomacy and 
contribute to multilateral dialogue, openness and cooperation.
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MESSAGES 
FROM CCG 
CHAIRS

He Yafei
CCG Co-Chairman,Former Vice 
Minister of Foreign Affairs 

Ronnie Chan
CCG Co-Chairman, Chairman of 
Hang Lung Properties, Chairman of 
Asia Society Hong Kong Center

2020 was an extraordinary year. The COVID-19 pandemic paused 

the development of the world and the process of globalization 

faced many challenges. At this tough time, China demonstrated 

its responsibility as a major power by cooperating extensively with 

other countries on a range of issues, including pandemic control, 

economic recovery and growth, cultural exchange and climate 

change. According to the 14th Five-Year Plan, China will continue 

to promote coordination with major powers, deepen relations 

with its neighbors, strengthen solidarity and cooperation with 

other developing countries, actively develop global partnerships 

and expand China’s “circle of friends”. In 2020, in the face of 

difficulties, CCG advised the government and informed the 

public, giving full play to the role of non-governmental think tanks 

in bridging together stakeholders and promoting exchange, 

contributing to China’s public diplomacy. In the future, I hope 

that CCG will continue to open to all voices and forge ahead, 

contributing to society with research, and provide a global vision 

for China and Chinese insights for the world.

In the past year, COVID-19 swept the world. The global situation 

is volatile and perplexing. Racism and populism are looming. 

The promulgation of the Law of the People’s Republic of China 

on Safeguarding National Security in the Hong Kong Special 

Administrative Region has given Hong Kong an opportunity to 

change the social atmosphere and return to the rational and 

right path. At present, Hong Kong urgently needs to revive its 

economy and regain the shine of “Pearl of the Orient”, the premise 

of which is a stable internal and external environment. As long as 

China’s society is stable and the country develops steadily in the 

future, we can expect this will come to pass. Now China needs 

more people who really understand international affairs and 

needs to “keep a low profile”. Domestic economic, scientific and 

technological development and social development are of vital 

importance. In the future, I believe CCG will leverage its strengths, 

pool its talent, and contribute solutions to social development and 

global governance for Hong Kong, China and the world.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

PRESIDENT'S 
MESSAGE

Dr. Wang Huiyao

CCG Founder and President

2020 was a year full of unimaginable changes. The outbreak of the novel Coronavirus at the 
beginning of the year and its spread have continued to bring unprecedented challenges to 
economic development and social governance in all countries. Catalyzed by the pandemic, the 
international situation has become more uncertain. While the Chinese government and people 
effectively contained the virus in a timely manner, they have also achieved the goal of poverty 
alleviation in the new era, lifting nearly 100 million people out of poverty. 

With the number of China’s Free Trade Zones increased to 21, the Central Committee 
of the Communist Party of China proposed the new development program of “dual 
circulation.” The Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) has successfully 
been signed and negotiations on the China-EU Comprehensive Agreement on Investment 
(CAI) have been completed as scheduled. Meanwhile, President Xi Jinping expressed at 
the APEC Informal Leader’s Meeting that China is actively considering joining the CPTPP. 
All of these developments have revealed China’s determination to advance reform and 
opening-up as it enters the new stage of institutional opening-up, which is providing new 
opportunities for the high-quality development of China’s society and economy as well as 
the recovery of the global economy. 

2020 was a year filled with constant changes, innovation and progress for CCG. In the past 
year, CCG hosted dozens of webinars and multiple conferences including the 6th China and 
Globalization Forum 2020 and the 7th China Inbound-Outbound Forum. In terms of research, 
CCG released reports on topics including CPTPP, the pandemic and China-US relations. 
Observing the latest situation in international relations, economy and trade and many other 
fields, CCG presented policy recommendations and received comments from the CPC 
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many times. It is fair to say that against the backdrop of the pandemic and changing China-
US relations, CCG made its contribution to the solving of many global challenges, including 
the pandemic and climate change by promoting exchange, common–ground building and 
encouraging innovative ideas from experts in the political, industrial, and academic research 
fields both domestically and abroad.

According to the 2020 Global Go To Think Tank Index Report released by the Think Tanks and 
Civil Societies Program of the University of Pennsylvania, CCG ranked 64th in the 2020 Top 
Think Tanks Worldwide, progressing significantly from 2019. CCG has been selected as one 
of the top 100 global think tanks for four consecutive years now and is the only Chinese non-
governmental think tank that has been selected into the ranking. 

CCG’s sustained achievements cannot be separated from the trust and support of relevant 
agencies and support from our friends from enterprises, think tanks and the media. Especially 
with the encouragement and support of all the co-chairs, advisors, council members and 
experts and the efforts and dedication of all of our team members, CCG has been able to 
continuously put forth new ideas and achieve breakthroughs. 

2021 marks the start of the 14th Five-Year Plan and the beginning of a new journey of China 
becoming a modern socialist country in all respects. At the current stage, COVID-19 is still 
an important factor influencing the health and safety of the people and the recovery of the 
global economy, while multilateralism and free trade are returning and the development 
and production of the vaccine have brought hopes for overcoming the global pandemic. 
However, complex factors impede high-quality international cooperation. Confronting all 
kinds of global challenges and uncertainties, strengthening global cooperation against 
the pandemic and improving global governance still need the support and promotion of 
experts in all sectors from all countries.

As a major beneficiary of the new round of globalization, how China manages high-quality 
development while nurturing globalization and reconstructing its role on the international stage is 
the question of our times. What is certain is that China will further contribute its insights and fulfill 
its international responsibility in the future.

With hope and dreams, China is going to set sail again in the new round of globalization. CCG 
will also strengthen its efforts in think tank innovation capacity building and playing its unique 
role as a non-governmental think tank, so as to promote friendly international exchange and 
contribute more high-quality insights to the development of China and the world. We sincerely 
hope to expand our cooperation with fellows and friends from all sectors both at home and 
abroad, striving to jointly make bigger contributions to China’s opening up and affairs related to 
globalization. 
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Review

In 2020, Covid-19 struck the world, speeding up changes unseen in a century. 
Globalization was hit like never before. The world economy receded, global 
governance was challenged, competition among major countries intensified, and 
the world entered a period of turbulence and change. Faced with challenges, 
China has shown its responsibility as a major country and opened up new 
prospects for great power diplomacy with Chinese characteristics. At the same 
time, 2020 is a crucial year for China to realize its first centenary goal. 

As an international non-governmental think tank based in China, CCG aims 
to promote globalization. In 2020, we continued to research international 
trends, global governance, international relations, the Belt and Road Initiative, 
the development of think tanks, the globalization of talent and enterprises, 
immigration, and other fields. CCG also pooled insights by holding and participating 
in international online conferences and organizing think tank experts and influential 
people from all walks of life at home and abroad to speak out at critical moments 
in 2020, to make unremitting efforts in promoting China’s further participation in 
globalization.

In order to help cope with global challenges brought by Covid-19, CCG gave full 
play to its role as a think tank. CCG held over 60 webinars in Chinese and English, 
invited hundreds of experts from home and abroad to exchange ideas on topics 
such as public health governance, international education, multilateral cooperation, 
global talent mobility and food security. Among the webinars held by CCG, the 
sub-forum “Global Cooperation to Fight Covid-19: Challenges and Opportunities”, 
brought together think tank experts and delegates of international organizations 
from 20 countries. They discussed how to respond to the public health crisis and 
safeguard the economy and people’s living standards amid the pandemic. CCG 
also hosted “Online Forum in Commemoration of the 75th Anniversary of the 
Signing of the UN Charter”, which received extensive attention, with tens of millions 
of people watching the live stream.

CCG completed over 20 research projects in 2020, providing solid academic 
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support for the study of China and globalization amid the pandemic. In order to 
promote international cooperation combating the pandemic, CCG released the 
reports China-US non-governmental cooperation in response to COVID-19: Current 
conditions, challenges and prospects and Strengthen multi-level international 
cooperation to fight the pandemic.

On November 20, President Xi Jinping said at the APEC Economic Leaders' 
Meeting that China would actively consider joining the CPTPP, reaffirming China's 
determination to open up further. In recent years, CCG has continued to pay attention 
to and studied the development of the Comprehensive and Progressive Trans-Pacific 
Partnership (CPTPP) and recommended that China join it. CCG released the report 
CPTPP and China’s Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) and provided a series of policy 
recommendations for China to join CPTPP. This report was also selected by Nanjing 
University and Guangming Daily  as one of the “CTTI Source Think Tank Achievements 
of the Year 2020” for its academic value and policy impact. 

As the World Bank’s only think tank partner from China, CCG and the World Bank 
jointly released the report Global Economic Prospects in China, explored the historic 
impact of the Covid-19, and made analytical predictions on recent developments and 
prospects for different areas of the world.

In addition, CCG published The World Migration Report, Blue Book of China 
International Schools 2020, University Alumni Insights: Chinese Graduate Career 
Development Prospects 2020, 2020 Global Enterprises Report: MNC New 
Development in China, Report on Development of Overseas Chinese Entrepreneurs, 
the Chinese Version of The World Migration Report and 50 Western Returned Chinese 
Scholars 2020. These publications provide high-quality research results on the global 
mobility of people, China's deep participation in globalization and global governance, 
and the internationalization of Chinese enterprises.

In 2020, facing great changes and new challenges, China was still in the process of 
building a new development pattern and moving towards a higher level of opening-
up. In the process of building a new and more open pattern in China, CCG was an 
active practitioner and forward-looking promoter. With the theme of “Global Service, 
Shared Prosperity”, China International Fair for Trade in Services (CIFTIS) 2020 was 
successfully held and became an important opportunity and platform for exchange 
and cooperation among all sectors of the world. CCG held the Seventh China 
Inbound-Outbound Forum at the CIFTIS, discussing how enterprises should seize new 
opportunities of opening up and develop new strategies under the current severe 
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and complex international pandemic and economic situation. 

In 2020, CCG also hosted the Sixth China and Globalization Forum 2020 and the 
Fifth Global Think Tank Innovation Forum and internationally influential signature 
forums. Participants included leaders from business, academia and research, former 
senior policymakers, ambassadors to China, heads of international organizations, 
representatives of chambers of commerce, and famous scholars and entrepreneurs 
from China and abroad. These forums provided a communication platform for 
exploring new opportunities for multilateral and bilateral cooperation and seeking win-
win results, and gave full play to CCG’s role of being a non-governmental think tank in 
setting agendas and promoting international exchange.

In the Fifth Global Think Tank Innovation Forum 2020, CCG launched the China Non-
governmental Think Tank Alliance. The alliance network aims to build a platform 
to promote exchange and cooperation between non-governmental think-tanks 
and strengthen collaboration between them in order to better play a role in Track II 
Diplomacy and policy advice. 

At the Seventh China Inbound-Outbound Forum, CCG initiated a network for 
International Chambers of Commerce, aiming to build a platform for effective 
communication for the development of international business, to help chambers of 
commerce and foreign enterprises to develop better in China, and to facilitate China's 
opening up.

Meanwhile, CCG has become an important platform for exchange and 
communication among embassies, international dignitaries, international think tanks 
and organizations. Since the outbreak of the pandemic, ambassadors from many 
countries to China have visited the CCG, making the think tank an important channel 
for policy communication. 

More than 20 ambassadors attended the Sixth China and Globalization Forum 
roundtable for ambassadors and discussed "What’s next for the United States and 
globalization after the election?” CCG also held the Ambassadors Roundtable “China 
and the World in the Period of China’s 14th Five-year Plan”, where new international 
cooperation opportunities in the 14th Five-Year Plan and how to strengthen 
China's cooperation with Africa free trade area (AfCFTA) were discussed. Over 60 
ambassadors, envoys, and counselors shared their thoughts on the prospects of 
multilateral economic cooperation, cross-border trade and free trade zones.

In 2020, CCG members also attended many international forums, putting forward 
Chinese perspectives and solutions on important occasions. During the 56th Munich 
Security Conference (MSC), CCG, as MSC’s only non-governmental partner from 
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China and the only Chinese think tank, co-hosted a 
thematic dinner “US-China Cold War? Myth and Reality” 
with the MSC. John Kerry, former US Secretary of State 
and now the President's Special Envoy for Climate 
Change, delivered a keynote speech at the meeting. 
CCG also co-hosted a roundtable seminar on "Bridging 
troubled waters—alleviating conflict potential in the South 
China Sea" with the COE CSW in NATO, providing a 
dialogue platform to promote international exchange and 
reduce misunderstandings.

The Alliance of Global Talent Organizations (AGTO), 
initiated by CCG, was inaugurated at the third Paris Peace 
Forum. CCG has innovated the model of global talent and 
launched the Alliance of Global Talent Organizations. In 
the future, it will play an active role in promoting the global 
mobility of talent in the post-pandemic era, and become 
a global talent coordination mechanism to promote 
international talent exchange and cooperation.

Meanwhile, in order to build up a diversified platform 
for global young leaders dialogue and form an active 
international young leaders community network so 
as to pool more international, young and pluralistic 
innovative thinking, CCG launched the Global Young 
Leaders Dialogue (GYLD) program. Under this dialogue 
mechanism, global young leaders from different 
countries and fields will focus on globalization, global 
governance, multilateralism, technology and innovation, 
cultural exchange, sustainable inclusive development, 
public health and other global issues. They will hold open 
dialogue, exchange ideas and learn from each other.

Looking back, CCG has gained recognition for its global 
vision and social responsibility. In the 2020 Global Go 
To Think Tank Index Report by the Think Tanks and 
Civil Society Program (TTCSP) of the University of 
Pennsylvania, CCG was recognized as one of the world’s 
top 100 think tanks for the fourth year in a row, the only 
Chinese non-governmental think tank to make this list. 

Besides, CCG ranked No.1 
among the top Chinese non-
governmental think tanks. 
CCG has also been awarded 
“Special Consultative Status” 
by the UN ECOSOC as the 
only Chinese think tank.

A new journey will begin in 
2021. CCG will continue to 
uphold the principle of "Global 
Vision for China, Chinese 
Wisdom for the World", and 
work hand in hand with all 
of you to put forward higher 
quality ideas and findings 
for globalization and global 
governance in the new 
era, and contribute to the 
development of China and 
globalization.
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RESEARCH

CCG STRENGTHENING ITS 
RESEARCH AND POLICY ADVISORY 
IN 2020 AMID THE COVID-19 
PANDEMIC

The outbreak of COVID-19 as a “black swan” event unseen in a century, 
is not only a public health crisis, but also has profound implications for 
international relations and the world order. It is urgent for think tanks to 
carry out research and put forward proposals on how to overcome the 
pandemic through international cooperation, and how to deal with health 
security, food crisis, economic recovery, unilateralism, nationalism and many 
other problems brought by the pandemic. The international situation in 2020 
changed fast. Tensions in China-US relations escalated, while fields of China-
EU cooperation were continuously broadened. In order to reduce the risks of 
misunderstanding and build consensus among all parties, CCG doubled down 
on its efforts to strengthen research and advocacy.
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RESEARCH

Although China was the first major 

economy in the world to return 

to positive growth, the pandemic 

continued to spread and threatened 

public health around the world. The 

development of the world economy 

and the process of globalization 

suffered hugely. The only way to 

deal with the global challenge is to 

cooperate with countries around 

the world. Since the outbreak of 

COVID-19, CCG has been paying 

continuous attention and studying 

China and the world. CCG released 

the report Strengthen multi-level 

international cooperation to fight 

the pandemic, which systematically 

summarized China’s ten experiences 

in fighting against the outbreak of 

COVID-19. The report made ten 

suggestions on how the international community should 

leverage the insights of all countries to promote the 

implementation of global anti-pandemic cooperation and 

its impact on the world economy, global value chains, 

public health and safety.

China and the United States are the world’s two largest 

economies. Their advantages complement each other 

as each was at different stages of fighting the pandemic. 

Therefore, enhancing China-US cooperation against 

COVID-190 not only helped ease the pandemic in the US, 

but also was key to strengthening global anti-pandemic 

cooperation. Based on research with the support of 

the Chinese People’s Association For Friendship With 

Foreign Countries and the China Friendship Foundation 

for Peace and Development, CCG released the report 

China-US non-governmental cooperation in response 

to COVID-19: Current conditions, challenges and 

prospects on July 6. The report summarized the 

process of China-US non-governmental anti-pandemic 
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RESEARCH

cooperation through collecting facts,  conducting surveys 

and in-depth interviews with some key participants, 

and analyzed the features, willingness, challenges, and 

reasons for China-US non-governmental anti-pandemic 

cooperation, and put forward practical suggestions to 

boost cooperation between China and the United States.

At a critical moment when conspiracy theories prevailed 

and China-US relations were deadlocked, the release of 

this report drew strong attention at home and abroad 

and played a role in promoting international cooperation 

fighting COVID-19.

CCG published the Global Public Health Governance 

Report to put forward suggestions on how the WHO 

could reform and strengthen multilateral cooperation 

and global governance, and how China could play a 

more significant role. Apart from focus on global public 

health, CCG conducted in-depth research on many 

issues in the fields of globalization, international relations, 

international economy and trade, and produced books 

and reports, such as China and 

Globalization in the Biden Era: 

Trends and Response, CPTPP 

and China’s Intellectual Property 

Rights (IPR), Annual Report in the 

Development of Chinese Students 

Studying Abroad (2020-2021) 

and Introduction to International 

Talents.

CCG put emphasis on the application 

of policy research results and 

maintained close connections 

with policy-making departments 

through undertaking specific 

projects. In 2020, CCG wrote 

more than 200 reports on policy 

suggestions and recommendations 

and submitted policy suggestions 

and recommendations regularly. A 

number of research results have 
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been commented on by the central 

leadership and adopted by relevant 

ministries, contributing to policy 

consultation.

In 2020, tensions between China 

and the US worsened and the US 

intensified its efforts to suppress 

China. CCG has a long history of 

research on China-US relations, and 

has established special channels with 

three major conservative and top 

mainstream think tanks in the US, 

playing a unique role in the Track II 

diplomacy between China and the US. 

On August 6, CCG hosted a webinar 

on the theme "the way forward 

for China-US relations: continuous 

deterioration or controlled 

competition". In the webinar, think 

tank experts from the United States 

and CCG think tank experts held discussions on the 

nature of China-US competition, the consequences 

of China-US decoupling, the trend of China-US trade 

negotiations, the feasibility of unilateral policies of the 

United States and other topics. 

In 2020, while the COVID-19 pandemic was largely 

brought under control in China, the spread of pandemic 

abroad was still severe. China adopted a policy of 

restricting the entry of foreign nationals. However, 

continued restrictions on the entry of foreigners, especially 

foreign executives who have invested a lot in China and 

created a lot of jobs, have brought inconvenience to 

the operation and development of foreign enterprises 

and institutions in China. In addition, foreign teachers of 

international schools could not enter China to resume 

their normal teaching, which not only caused many senior 

officials and executives of embassies and consulates 

and foreign companies to be unable to return to work 

because of worries about their children’s education, but 

also made the operations of international schools face 

urgent problems. CCG submitted to the central leadership 

  CCG published the report 2020 Global Enterprises Report: MNC New Development in China at the 7th China Inbound-Outbound Forum
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the report Relaxing the entry conditions on multinational 

executives and compatriots abroad, better to promote 

China’s economic and social development. This report 

advised broadening the entry conditions for multinational 

executives and businessmen, foreign workers in China, 

and foreign teachers and students in international schools 

as soon as possible to make greater progress in resuming 

operations of enterprises. At the same time, it called to 

introduce more practical and humane policies, measures 

and supporting services for compatriots returning to 

China according to their respective country conditions 

of COVID-19, so as to provide more 

practical convenience to the public 

while preventing the import of cases 

of COVID-19 from abroad. The advice 

was approved and reviewed by the 

leaders of the State Council, the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Ministry 

of Public Security and the National 

Immigration Administration, and 

effectively promoted the increase of 

international flights, providing a boost 

The report systematically summarizes 
China’s experience in dealing with the 
outbreak of COVID-19 combined with 
research outcomes of seminars CCG 
has hosted featuring Chinese and foreign 
experts, and provides suggestions on 
how the international community should 
leverage the insights of all countries to 
promote the implementation of global anti-
pandemic cooperation. 

The report draws on continuous study of 
China-US non-governmental cooperation 
in response to COVID-19. It analyzes the 
features, willingness, challenges, and 
reasons for China-US non-governmental 
anti-pandemic cooperation, and puts 
forward practical suggestions to boost 
this form of cooperation between China 
and the United States.
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to international personnel exchanges 

during Covid-19.

In 2020, negotiations on a China-EU 

investment treaty entered the final 

stage. On September 14, President Xi 

Jinping co-chaired a video meeting 

with German Chancellor Angela 

Merkel, whose country held the 

EU’s rotating presidency, European 

Council President Charles Michel and 

European Commission President 

Ursula von der Leyen. During the 

meeting, Chinese, German and EU 

leaders had an in-depth exchange 

of views on China-EU relations and 

bilateral talks and cooperation in 

economic and trade, green, digital, 

anti-pandemic and other areas. A 

series of important outcomes were 

achieved at this meeting. 

On September 15, one day after the 

meeting, CCG hosted a webinar on 

the subject of Economic Recovery 

of China and Germany: Perspectives 

and Challenges. Participants 

discussed topics such as how 

China should handle its relations 

with Germany and the EU. Earlier, 

on September 8, CCG and Beijing 

Municipal Bureau of Commerce co-

hosted the 2020 China International 

Fair for Trade in Services Further 

Opening Up the Service Sector and 

China Inbound-Outbound Forum. 

Participants from the EU side 

expressed concerns on key issues in 

the China-EU Investment Agreement, 

such as market access and ensuring 

a level playing field. 

Based on the China and Globalization Forum and various 

webinars, CCG submitted the report Speeding up the 

signing of the China-EU investment agreement and 

opening China wider to Europe, advising to further 

complement the socialist market economy system, tackle 

difficulties in open development and speed up negotiation 

process on China-EU investment agreement. On 

December 30, 2020, leaders of China and the EU jointly 

announced the completion of negotiations on the China-

EU Investment Agreement as scheduled. China and the 

EU have reached a consensus on market access, fair 

competition, sustainable development, dispute settlement 

and other core issues that have long been of concern to 

EU companies investing in China.

Based on continuous research on China and the world 

since the outbreak of COVID-19, the report systematically 

summarized China’s experience in dealing with the 

outbreak combined with research outcomes of seminars 

CCG has hosted featuring Chinese and foreign experts 

and provided suggestions on how the international 

community should leverage the insights of all countries 

to promote the implementation of global anti-pandemic 

cooperation.

The report draws on continuous study of China-US non-

governmental cooperation in response to COVID-19. It 

summarizes the process of China-US non-governmental 

anti-pandemic cooperation through in-depth interviews 

with some key participants, analyzes the features, 

willingness, challenges, and reasons for China-US non-

governmental anti-pandemic cooperation, and puts 

forward practical suggestions to boost this form of 

cooperation between China and the United States.
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OVER 60 WEBINARS BROADCAST LIVE 
WORLDWIDE 
CREATING NEW MODELS FOR 
INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE AMIDST 
COVID-19 CHALLENGES

Since the beginning of 2020, COVID-19 has spread around the world. Social distancing 
and a series of prevention measures have given rise to changes in the way of 
international communication. Online meetings and broadcasts became important 
ways to maintain international communications and share ideas, which is also a key 
channel and innovation model that allows think-tanks to continue to play a role in 
communications between China and foreign countries.

 In response to the outbreak of the pandemic, CCG made full use of advantageous 
multimedia platform communications, and brought debate to global audiences 
in the form of online seminars and live broadcasts. CCG also shared its results 
in a more open way, evaluated the international situation in the complicated and 
changeable international environment from the point of view of Chinese society, 
and told Chinese stories to the world.

CCG hosted over 60 webinars focusing on international hotspots like China-US 
relations, China-EU cooperation, future development of WTO, multilateral trading 
system, international education, talent mobilization, food security, global cooperation in 
fighting COVID-19, global supply chains and trends of the global economy. 

Leading experts, business executives and policy advisers around the world participated to 
interpret current global challenges and difficulties brought about by COVID-19 and to study 
global cooperation in fighting the pandemic, and the recovery of the global economy. 

Against the backdrop of international tensions caused by the COVID-19, CCG was more 
committed to promoting communication and dialogue to build an international platform 
based on multimedia and networks such as Baidu, YouTube, Twitter, and Facebook. 
These efforts achieve cumulative views of over 20 million.
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A sub-forum of the Global Think 
Tanks Online Forum on International 
Cooperation to Combat COVID-19 
was held on June 9 to June 10 in 2020. 
During the Sub-Forum of Global 
Cooperation to Fight COVID-19: 
Challenges and Opportunities, which 
was organized by CCG and the State 
Council Information Office, Michele 
Geraci, former undersecretary of State 
at the Italian Ministry of Economic 
Development, pointed out that the 
pandemic has led many countries to 
examine their own institutional and 
structural flaws and to look more 
openly for ways to respond to the crisis. 
Recognizing the relative rationality and 
reference of other countries’ policies is 
an important condition for promoting 
international cooperation.

One of the four sub-forums of the 
Global Think Tanks Online Forum on 
International Cooperation to Combat 
COVID-19 saw a discussion on 
countries’ collective response to the 
public health crisis at the institutional 
level of national governance. It 
also covered how to support the 
economy and people’s livelihoods 
in the wake of the pandemic. The 
event featured more than 20 experts 
and representatives of international 
organizations from the United States, 
the United Kingdom, Canada, Japan, 
Germany, Russia, India, Croatia, 
Ukraine, Poland, Nepal, Malaysia, 
Egypt, Georgia, and Brazil. Sir Danny 
Alexander, vice president and 
corporate secretary at the Asian 
Infrastructure Investment Bank 
(AIIB), highlighted the importance of 
multilateral cooperation. For instance, 
the AIIB has worked closely with the 
Asian Development Bank (ADB) on 

a number of financial assistance projects. Building such 
cooperation is an important component of ensuring that the 
international system provides countries with the support they 
need. He added that this kind of investment is going to be 
even more needed for economic recovery after the crisis.

The pandemic exacerbated challenges to the world order 
and governance system caused by unilateralism and trade 
protectionism. It remains of vital significance to uphold the 
international system with the United Nations at its core. As 
the most important international mechanism and institution 
for international coordination, the UN also needed to think 
deeply about how to face old problems and new challenges 
as it marked its 75th anniversary in 2020. During the Online 
Forum in Commemoration of the 75th Anniversary of the 

Signing of the UN Charter organized by CCG and the 
State Council Information Office, former under-secretary-
general of the United Nations Sha Zukang emphasized 
the necessity and importance of the UN in global issues. 
He highlighted that multilateralism is the only way forward. 
He said that the way forward to achieve the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) is through fulfilling a shared 
responsibility for a shared future.

This online forum was the first and highest-profile event 
initiated by China to mark the 75th anniversary of the signing 
of the UN Charter. CCG President Wang Huiyao hosted the 
opening ceremony and said that the United Nations Charter 
has been a significant cornerstone of multilateralism since 
it was signed 75 years ago, and that the UN has always 
been committed to solving the problems of humankind. 
After the pandemic, the recovery and development of the 
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world economy will be a long-term process. The global landscape is likely to undergo important 
changes and regional cooperation trends will become more pronounced. Regional integration, as a 
cooperation trend that can not only guarantee industrial security but also maintain the international 
division of labor, will become more obvious in the wake of COVID-19 and has become an important 
way to promote multilateral cooperation.

Amidst the pandemic, issues such as how to maintain global public health security, truly realize world 
economic recovery, and respond to the urgent international issues of international development, 
cooperation and global governance have become common concerns of the international community. 
In 2020, CCG hosted the “China and Globalization in Times of Coronavirus” webinar series, discussing 
topics such as China’s experience with the pandemic and international cooperation, the impact of 
the pandemic on globalization and global supply chains, the role governments and transnational 
corporations play in economic recovery, how to manage China-EU collaboration against COVID-19, 
and technological and business innovation.

CCG held webinars on the themes such as “Global governance and cooperation in the public 
health sector”, “Reflection and innovation on China-US enterprise cooperation in fighting the 
pandemic”, “The role of the WTO in a global response to COVID-19 pandemic”, “Technology 
and coronavirus: lessons and proposals from China and the United States” “Perspectives on 
European integration and China-Europe cooperation” “Coping with a pandemic: perspectives 
from the global business community” “What can the world learn from China? COVID-19 reflects 
issues and trends of globalization” “China-US cooperation in fighting COVID-19 and its impact on 
the global economy” and “China-US non-governmental cooperation in response to COVID-19: 
current conditions, challenges and prospects”. These webinars provided experience and 
suggestions for global cooperation against the pandemic from multiple levels, fields and perspectives.

Restoring the world economic development has gradually become an important part of global affairs 
after the current pandemic. In 2020, the World Bank Group’s flagship report on global economic 
development and prospects, Global Economic Prospects, explored key aspects of the historic 
impact of COVID-19. On June 12, CCG with the World Bank made the first in-depth interpretation of 
global economic prospects. 
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As a pillar industry of the national economy, the global fashion industry has also been hit by the 
pandemic. In response to uncertainties in the international situation and changes in the global value 
chain, CCG launched the “CCG Center for Global Fashion and Culture Industry” in December 2019, 
aiming to help China’s fashion industry undergo transformation from old drivers to new drivers and 
globalization, enhance the sustainable development of the industry, and its global competitiveness. As 
part of the research center’s series of activities, CCG and Women’s Wear Daily (WWD) jointly launched 
a new global sustainable fashion initiative on February 28, 2020. On June 9, CCG and WWD held a 
fashion online forum on the theme “New Opportunities for China's Fashion Industry after the Two 
Sessions.” Experts from relevant fields were invited for in-depth discussion on the development in China 
of transnational fashion brands and reconstruction of supply chains. 

CCG not only paid close attention to the development of the global pandemic and economy, but 
focused more on bilateral and multilateral cooperation amidst the pandemic. In 2020, CCG held many 
seminars, including on the themes “Sino-Africa dialogue on challenges and cooperation in pandemic 
times” “What will China-US relations look like in the next four years” “India and China: two Asian 
giants amid a pandemic” “The Belt and Road Initiative under the Pandemic: Challenges, Prospects 

and Innovations” “Technology empowerment trends and business model innovation” “A looming 
food crisis on top of the coronavirus crisis: roots, solutions, and international cooperation” “How 
will COVID-19 change the landscape of international education?” “Talent magnets of Eurasia: re-
launching urban talent attraction and retention” and “Will Society Go Zero Carbon? Book release: 
The Green New Deal: Why the fossil fuel civilization will collapse by 2028, and the bold economic 
plan to save life on Earth and a dialogue with Jeremy Rifkin, The New York Times best-selling 
author and well-known economist”. 

In addition, with the arrival of the 14th Five-Year Plan, China’s new infrastructure construction entered 
the fast lane. Under this background, CCG hosted a seminar on the theme of “The ‘new infrastructure’ 
program in response to COVID-19”, and invited a number of experts, scholars and business 
representatives to discuss the topic of “new infrastructure” and intellectual property protection.
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· SharIng Chinese perspectives on the international arena 
and conducting Track II diplomacy and collaborating with 
major US think tanks
· Hosting innovative CCG online seminars · Offering 
suggestions on the implementation of the Sino-US Phase 
One Trade Deal
·Contributing insights on expectations of China-US 
relations under the Biden Administration
·Establishing international dialogue platforms, utilizing 
non-governmental channels and enhancing mutual trust 
between China and the US
·Exploring opportunies for the development of the China-
US-EU relations

" DARKEST HOUR " CCG’S 
CONTRIBUTION: ENHANCING NON-
GOVERNMENTAL EXCHANGES BETWEEN                        
CHINA AND THE US

In recent years, China-US relations have plunged into unprecedented tensions. 
Since the outbreak of the pandemic, tensions between China and the US have 
escalated. Nevertheless, as the world’s two largest economies, cooperation 
between China and the US will be key to global cooperation in fighting the 
pandemic and revitalizing the global economy. The US-China relationship has 
reached a new crossroads as Joe Biden came to office. Promoting the healthy and 
stable development of US-China relations is not only in the fundamental interests of 
the two peoples, but also a common hope of the international community.

As an international Chinese non-governmental think tank, in 2020, CCG has spoken 
out at every turning point in Sino-US relations, based on long-term research in the field, 
through conducting research and Track II diplomacy, participating in and organizing 
online seminars, providing a platform for experts and scholars to express their views, 
and publishing reports on Sino-US relations. Many suggestions offered by CCG have 
been commented on by central government leaders. CCG has kept playing an active 
role in strengthening exchange and communication, enhancing mutual trust, and 
promoting the development of China-US relations toward a positive direction.
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Sharing Chinese perspectives 
on the international arena and 
conducting Track II diplomacy 
and collaborating with major US 
think tanks

CCG played a positive role in 
facilitating mutual understanding 
between China and the US through 
Track II diplomacy, sharing Chinese 
perspectives through participating 
in international arenas such as 
the Munich Security Conference, 
Paris Peace Forum and Athens 
Democracy Forum and organizing 
online seminars. CCG also 
maintained frequent dialogue with 
American think tanks and research 
institutions, reinforced contacts 
with the agencies and key figures 
who could truly influence the 
Trump administration, in order to 
reduce conflicts, minimize friction 
and miscalculation, and enhance 
dialogue.

ShareingChinese perspectives on the international arena

Amidst trade frictions between China and the US, the 
competitive nature of bilateral relations has led many 
international experts to draw historical analogies, even 
comparing today’s China and the US to the UK and Germany 
in 1914. More people started to worry about the “decoupling” 
and “a new cold war” between China and the US, which 
has thus increased the concerns for the stability of the 
international order. In response, CCG experts shared Chinese 
perspectives in important international multilateral arenas such 
as the Munich Security Conference, Paris Peace Forum and 
Athens Democracy Forum, contributing to the promotion of 
a "linkage" rather than a "decoupling" between China and the 
US, and to the stabilization of the international order.

"No one can win this trade war, and no one wants a trade 
war." Former Secretary of State John Kerry, who has been 
nominated by President Joe Biden as the President's climate 
envoy in Novermber, said in February at CCG's joint thematic 
dinner with the Munich Security Conference "The US-China 
Cold War? Myths and Realities". He suggested that there is no 
need for a new round of "cold war" between the US and China. 
At that time, Fu Ying, deputy chairman of the Foreign Affairs 
Committee of the National People's Congress and director of 

  John Kerry, US Special Presidential Envoy for Climate appointed by President Joe Biden in November and Former US Secretary of State, spoke at an 
event co-hosted by CCG and the 2020 Munich Security Conference (MSC)
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  CCG co-hosted an event on the theme of “US-China Cold War? Myth and Reality” with the 2020 Munich Security Conference (MSC)

  CCG President Wang Huiyao spoke at the 
US-themed webinar “What’s Next for the United 
States and Globalization after the Election?”, on 
the 6th China and Globalization Forum

  Fu Ying, Deputy Chairwoman of the Committee 
on Foreign Affairs of China’s National People’s 
Congress, delivered addresses at an event co-hosted 
by CCG and the 2020 Munich Security Conference 
(MSC)

  Graham Allison, Douglas Dillon Professor 
of Government of Harvard Kennedy School and 
Coiner of the term “Thucydides’s Trap”, spoke 
at the US-themed webinar on the 6th China and 
Globalization Forum

  CCG Vice President Victor Gao hosted a webinar at CCG Beijing 
headquarters

  CCG held a webinar on the theme “Sino-US relations going forward: 
Armageddon or managed competition?”
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the Center for International Strategy and 
Security Studies at Tsinghua University, 
and other guests also said that a "new 
cold war" would not break out between 
China and the US, but how to prevent 
the "decoupling" of China and the US 
and the escalation of the two great 
powers’ competition into a conflict 
similar to the "cold war” is indeed worth 
discussing.

Domestic and international experts 
have discussed this topic thoroughly 
in CCG online seminars. They held 
different opinions over the degree 
of China-US decoupling, but most of 
them agree that China and the US will 
not and should not start a cold war. 
Wang Huiyao, President of CCG, said 
that China and the US have tight trade 
ties, so it is impossible for China and 
the US to decouple, especially after 
the pandemic because the world is 
in need of Chinese production and 
an immense market to fulfill world 
economic recovery, and that China’s 
opening market will increasingly be of 
interest to the world. 

Teng Jianqun, Director of the 
Department for American Studies, 
China Institute of International Studies 
(CIIS) and non-resident senior fellow 
of CCG, agreed with this point and 
stated that from the perspective of 
global supply chains, it is difficult for 
China and the US to decouple, never 
mind complete decoupling. Victor Gao, 
Vice President of CCG, claimed that 
there is no fundamental ideological 
conflict between China and the US 
and that China and the US will not 
decouple completely. Shi Yinhong, 
Counsellor of the State Council; 
Professor and Director of Academic 
Council, School of International 

Studies, Renmin University of China, contended that hot 
wars can and must be avoided in the best interests of 
China, the US and the globe; but he also pointed out that it 
is an inevitable trend for China and the US to decouple and 
have strategic competition in the future. Huo Jianguo, CCG 
senior fellow and former president of the Chinese Academy 
of International Trade and Economic Cooperation also said 
that China and the US may partially decouple in political fields 
but that a new cold war will not break out between the two 
countries.

The debate over "decoupling" and the outbreak of a "cold 
war" between China and the United States has become 
increasingly heated, with a fierce clash of views. Some 
scholars and experts attribute the deteriorating Sino-
US relationship to, in part, the US perception that China 
is replacing its position as the world's superpower. In the 
seesaw of competition and rebalancing, China's rise is 
threatening the US global position in what has become 
known as the "Thucydides Trap”. 

Graham Allison, founding dean of Harvard’s John F. Kennedy 
School of Government and author of Destined for War: 
Can America and China Escape Thucydides‘ Trap? noted 
at CCG's US-China online seminar on "Globalization at 
the Crossroads: The U.S. Elections and Their Impact on 
China and the World" that after Biden come into office, 
he will recognize that China is a real competitor in the 
vein of the “Thucydides Trap”, and that China is rebuilding 
the international order which was designed and guarded 
mainly by the US, and China is not only a threat to the US 
position, but a rival that has the potential to take its place. 
However, while China will be a formidable rival that threatens 
the US position on all fronts, the United States and China 
are destined to co-exist because both countries face 
existential challenges, including the risk of nuclear war and 
climate change.Kishore Mahbubani, Distinguished Fellow 
at the Asia Research Institute (ARI), National University of 
Singapore (NUS), pointed out that China has benefited from 
the international free trade system and does not want to 
overthrow it. Kerry Brown, Director of the Lau Institute, King’s 
College London, also said that the development of China 
has also benefited from the global trade system, but it is true 
that China has not told its own story well and needs a new 
narrative. Ronnie Chan, Chairman of Hang Lung Properties, 
has also pointed out that no country will replace the position 
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  Kishore Mahbubani, Distinguished Fellow at the Asia Research Institute (ARI) 
of the National University of Singapore (NUS), sent a video message on the Global 
Young Leaders Dialogue (GYLD) Launch

  Kerry Brown, Professor and Director of Lau China Institute at 
King’s College London, spoke at the Europe-themed webinar “Europe 
and Globalization after the US Election: The New Role to Play?” on the 
6th China and Globalization Forum

  Ronnie Chan, CCG Co-Chair and chairman of 
Hang Lung Properties, spoke at the US-themed 
webinar “What’s Next for the United States and 
Globalization after the Election?”, on the 6th 
China and Globalization Forum

  Michael Pillsbury, Director of the Centre 
on Chinese Strategy at the Hudson Institute, 
spoke at CCG webinar on the theme “Sino-
US relations going forward: Armageddon or 
managed competition?”

  Scott Kennedy, Senior Advisor and Trustee 
Chair in Chinese Business and Economics at the 
Centre for Strategic and International Studies, spoke 
at CCG webinar “Sino-US relations going forward: 
Armageddon or managed competition?”

  Joseph Nye, Professor of the Kpnnedy School of Government of the 
Harvard University, Wang Huiyao, president of CCG and Baroness Valerie 
Amos, Master of University College Oxford and Trustee of Friends of Europe 
and spoke at aroundtable of the State of Europe

  Terry Miller, Director of Centre for International Trade and 
Economics at the Heritage Foundation, spoke at CCG webinar “Sino-US 
relations going forward: Armageddon or managed competition?”

  Sun Yongfu, CCG 
senior fellow and Former 
Director-general of 
MOFCOM Department of 
European Affairs, spoke 
at the Think Tanks’ 
Roundtable, “Great 
Power Politics in the 21st 
Century: Choices for 
China, the United States, 
and Europe under Biden 
Presidency,”in the 6th 
China and Globalization 
Forum

  Richard Weitz, 
Senior Fellow and 
Director of the 
Center for Political-
Military Analysis at 
the Hudson Institute, 
delivered a speech 
at CCG Beijing 
headquarters 
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of the US as a global leader, and that 
Chinese rapid growth may influence 
US policies but China has no intention 
to replace it, and the US must learn to 
co-exist and cooperate with China.

Some American experts and scholars 
view the rapid development of China 
since the 21st century in a different 
manner. For instance, Joseph Nye, 
a leading US scholar of international 
politics and professor of the Kennedy 
School of Government, Harvard 
University, said in a conversation 
with CCG experts that despite its 
shortcomings, the liberal international 
order created by the United States has 
largely driven prosperity and stability 
for 70 years. Now, the order is facing 
challenges. “For such challenges, 
some are concerned about the rise 
of China, whereas what I am worried 
about is not the rise of China but the 
rise of nationalism and populism in 
democratic states.”

Conducting Track II diplomacy and collaborating with 
major US think tanks and experts

Tensions between China and the United States have 
increased with the global spread of the pandemic. The 
possibility of complete decoupling of China and the US and 
a “cold war” is widely perceived at home and abroad. At 
this critical moment, it is significant to give full play to the 
role of think tanks in Track II diplomacy, and strengthen 
contacts with agencies and key figures close to the Trump 
Administration. In 2020, CCG took the initiative to set 
agendas on China-US issues, conduct online seminars, and 
hold dialogues with key American think tanks and experts. 
CCG was the first Chinese think tank to communicate with 
a US conservative think tank since the outbreak of the 
pandemic. Meanwhile, CCG kept up frequent academic 
exchange with Brookings Institution and the Centre for 
Strategic and International Studies.

Michael Pillsbury, director of the Centre on Chinese Strategy 
at the Hudson Institute, is known as a hawkish voice who 
has promoted the “China Threat” theory, and is an influential 
expert on Chinese-related issues. In the webinar on the 
theme “Sino-US relations going forward: Armageddon or 
managed competition?”, he said that trade is the foundation 
for better China-US relations. However, the biggest issue 
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in trade and globalization concerns national security. 
Globalization is based on a stable international situation and a 
higher level of mutual trust. The difficulty in finding a way out 
for China-US relations cannot be underestimated.

Terry Miller, director of Centre for International Trade 
and Economics at the Heritage Foundation, a leading 
conservative policy research think tank, also said that 
trade is actually one of the best ways for China and the US 
to continue to talk and work things out. To continue to talk 
about trade issues is a crucial way to rebuild trust between 
China and the United States in the future when it's very 
difficult for both countries to talk about other issues. Terry 
Miller used to serve as the US Ambassador to the United 

Nations Economic and Social Council 
and as US Under Secretary of State.

According to Michael Pillsbury and 
Terry Miller, two senior experts at 
conservative US think tanks, the 
lack of mutual trust has contributed 
to rapid deterioration of China-
US relations, although trade is still 
the ballast of China-US relations. 
Scott Kennedy, senior advisor and 
trustee chair in Chinese Business 
and Economics at the Centre for 

  David Dollar, Senior 
Fellow of the Brookings 
Institution Foreign Policy 
Program, spoke at CCG 
webinar “COVID-19: 
Opportunity or challenge 
for US-China trade and 
beyond?”

  Craig Allen, President 
of the US-China Business 
Council (USCBC) spoke at 
CCG webinar “COVID-19: 
Opportunity or challenge 
for US-China trade and 
beyond?”

 John Gong, Professor 
at the University of 
International Business and 
Economics (UIBE), spoke at 
CCG webinar “COVID-19: 
Opportunity or challenge 
for US-China trade and 
beyond?”

 Mary Lovely, Senior Fellow 
of Peterson Institute for 
International Economics (PIIE) 
and professor of Economics 
at Syracuse University, spoke 
at CCG webinar “COVID-19: 
Opportunity or challenge for 
US-China trade and beyond?”

 Jeremie Waterman, 
president of the China 
Center at the US Chamber 
of Commerce

  CCG held the Think Tanks’ Roundtable, “Great Power Politics in the 21st Century: 
Choices for China, the United States, and Europe under Biden Presidency “at the 6th 
China and Globalization Forum

  CCG held the US-themed webinar “What’s Next for the United 
States and Globalization after the Election?” on the 6th China 
and Globalization Forum
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Strategic and International Studies, 
said that strategic trust is lacking 
between the two governments. 
Meanwhile, he argued that 
decoupling would be bad for the US 
economy and national security and 
that the Trump Administration has 
not calculated the economic costs of 
a trade war or decoupling.

Thomas Friedman, author of The 
World is Flat and columnist for the 
New York Times, said at CCG’s online 
seminar “Globalization at Crossroads: 
US Election and Its Impact on China 
and the World” that before the 
outbreak of the pandemic, the lack of 
mutual trust between China and the 
US has led to the failure of the two 
states to properly digest the huge 
changes brought about by China's 
rapid development. The situation may 
worsen after the pandemic. However, 
he also reminded those who are 
crying out for decoupling from China 
that supply chains between China 
and the US have been created over a 
long period of time and are profoundly 
rational, and that so far there has 
been no dramatic change in the 
China-US industrial chain. Wang Yong, 
CCG’s non-resident senior fellow and 
director of the Center for International 
Politics and Economy Studies at 
the Peking University, said that the 
pandemic has exposed the problem 
of lack of political and strategic trust 
in China-US cooperation, which is 
fundamental in China-US economic 
and trade relations. 

David Dollar, senior fellow of the 
Brookings Institution Foreign Policy 
Program and the John L. Thornton 
China Centre and the Global 
Economic Development Program, 
identified three major differences 

between China and the US, including public health, climate 
agreements and international debt relief. He said that these 
differences enlarge the challenges of mutual trust between 
China and the United States to some extent. 

Sun Yongfu, CCG senior fellow, former director-general of 
MOFCOM Department of European Affairs, also said that the 
key issue is the lack of mutual trust between China and the 
US, and the two sides should avoid blaming each other and 
turn to work together. John Thornton, chairman of Brookings 
Institution, called for both countries to build mutual trust and 
respect and to advance constructive engagement between 
China and the US.

Hosting Innovative CCG online seminars and 
Enhancing cultural exchanges between China and 
the US

In 2020, CCG held a series of online seminars and webinars 
at key moments of China-US relations, setting topics such 
as China-US cooperation during the pandemic and the 
global economy, the opportunities and challenges of China-
US economy and trade, Sino-US science and technology 
and international education, and choices for China, Europe 
and the US in the Biden era. CCG brought together both 
domestic and international well-known experts, scholars 
and business leaders to jointly explore the future of China-
US relations, offering advice and suggestions on eliminating 
misunderstanding, increasing exchange, promoting mutual 
trust and cooperation between China and the US.

Offering suggestions on the implementation of the 
Sino-US Phase One Trade Deal

On January 15, 2020, China and the United States officially 
signed the phase one economic and trade agreement, 
which was positively evaluated by international community. 
At that time, some scholars believed that although the 
Chinese and American governments had announced that 
they had reached the first-stage agreement respectively, the 
future of China-US relations might still be affected by factors 
other than trade issues. 

Richard Weitz, senior fellow and director of the Center for 
Political-Military Analysis at the Hudson Institute, sees the 
security relationship as a crucial element to future China-
US relations. He pointed out that as China's economic and 
military strength grows, it should be considered for inclusion 
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  Wolfgang Ischinger, Chairman of the Munich Security 
Conference and Former German Ambassador to the 
US, spoke at the Europe-themed webinar “Europe and 
Globalization after the US Election: The New Role to Play?”, 
in the 6th China and Globalization Forum

  John L. Thornton, Chairman Emeritus 
of the board of trustees at the Brookings 
Institution, spoke at the US-themed webinar 
“What’s Next for the United States and 
Globalization after the Election?”, in the 6th 
China and Globalization Forum

  Cui Fan, CCG Non-resident Senior 
Fellow and Professor at the School of 
International Trade and Economics at 
the University of International Business 
and Economics (UIBE), spoke at the 7th 
China Inbound-Outbound Forum

  Chen Wenling, Expert Advisor of CCG and 
Chief Economist of China Center for International 
Economic Exchange (CCIEE), spoke at the Think 
Tanks’ Roundtable, titled “Great Power Politics in the 
21st Century: Choices for China, the United States, 
and Europe under Biden Presidency “in the 6th China 
and Globalization Forum

  Tim Stratford, Former Assistant US Trade 
Representative for China Affairs at the Office of 
the United States Trade Representative (USTR) and 
Former chairman of the Amcham China, spoke at 
the Main Forum “China and Globalization in Times 
of Coronavirus: Trends, Shifts, and Solutions” in the 
6th China and Globalization Forum

  Noah Fraser, Managing Director of the 
Canada China Business Council, spoke at the 
7th China Inbound-Outbound Forum

  CCG and Daimler AG co-hosted a webinar “Expert outlooks: Post-election Sino-European trade and business”
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in the international arms control system 
to maintain global peace and stability. 
"Countries around the world should 
learn effective lessons from military 
dialogue mechanisms and extend 
the lessons to economic, cultural 
and other fields to promote dialogue 
and cooperation among countries 
and reduce misunderstandings and 
differences."

At the same time, some scholars 
argued that the Phase One trade deal 
has flaws and will lead to challenges 
in implementation. For instance, David 
Dollar, senior fellow of the Brookings 
Institution Foreign Policy Program and 
the John L. Thornton China Centre and 
the Global Economic Development 
Program, said during the CCG April 9 
online seminar “COVID-19: Opportunity 
or challenge for US-China trade 
and beyond?” , that the Phase One 
trade deal is somewhat flawed, as a 
trade agreement on detailed product 
categories which may be unrealistic 
in light of the negative economic 
impact of the pandemic, including 
reduced energy demand in China 
and declining US service exports. 
Jeremie Waterman, president of US 
Chamber China Center, also pointed 
out in the same session that although 
the two countries have made great 
efforts to implement the agreement, 
with real progress in areas such as 
market access, financial services 
and agriculture, slowing the spiral of 
deterioration of China-US relations, 
both sides may need to reset their 
expectations for implementation of 
the Phase One trade deal under the 
current circumstances, and take 
creative actions to achieve as much 
progress as possible.

Craig Allen, president of the US-
China Business Council, said in the 

same session that although the pandemic has posed some 
challenges to implementation of the Phase One trade deal 
in the area of service trade, members of the US-China 
Business Council are generally satisfied with the progress 
and implementation of the agreement in the areas of 
intellectual property protection, agriculture and finance. He 
argued that both sides should promote the implementation 
of the Phase One trade deal smoothly amid the pandemic, 
and use it as a positive confidence-building measure to 
move the bilateral relationship forward. Mary Lovely, senior 
fellow at the Peterson Institute for International Economics 
and a professor of economics at Syracuse University, agreed 
on this point and said that the Chinese and US governments 
should continue to implement the Phase One trade deal, but 
details about the number, timing and targets of purchase are 
still up for debate.

Cui Fan, CCG non-resident senior fellow and professor at the 
School of International Trade and Economics at the University 
of International Business and Economics (UIBE), said during 
the CCG online seminar “China-US cooperation on the 
coronavirus and its global impact” that China should strive to 
fulfill its purchase commitments amidst the pandemic, which 
will not only benefit China, but also help the global economy 
to avoid a deeper depression. China and the US should 
cooperate through economic and trade dialogue as well 
as the implementation of Phase one trade deal to curb the 
deterioration of the China-US economic and trade relations.

CCG experts said that whether subsequent agreements will 
be reached depends entirely on the attitude of the Trump 
Administration. Nowadays, China has further opened its 
financial market, but the United States has decreased the 
openness of its financial market and increased investment 
restrictions on Chinese companies. Such actions are similar 
to many disputes initiated by the US, reflecting the US 
government's distrust of China, which is not beneficial to 
economic and trade negotiations.

Contributing insights to expectations for China-US 
relations under the Biden Administration

2020 was an election year in the US and CCG contributed 
insights to the study of China-US relations under the Biden 
Administration. At the early stage of the election, Gong Jiong, 
CCG’s non-resident senior fellow and professor of School 
of International Trade and Economics (UIBE), said during 
the CCG seminar “COVID-19: Opportunity or challenge 
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for US-China trade and beyond?” that the pandemic may 
accelerate political polarization in the US, and the political 
landscape may be tilted towards the Democrats, which will 
have an impact on the 2020 US election.As the campaign 
progressed, in April, Biden became the sole Democratic 
presidential candidate. CCG experts highlighted how Trump 
used to pursue maximization of US interests from the aspect 
of business, but that his behavior was unpredictable. If Biden 
were to be elected as the president, the US would have a 
greater willingness to return to multilateralism and may re-
join the Paris Agreement and CPTTP to revive multilateralism, 
which might create opportunities for multilateral talks and 
cooperation with China, which also advocates multilateralism, 
and may also promote the reform of the United Nations and 
the WHO. At the same time, some CCG experts believed 
that while the Republicans and Democrats are generally in 
wide agreement when it comes to China policy, China will 
welcome peaceful cooperation and competition.

In November, Joe Biden won the US presidential election. 
Experts and scholars from all walks of life at home and 
abroad debated the trends and future of China-US relations.

Chen Wenling, Expert Advisor of CCG and Chief Economist 
of China Center for International Economic Exchange 
(CCIEE) suggested in CCG’s roundtable discussion “Great 
Power Politics in the 21st Century: Choices for China, the 
United States, and Europe under Biden Presidency” at the 
Sixth China and Globalization Forum, that after Joe Biden 

takes office, China-US relations will be 
restructured, though first he will focus 
on domestic problems. The top priority 
of the Biden administration will be to 
fight against the pandemic. Secondly, 
Biden's policy is not oriented toward 
saving the US from economic decline, 
but to save the US from a series of 
crisis resulting from the existing political 
system; Thirdly, it's not a question of 
the power transition from Trump to 
Biden, but of dealing with the deep 
schism within American society.

Some experts argued that the Biden 
Administration coming to power will not 
represent a complete change of the 
US’ China policy, and that China is still 
likely to face geopolitical headwinds. 
David Blair, vice-president and senior 
economist at CCG, contended that 
the core factors driving the China-US 
security relationship would not change 
based on his analysis of the historical 
evolution of American foreign policy. 
Wolfgang Ischinger, chairman of the 
Munich Security Conference and former 
German ambassador to the US, said 
during the Europe-themed webinar 

  He Yafei, CCG Co-Chair and Former Vice 
Minister of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
spoke at the Europe-themed webinar “Europe 
and Globalization after the US Election: The New 
Role to Play?” in the 6th China and Globalization 
Forum

  Pascal Lamy, Former WTO Director-General and 
Chair of Paris Peace Forum, spoke at the Europe-
themed webinar “Europe and Globalization after 
the US Election: The New Role to Play?” on the 6th 
China and Globalization Forum

  Michele Geraci, Former Undersecretary of State 
of Italian Ministry of Economic Development, spoke 
at the Think Tanks’ Roundtable, “Great Power 
Politics in the 21st Century: Choices for China, the 
United States, and Europe under Biden Presidency 
“on the 6th China and Globalization Forum
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“Europe and Globalization after the US 
Election: The New Role to Play?”, in the 
6th China and Globalization Forum, that 
during the campaign, Biden repeatedly 
emphasized that he would and needed 
to take a tough stance on China, 
and “we should not expect Biden to 
soften his attitude towards China if he 
becomes the US President.”

Some experts offered advice on 
China-US relations in the Biden 
era. John L. Thornton, chairman 
emeritus of the board of trustees at 
the Brookings Institution, said during 
the CCG webinar “Globalization at 
Crossroads: US election and its impact 
on China and the world” that the 
leaders of China and the US should 
meet early after Biden takes office to 
re-establish personal connections but 
not to expect substantive discussions. 
Both leaders should agree to meet 
later this year for a fully substantive 
discussion prepared by their teams. 

Between the two meetings, the leaders should keep 
frequent communications. That is exactly what President 
Trump and President Xi did after Trump took office. And it has 
been proven to work.

He Weiwen, CCG senior fellow and former commerce 
counselor at the Chinese Embassy in New York and San 
Francisco, said during CCG’s Roundtable discussion “Great 
power politics in the 21st century: choices for China, the United 
States, and Europe under Biden Presidency” at the Sixth 
China and Globalization Forum, that Biden should promote 
his foreign policy by returning to multilateralism, reshaping US-
Europe relations, and restoring China-US relations. Relations 
between the EU and the US may become closer after Biden 
takes office. At the same time, there will be more dialogue and 
cooperation between China and the US. The tension between 
China and the US may not ease on some issues, but China 
and the US can cooperate on trade issues.

In addition to online seminars, CCG released the report China 
and the US in the Biden Era: Trends and Policy Responses 
on January 20, 2021, the day of Biden's inauguration, based 
on long-standing studies, seminar findings, and experts’ 
perspectives on future trends of US politics and China-US 
relations. The report examines the domestic drivers of the 

This report outlines changes in the 

new administration’s foreign policy 

approach - most prominently on 

multilateralism, global governance and 

free trade; and explores the expected 

dynamics of China-US relations in the 

next four years. It also proposes 12 

policy recommendations to address 

opportunities and challenges in the 

Biden era.
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incoming Biden administration’s policy orientation; outlines 
changes in the new administration’s foreign policy approach 
– most prominently on multilateralism, global governance and 
free trade; and explores the expected dynamics of China-US 
relations in the next four years. The reports also proposes 
12 policy recommendations to address opportunities and 
challenges in the Biden era. 

Establishing international dialogue platforms, 
utilizing non-governmental channels and enhancing 
mutual trust between China and the US

In 2020, in addition to CCG signature forums such as the 
“China and Globalization Forum” the “China Global Think 
Tank Innovation Forum” and the “China Inbound-Outbound 
Forum”, special events held such as “Globalization at a 
Crossroads: US Election and Its Impact on China and 
the World” “US Election 2020: A Pivot Moment for the 
Future of Global Trade? ” “Great Power Politics in the 21st 
Century: Choices for China, the United States, and Europe 
under Biden Presidency” to allow experts to share their 
perspectives for the future of China-US relations.

In the webinar, Tim Stratford, managing director of Covington 
& Burling LLP Beijing, former assistant USTR and former 
chairman of the Amcham China, said that China and the US 
cannot decouple but have to cooperate on issues of climate 
change, COVID-19, nuclear proliferation and finance. Noah 
Fraser, managing director of the Canada China Business 
Council said that although there were trade frictions between 
China and the US, the  Business Council would promote for 
cooperation.

Experts, scholars, medical staff and 
representatives from non-governmental 
organizations, international business 
councils and corporations, reached a 
consensus during the seminars that 
cooperation at the non-governmental 
level has contributed a lot to the fight 
against the pandemic and that in 
the future the two countries should 
cooperate more to make contributions 
to global fight against the pandemic. 
Participants included Alan Beebe, 
president of AmCham China, Ker Gibbs, 
president of AmCham Shanghai, Liu 
Yuanli, professor of health policy and 
management and dean of the School of 
Public Health at the Chinese Academy 
of Medical Sciences, Dede Nickerson, 
member of Duke Kunshan Advisory 
Board, Long Denggao, director of Center 
for Chinese Entrepreneur Studies, 
Tsinghua University, Jerry Guo, vice 
president of Qualcomm, Mario Cavolo, 
China-based Italian-American writer and 
CCG non-resident senior fellow, and Ye 
Baixin, a hematologist at Renmin Hospital 
of Wuhan University in Hubei.

With respect to China-US cooperation, 
according to the report China-US non-
governmental cooperation in response 
to COVID-19: Current conditions, 
challenges and prospects released by 
CCG, during the pandemic, there was 
remarkable cooperation supported 
by sister province-state and sister city 
pairings, Chinese and US medical staff 
and researchers, overseas Chinese 
and Chinese students in the US, the 
Chinese and American business 
communities, Chinese and American 
think tanks and scholars, Chinese 
and American NGOs and charitable 
foundations as well as the Chinese and 
American public. These collaborations 
have been the key bonds of China-US 
relations during the pandemic.

  CCG released the reports China-US non-governmental cooperation in response to 
COVID-19: Current conditions, challenges and prospects at CCG Beijing headquarters
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Mitigating  the danger of voices that 
have damaged efforts to strengthen 
China-US cooperation, Chinese and 
American think tanks have played 
positive roles in. They made rational 
appeals for a joint fight against the 
pandemic, encouraging the two 
countries to cooperate. They have 
played irreplaceable roles in terms 
of maintaining dialogue, building 
consensus, and cooperation.

Exploring opportunities for the 
development of the China-US-EU 
relations

The China-US-EU relationship is 
one of the most important trilateral 
relationships of the 21st century. 
Strategic interests between China and 
the United States as well as the EU 
and the United States have a profound 
impact on the development of 
globalization and international relations. 
In 2020, as uncertainty in China-US 
relations increased, China-US-Europe 
relations were facing challenges. 
At this critical moment, CCG took 
the initiative to promote discussion 
about China-US-Europe relations, 
and organized experts, scholars and 
corporate leaders from home and 
abroad to discuss the opportunities 
and challenges in the development of 
China-US-Europe relations.

In his analysis of current China-US-
EU relations, Pascal Lamy, former 
WTO Director-General and chair of 
Paris Peace Forum, said in the online 
seminar “Reviving Globalization 
and Multilateralism: Choices for 
Sino-European Relations in 2021 
and Beyond” at the Sixth China 
and Globalization Forum, that the 
challenges in triangular relations 
are a lack of political mutual trust. 
He said that competition between 

China and the US has raised a sense of crisis among great 
powers, whereas Europe has stepped back to observe the 
confrontation, reluctant to get involved. This has made future 
international cooperation more difficult because the fragility 
of the trilateral relations will continue to affect the international 
order. 

In the short term, the focus of cooperation should be 
cooperative vaccine development. Peter Ammon, former 
State secretary at the German Foreign Office and former 
ambassador of the Federal Republic of Germany to the 
United States, said that the Sino-US friction forces other 
countries to choose a side. “We cannot stand idly by in such 
a conflict because it does not accord with the interests of 
the EU". He noted that the EU views China as a systemic rival 
rather than a strategic competitor.

In December 2020, President Xi Jinping and European 
leaders jointly announced the completion of the China-EU 
Comprehensive Agreement on Investment, injecting energy 
for China-EU cooperation and bringing benefits amidst 
the downturn of the global economy. He Yafei, frmer Vice 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, Co-Chairman of CCG Advisory 
Board, said that at present in the triangle of China-Europe-
US relations, the United States has become the most 
uncertain element, and it is doubtful to what extent the US 
can get back to the normal track. He said that China and the 
EU need joint efforts to steer the new US administration back 
to multilateralism to deal with global challenges.

Cui Hongjian, CCG non-resident senior fellow and director 
of the Department for European Studies, China Institute of 
International Studies (CIIS), pointed out that in the future, 
US-EU relations may improve, but the top priority of US-
Europe relations is to resolve contradictions, and that 
Europe should not be used as a tool by the US to pursue 
its foreign strategy. Michele Geraci, former Undersecretary 
of State of the Italian Ministry of Economic Development, 
said during the roundtable discussion “US Election 2020: A 
Pivot Moment for the Future of Global Trade?” at the Sixth 
China and Globalization Forum, that there is still ideological 
pressure among the three powers under the Biden 
Administration. In the future, US politics will be influenced 
by both the ideology of the Biden Administration and the 
legacy of the Trump Administration. China should fully 
utilize the “dual circulation" development pattern, reducing 
reliance on global supply and international trade and 
developing domestic technology to reduce the influence of 
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the US. CCG experts argued that there would be a positive 
environment and conditions for trilateral cooperation against 
the pandemic.

Some experts said that the WTO is still a rules-based 
multilateral system that is particularly needed by great 
powers to coexist peacefully. Therefore, they suggested 
that China, the US and Europe work together to promote 
WTO reform. Zhu Guangyao, former vice minister of Finance 
and CCG advisor, pointed out that the US has always been 
at the center of multilateral organizations, and it is harmful 
to the recovery of the world economy from the pandemic 
that the US is on the verge of withdrawing from the WTO 
system and blocks the appointment of new judges to the 
WTO's Appellate Body, so China, the US and Europe should 
cooperate to promote WTO reform. Tu Xinquan, professor 
and dean of the China Institute for WTO Studies, University 
of International Business and Economics (UIBE) and CCG 
non-resident senior fellow, agreed and pointed out that WTO 
reform is not a zero-sum game. For the dispute settlement 
mechanism, there have already been feasible proposals 
and China, the US and Europe should make efforts to renew 
negotiations on an Environmental Goods Agreement (EGA). 
China, the US and Europe can handle the issue of differential 

treatment for developed and 
developing countries in a pragmatic 
and flexible manner, clarifying the 
flexible standard for developing 
members on a case-by-case basis.

In addition, CCG experts said 
that China, the US and Europe 
should strengthen people-to-
people exchange, address climate 
change together, seek more 
business cooperation, promote the 
implementation of intellectual property 
protection, and work together on other 
Sustainable Development Goals. 

Through attending and holding 
online seminars, expert dialogues 
and conducting surveys, in 2020, 
CCG provided perspectives and 
suggestions on China-US relations, 
bilateral cooperation and trade frictions 
to relevant government ministries, 
playing an active role in promoting 
China-US relations. 

The report draws on continuous study of 

China-US non-governmental cooperation 

in response to COVID-19. It analyzes the 

features, willingness, challenges, and 

reasons for China-US non-governmental 

anti-pandemic cooperation, and puts 

forward practical suggestions to boost 

this form of cooperation between China 

and the United States.
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· Collaboration with international organizations 
and CCG’s plan for post-pandemic global 
governance

·Partnership with important international 
multilateral forums; 

· Connecting Chinese and foreign think tanks, 
leading a new trend in think tank exchange

CCG BECOMES A "SPECIAL ENVOY"
IN A COMPLEX INTERNATIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT

The current international situation is undergoing profound changes. The COVID-19 
pandemic has intensified the global impact of major events, such as the trade 
dispute between China and the United States, and Brexit, speeding up major 
changes unseen in a century. At a time when populism and protectionism are 
on the rise, it is especially important to enhance international understanding. 
Compared with Track I diplomacy between governments, Track II exchange, as 
a kind of unofficial diplomacy, can build more flexible and extensive channels 
of dialogue. Think tanks play an important role in bridging gaps in policy 
communication. 

When globalization encounters twists and turns, CCG, as a "Special Envoy", 
strengthens exchanges in many ways with international organizations and think-
tanks. CCG also participates in international multilateral forums, sets agendas, 
holds official side meetings, and opens up a new model of “think-tank diplomacy". 
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（1） Collaboration with international organizations 
and CCG’s role in promoting post-pandemic global 
governance

Since its establishment, CCG has maintained friendly and 
collaborative relations with international organizations. In 
2020, CCG jointly launched reports with the World Bank, 
the International Organization for Migration (IOM) and other 
international organizations, and hosted webinars with 
international NGOs including the Hinrich Foundation, opening 
up new channels for international communication and 
exchange amid the pandemic.

The spread of COVID-19 has had a huge impact on the global 
economy. Economists of the World Bank were concerned 
that the world would face a financial crisis. On June 12, 2020, 
CCG, together with the Director of EFI Prospects Group, 

Ayhan Kose, made the first in-depth 
interpretation of Global Economic 
Outlook. What is the potential long-
term impact of COVID-19? Ayhan 
Kose, Director of the World Bank 
Group's Prospects, said: "The long-
term potential impact of the COVID-19 
crisis is, foremost, to create severe 
challenges to investment and output. 
Next, the decline in the rate of human 
capital accumulation will ultimately 
affect employment potential." He 
also pointed out policy priorities for 
response. Policymakers need to 
address the current health crisis and 
find ways to boost economic growth; 

  CCG and the International Organization for Migration (IOM) 
jointly released the Chinese version of World Migration Report 
2020, and hosted a webinar on international migration

  CCG and the Hinrich Foundation hosted an online seminar

  CCG participated in the 56th Munich Security Conference (MSC)
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the crisis should be used to reignite 
growth through reforms; it is vital to 
find environmentally-friendly ways 
to boost growth prospects; greater 
debt and investment transparency is 
more important now than ever; and 
coordination of policies on a global 
scale is essential.

This pandemic has also led to a 
change in international relations, 
hugely impacting on migration 
flows. Visa policy, border control 
and other topics have become hot 
topics in the international debate, 
and may also have an impact on 
the immigration policies of various 
countries in the future. In the field of 
international migration and human 
mobility, CCG and the International 
Organization for Migration (IOM) 
jointly released the Chinese version 
of World Migration Report 2020, 
the most influential annual report on 
international migration, and hosted 
a webinar on international migration. 
Guiseppe Crocetti, the IOM Chief 
of Mission in China, said World 
Migration Report 2020 provided 
useful empirical evidence on global 
trends in migration. He pointed out 
that the world was suffering from 
the impact of the pandemic on 
migration and governments needed 
to prepare for it. The development 
of human society needs to take into 
account the interests of all people. 
Exclusion is costly in the long run, while 
inclusion benefits everyone. Moreover, 
COVID-19 tells us that no country 
can fight a pandemic alone, just as 
no country can manage migration 
alone. In terms of research on talent 
mobility, Talent Mobility between 
the EU and China: the mobility of 
researchers at a glance is also an 
important research project of CCG this 
year. The project is funded by the EU 

Partnership Programme (PI), managed by the Foreign Policy 
Implementation Service (FPI) of the European Commission 
and implemented by the International Organization for 
Migration (IOM), under “the second phase of the Dialogue in 
the Field of Support for Mobility and Migration between China 
and the EU”.

At the level of China-US relations, with the trade war, 
the COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated the "strategic 
decoupling" of these two countries. Focusing on the topic 
“De-risking US-China conflict: what will the next four years 
be?", CCG and the Hinrich Foundation hosted an online 
seminar, during which experts from both sides had in-depth 
discussions on the state of "decoupling" between China and 
the United States and the direction of China-US relations.

（2） Partnership with important international 
multilateral forums; 

There are still misunderstandings in western society about 
the Chinese way of development and some language issues. 
At the Munich Security Conference (MSC) and Paris Peace 
Forum, CCG’s participation in dialogue can help minimize 
misunderstandings. In addition, it can help enhance the 
West's understanding and trust in China, so that CCG can 
play an active role as a Chinese think tank in areas such as 
strengthening international cooperation and maintaining the 
international order.

The report outlines the main 

policy frameworks and plans 

formulated by China and the 

EU to promote talent flows, 

and analyses the latest trends 

in the flow of talent between 

China and the EU, which will 

help promote and strengthen 

the dialogue on global talent 

flows
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  CCG launched China Private Think Tank Alliance at the 5th China Global Think Tank Innovation Forum

  The 5th China Global Think Tank Innovation Forum’s panel four, 
“China’s Nongovernmental Think Tanks in Changing Times: A New 
Role to Play?”

  Dr. James G. McGann, Director of 
TTCSP at the University of Pennsylvania

Yu Hongjun, Former Vice-Minister of the 
CPC International Department and CCG 
Advisor, delivered guest keynote at the 5th 
China Global Think Tank Innovation Forum

The 5th China Global Think Tank Innovation Forum’s panel three “Fostering Global Cooperation 
during Geopolitical Upheavals: Perspectives from Chinese and European Think Tanks”

Former Deputy Prime Minister of Poland, Director 
of Integration and Globalization Economic Research 
at the Kozminski University, Grzegorz W. Kolodko 
participated in a sub-forum of the Global Think 
Tanks Online Forum “Global Cooperation to Fight 
COVID-19: Challenges and Opportunities” 
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In 2019, CCG, as a non-governmental 
partner and the only think tank from 
China, hosted a luncheon at the 55th 
MSC. This was the first time that a 
Chinese think tank hosted an official 
side-event at the MSC. On February 14, 
2020, CCG, as the only Chinese partner, 
once again jointly hosted a seminar at 
the 56th MSC. In the first round table 
seminar held in collaboration with COE 
CSW, "the dilemma of bridging the 
potential conflicts of the south China 
sea", CCG with some experts and 
officials explored how to establish new 
international marine order to reduce 
potential conflicts in the South China sea, 
strengthen regional coordination and 
cooperation, promote global security 
governance, and safeguard global 
security and stability.

"The concept of a Community with a 
Shared Future for Mankind proposed by 
China goes beyond the concept of allies 
and makes a theoretical contribution to 
the development of globalization," says 
Dr. Miao Lu, co-founder and secretary-
general of CCG, while attended the 
Young Leaders Forum of the Munich 
Security Conference. As one of the 
2020 Munich Young Leaders and the 
only Young Leader from China, Dr. Miao 
Lu spoke before  audiences including 
German Defence Minister, Chairman 
of the National Security Commission 
on Artificial Intelligence (NSCAI), Indian 
Foreign Minister, and former Prime 
Minister of Norway. She explained the 
concept of a community with a shared 
future for humankind proposed by China 
and the important role of Chinese think 
tanks in it. At the same time, she also 
made a strong case for improving global 
governance.

In addition to the MSC, which 
focuses on international security, 
the Paris Peace Forum, as a high-

level platform to discuss global governance issues and the 
largest international forum to discuss issues between non-
governmental organizations on global governance, has also 
played an important role in promoting multilateral cooperation 
and addressing global challenges.

As the only member of the Steering Committee of the Paris 
Peace Forum from China, CCG President Wang Huiyao was 
invited to attend the early spring meeting of the Paris Peace 
Forum in April 2020, together with the WHO Director-General 
Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, the President of the Steering 
Committee of the Paris Peace Forum Trisha Shetty, the Chair 
of the Paris Peace Forum Pascal Lamy, the chief executive 
officer of the Agence Française de Développement (AFD) 
Rémy Rioux and other experts. He exchanged views and 
discussed preparation for the third edition of the Paris 
Peace Forum, and put forward suggestions for the future 
organization and development of the Paris Peace Forum 
from the aspects of positioning, governance, financing and 
human resources. 

In November, Dr. Miao Lu, vice president and secretary-
general of CCG, was invited to the third edition of the Paris 
Peace Forum. In the segment "New Governance Framework 
for the Data Economy", Dr. Miao Lu pointed out the need for 
cross-border multilateral cooperation. Countries, corporates, 
and NGOs need to work together to help build international 
mechanisms for data regulation and cross-border data flows. 
At the same time, the Alliance of Global Talent Organizations 
(AGTO), initiated by CCG, was launched at this forum, and 
a seminar was held on how the Alliance would promote 
governance innovation on global talent mobility in the future.

  CCG, together with Ayhan Kose, Director of the World Bank Group's Prospects, made 
the first in-depth interpretation of Global Economic Outlook. 
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 CCG President Wang Huiyao participated in Global Think Tank Town Hall 
held by the Think Tanks and Civil Societies Program (TTCSP)

 CCG and Agora Strategy Institute jointly hosted webinar "Chinese and 
European Perspectives on EU-China Relations in Pandemic Times”

  CCG experts visited the Berlin office of the Dialogue of Civilizations Research Institute (DOC) 

  Former Chinese Ambassador to India Sun Yuxi participated in a sub-forum 
of the Global Think Tanks Online Forum on International Cooperation to Combat 
COVID-19  “Global Cooperation to Fight COVID-19: Challenges and Opportunities”

  CCG experts visited the Berlin office of the German Institute for 
International and Security Affairs (Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik; 
SWP)
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（3）  Connecting Chinese and 
foreign think tanks, leading 
a new trend in think tank 
exchange

In response to the global public 
health crisis, building global solidarity 
has become increasingly important 
in solving current and future global 
issues. Global think tank exchange can 
not only contribute to top-level policy, 
but also pass on national policies in 
non-governmental communication, so 
as to enhance mutual understanding 
and cooperation. 

In 2020, CCG jointly organized online 
seminars with global think tanks. As the 
only Chinese think-tank representative 
invited to attend the Symposium 
on Global Think Tank Development, 
CCG not only provided a platform for 
discussing how to realize cooperation 
between China and the world in the 
current international environment, 
and the future development of China 
and globalization, but also provided a 
new perspective for Chinese plans to 
strengthen international cooperation, 
the development of the multilateral 
system after the pandemic, and the 
improvement of the global governance 
system. CCG has therefore become 
an important bridge and link for "online 
diplomacy" amid the pandemic.

On November 24, 2020, the Fifth 
Annual China Think Tank Innovation 
Forum was held in Beijing, organized 
by CCG and co-hosted by Think Tanks 
and Civil Society Program (TTCSP) 
of the University of Pennsylvania.  
The forum aimed to discuss the 
latest changes in the world, address 
pressing issues for global think tanks, 

explore innovative models for the sustainable development 
of think tanks, and offer policy recommendations for China 
and the international community. More than 200 think tanks 
including the Brookings Institution, the Atlantic Council, 
Chatham House, the Cato Institute, the Heritage Foundation, 
the Konrad Adenauer Foundation, the Brueghel, Istituto 
Affari Internazionali, and the Carnegie–Tsinghua Center for 
Global Policy participated in the forum. At a critical point 
when globalization is at a crossroads and the US election is 
over, this forum provided a platform for global think tanks to 
discuss how to reshape globalization after the pandemic, the 
impact of the COVID-19 on the geopolitical landscape, and 
how private think tanks can adapt to the new environment.

Dr. James G. McGann, director of TTCSP at the University 
of Pennsylvania, pointed out that think tanks need to rethink 
their traditional operating models, and only through joint 

 Miao Lu, Co-founder and Secretary-General of CCG, participated in the Young Leaders 
Forum of the Munich Security Conference

 CCG held a luncheon at the 56th MSC in collaboration with the Centre of Excellence for 
Operations in Confined and Shallow Waters (COE CSW)
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efforts to become smarter and more agile will they be able to 
weather the storm. McGann noted that Chinese think tanks 
play an important role in the world.

Yu Hongjun, former vice-minister of the CPC International 
Department and CCG advisor, said in his speech that a new 
world order based on common rules, with better policy 
coordination, multilateral mechanisms, and coexistence 
and integration as goals requires communication, and 
cooperation to transcend differences in values, social 
systems, disparities in social development levels, and 
disputes over global governance. Yu suggested that we 
need to seek common ground while accommodating 
differences to ease confrontation, manage crises, and 
prevent conflict. Moreover, we need to shoulder joint 
responsibility. The forum also saw the launch of China Private 
Think Tank Alliance. The alliance aims to build a platform to 

promote exchange, cooperation and 
collaboration among private think 
tanks, to leverage the role of think 
tanks in track II diplomacy and policy 
recommendations, and contribute to 
the vitality of policy discussion.

“How to strengthen solidarity and 
cooperation among countries to 
build a human health community? 
Global Cooperation to Fight COVID-
19:Challenges and Opportunities”, 
co-hosted by CCG and the State 
Council Information Office, saw 
experts discuss how the pandemic 
has brought an unprecedented test to 
the governance capacity of countries. 
Promoting the sharing of governance 
experience and deepening institutional 
cooperation among countries would 
help the world economy turn crisis 
into opportunity and enhance the 
level of globalization. Former Deputy 
Prime Minister of Poland, Director of 
Integration and Globalization Economic 
Research at the Kozminski University, 
Grzegorz W. Kolodko, said that there 
is a trend of anti-globalization and 
separatism in political circles in various 
countries, which originates from the US 
government. He said the cooperative 

  CCG and the State Council Information Office co-hosted a sub-forum of the Global 
Think Tanks Online Forum on International Cooperation to Combat COVID-19 “Global 
Cooperation to Fight COVID-19: Challenges and Opportunities”

  Former Indian Ambassador to China and Former 
foreign secretary, Nirupama Rao spoke at a webinar, 
co-organized by CCG and Indian think tank Synergia 
Foundation

  CCG held  joint webinar with Synergia Foundation  “India and China: two Asian giants 
amid a pandemic"
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attitude of China and the EU to bring 
unity through compromise was much 
better than the unwise American 
approach; that the existing approach 
to globalization has to be reworked, 
and the new pragmatism brought by 
China will bring new developments 
to the world. Georgian Ambassador 
to China Archil Kalandia noted: "Our 
priority now is to control, manage the 
process and adapt to the new normal 
after the pandemic. We need to stop 
the violence, reduce the risks and 
should not abandon international trade 
because of the pandemic."

On June 18, CCG and Agora Strategy 
Institute jointly hosted webinar 
"Chinese and European Perspectives 
on EU-China Relations in Pandemic 
Times”. Chairman and founder of the 
Agora Strategy Institute, chairman of 
the Munich Security Conference, and 
former German ambassador to the 
United States, Wolfgang Ischinger, 
told the conference that the outbreak 
had exacerbated some international 
trends that already existed. How to 
deal with a China that is increasingly 
assertive in its diplomacy and has 
close ties to Europe was a key issue of 
discussion within the EU. He pointed 
out that the US has a zero-sum game 
mentality towards China, while Europe 
pursues win-win cooperation with 
China. According to CCG advisor Zhu 
Guangyao, former vce minister of 
Finance of China, the real challenge 
now was how to make fiscal and 
monetary support more effective to 
help participants in economic activities.

Amid the pandemic, how should we 
strengthen China-India cooperation 
against the pandemic and jointly 

promote the future development of Asia? In his opening 
speech at the webinar "India and China: two Asian giants 
amid a pandemic" co-organized by CCG and Indian think 
tank Synergia Foundation, former Chinese Ambassador 
to India Sun Yuxi said that unity and cooperation remained 
the most powerful weapons in the fight against the new 
pandemic. Former Indian ambassador to China and former 
foreign secretary, Nirupama Rao noted in her speech that 
China-India relations are complex today, but as two Asian 
giants, despite their differences, the two countries were 
advocates of peaceful trade and rich cultural values, and 
should strengthen their cooperation in the face of global 
challenges like COVID-19. Moreover, China-India trade 
and economic relations should emphasize serving welfare 
interests rather than mercantilist interests. The fields of 
technology, public health and education are bound to 
become new areas of cooperation between India and China.

At the same time, as the only representative of Chinese 
think tanks, CCG was also invited to participate in a number 
of webinars hosted by global think tanks. In April, Dr. Wang 
Huiyao, President of CCG, expounded the development 
status of Chinese think tanks and the important role of think 
tanks in fighting the pandemic at the Global Think Tank Town 
Hall Forum held by TTCSP at the University of Pennsylvania 
in the United States. On May 11, Dr. Huiyao Wang was invited 
to participate in a webinar jointly organized by KSI Strategic 
Institute for Asia Pacific (KSI), a well-known think tank in 
Malaysia, and the World Chinese Business & Economic 
Summit (WCBES). At the conference, he put forward three 
suggestions, and emphasized the outstanding contributions 
of e-commerce during the outbreak. He also suggested that 
the WTO should play a greater role in the construction of an 
international e-commerce system.

On the international stage, CCG also sought to promote 
communication between global think tanks. In the middle of 
February 2020, CCG went to Berlin, Germany to carry out 
a number of exchange and research activities, promoting 
China-Germany "Track II Diplomacy". During the visit, CCG 
experts visited the Berlin office of the German Institute for 
International and Security Affairs (Stiftung Wissenschaft und 
Politik; SWP) and Dialogue of Civilizations Research Institute 
(DOC) to discuss future cooperation.
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INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE IN CHINA
·Building a platform for dialogue and 
networking  for embassies in China

· Establishing a platform for 
international chambers of commerce 
and multinational corporations to 
reinforce economic cooperation

· Providing a platform for the 
international community in China to 
promote international cooperation

FOSTERING EXCHANGES AMONG THE 
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY IN CHINA

Facing severe challenges and changes brought by the COVID-19 pandemic on 
global development, a Ministry of Foreign Affairs spokesperson stressed in a press 
conference in 2020 that China will continue to unswervingly open up to the world and 
that the door of international cooperation will continue to be open to all countries. 
In the context of profound and complex changes in the international and domestic 
situation, CCG engaged in exchanges and further cooperation with members of the 
international community in China, such as international organizations, embassies, 
chambers of commerce, international NGOs, multinational corporations, and other 
important parties. Activities carried out by CCG in 2020 not only contributed to the 
creation of an open environment for development and communication between 
China and the rest of the world, but also played a innovative role in addressing 
international challenges and promoting global cooperation.
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（1） Building a platform for 
dialogue and networking for 
embassies in China

Understanding China's policies, 
strengthening mutual trust, and 
promoting global economic recovery 
and development have become a 
focus for many countries. With RCEP 
successfully signed, China has started 
to consider joining CPTPP. The China-
EU Comprehensive Agreement on 
Investment (CAI) has been signed 
and free trade and multilateralism are 
showing signs of recovery. 

During these developments, many 
embassies in China have actively 
engaged in dialogue with CCG, 
exchanging views on international 
and domestic events, and listening to 
suggestions from CCG. While receiving 
ambassadors from many countries 
to visit CCG headquarters, CCG also 
invites ambassadors to discuss current 
international hot topics via signature 
forums and hosting ambassador 
roundtables and webinars.

Ambassador of Singapore Lui Tuck Yew, 
Ambassador Wim Geerts of the Netherlands, 
Ambassador Jarno Syrjala of Finland, Ambassador 
Wojciech Zajączkowski of Poland, Ambassador 
Rahamtalla M. Osman of the African Union, 
Ambassador Archil Karandija of Georgia, 
Ambassador Gabit Koishibayev, of Kazakhstan, and 
Ambassador Javid Ahmad Qaem of Afghanistan. 
They exchanged views on economic and trade 
cooperation, bilateral and multilateral civil 
exchange, cooperation on the pandemic, and the 
Belt and Road Initiative. This helped to provide 
a communication platform for the international 
community to understand China's policies and 
strengthen policy communication.

Focusing on China and the world in the 14th Five-Year 
Plan period, global economic and trade cooperation, and 
international cooperation between China and Europe and 
China-Africa in combating the pandemic, CCG has become 
an important channel for policy interaction by creating 
ambassador roundtable forums, co-organizing seminars with 
embassies in China, and hosting ambassadorial roundtable 
events during signature forums.

China's new development pattern is not a closed domestic 
cycle, but a “dual circulation” development pattern. The 14th 

  Ambassadors, counselors and embassy representatives of more than 60 countries participated in CCG’s Ambassadors Roundtable on “China and the 
World in the Period of China’s 14th Five Year Plan”
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  CCG held the Ambassadors Roundtable on “China and the World in the Period of China’s 14th Five Year Plan”

  Rahamtalla M. Osman, 
Permanent Representative of the 
African Union to China, spoke 
at the CCG ’s Ambassadors 
Roundtable

  Martin Mpana, Ambassador of 
Cameroon to China and dean of 
African Ambassadors Group, spoke at 
the CCG ’s Ambassadors Roundtable

  Singapore's Ambassador to 
China, Lui Tuck Yew spoke at the 7th 
China Inbound-Outbound Forum

  Canada's Ambassador to China, 
Dominic Barton spoke at the 6th 
China and Globalization Forum

  CCG co-hosted with Embassy of Ghana webinar "China-Africa Dialogue on Challenges and Cooperation Opportunities amidst the Pandemic "
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Five-Year Plan proposed to make full 
use of both domestic and international 
markets and resources, and to 
promote the coordinated development 
of imports and exports, and foreign 
investment.  In a discussion on the 
theme "China and the World in the 
14th Five-Year Plan", more than 60 
ambassadors, ministers, counselors 
and other embassy representatives 
discussed new opportunities for 
international cooperation in the 14th 
Five-Year Plan. They also shared views 
on how to strengthen cooperation 
between China and the African 
Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA), 
and prospects for multilateral 
economic cooperation, cross-border 
trade and free trade areas. 

In his speech to the forum, Ambassador 
Rahamtalla M. Osman, representative 
of the African Union in China, said 
that China's role was very important 
in all aspects, especially its 14th Five-
Year Plan, which would certainly have 
a significant impact on China's social 
and economic development, as well 
as on the global economic and social 
landscape. On China-Africa trade 
cooperation, Ambassador Martin 
Mpana, Ambassador of Cameroon 
to China and Head of the African 
Mission in China, said in his speech that 
achieving free trade required fruitful 
partnerships. Therefore, China-Africa 
relations are very important. Both 
sides should explore together how to 
enhance China-Africa cooperation and 
achieve mutual benefits.

However, in the process of continuing 
opening up and building a new pattern 
of opening up, the development 
of China's service industry is still 
facing challenges such as a lack of 
marketization and internationalization. 
At the same time, the COVID-19 

pandemic has intensified the challenges of globalization, rising 
protectionism, unilateralism and anti-globalization sentiment, 
and the global trade agenda has also been impacted. 

CCG hosted many signature forums in 2020, discussing 
relevant issues to strengthen exchange and dialogue 
between ambassadors of many countries in China, and at 
the same time, to explore how countries should deepen 
economic and trade cooperation. It also provided an 
international platform for exploring reform of the WTO, G20 
and other multilateral institutions and mechanisms.

At the China International Fair for Trade in Services, for the 
China Inbound-Outbound Forum, CCG invited ambassadors 
from the European Union, Australia, Canada, the Netherlands,  
Singapore, Ireland, New Zealand, and Ghana. They discussed 
opportunities and challenges facing the global service industry 
in the era of the pandemic, global technology cooperation 
in the context of headwinds for globalization, strategies and 
pathways for the development of financial services trade, 
regional FTAs, supply chains, and other topics.

Singapore's ambassador to China, Lui Tuck Yew, said at 
the forum that foreign companies doing business in China 
wanted a fairer business environment and fairer market 
access; that China is gradually addressing such concerns; 
that only with a fairer and more open business environment 
would foreign companies be more willing to invest and 
cooperate in China; and that cooperation between countries, 
as well as between companies, needs to be based on 
mutual trust and understanding so that investment could 
continue to flow into China.

  European Union Ambassador Nicolas Chapuis spoke at the 6th China and Globalization 
Forum
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 Ali Obaid Al Dhaheri, Ambassador 

of UAE to China

   Wojciech Zajączkowski, 
Ambassador of Poland to China

  Javid Ahmad Qaem , Ambassador 
of Afghanistanto China

  Carlos Miguel Pereira Hernández, 
Ambassador of Cuba to China

  Jarno Syrjälä, Ambassador of 
Finland to China

  Gabit Koishibayev, Ambassador 
of Kazakhstan to China

  Wim Geerts, Ambassador of 
Netherlands to China

  Mbelwa Kairuki, Ambassador of 
Tanzania to China

  Parakhat Durdyev, Ambassador 
of Turkmenistan to China

  Mohamed Elbadri, Ambassador 
of Egypt to China

  Teshome Toga, Ambassador of 
Ethiopia to China

  Andres Unga, Ambassador of 
Estonia to China

Ambassadors visiting CCG headquarter 

  Archil Kalandia, Ambassador of Georgia to China   Paulo Mesquita, Ambassador of 
Brazil to China

  Tania Romualdo, Ambassador of 
Cape Verde to China
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Adopting the theme " What’s 
Next for the United States and 
Globalization after the Election?", 
CCG hosted an Ambassador 
Roundtable at the Sixth meeting 
of China and Globalization 
Forum. Participants included 
African union representative 
Rahamtalla m. Osma, European 
Union ambassador Nicolas 
Chapuis, former Chinese 
ambassador to Iceland Su Ge, 
as well as ambassadors from 
Algeria, Australia, Canada, 
Colombia, Finland, France, Italy, 
the Netherlands, Poland, Spain, 
Republic of Cape Verde, Ethiopia, 
Georgia, India, Turkmenistan and 
the United Arab Emirates.

Participants said that China played an 
important role in the global economic 
recovery; that China and the US should 
facilitate communication and manage 
differences; and that the development 
of global economic and trade 
cooperation requires multilateralism, 
joint efforts, reform of the WTO 
and other multilateral institutions, 
establishing a level playing field, and 
forming open and equal trade relations.

Canada's Ambassador to China, 
Dominic Barton, said that his country 
looks forward to a normal international 
trade order; that multilateralism faces 
challenges, but that there are also 
emerging opportunities such as the 
digital economy; and that all parties 
should promote the establishment 
of a level playing field and strengthen 
dialogue and cooperation. Nicolas 
Chapuis, EU Ambassador to China, 
said that opposing globalization was 
like trying to turn back the wheel of 
history; and that Europe looks to 

China to build a balanced economy, help reform multilateral 
institutions, and promote free trade.

The year 2020 marks the 60th anniversary of the 
establishment of diplomatic ties between China and Ghana. 
As part of the "China and the World" dialogue webinar series, 
CCG hosted a webinar "China-Africa Dialogue on Challenges 
and Cooperation Opportunities amidst the Pandemic " on 
August 11. A group of 20 distinguished participants including 
African ambassadors to China, as well as representatives of 
the African Union and the African chamber of commerce, 
participated in the webinar to discuss various topics, including 
the economic and commercial impact of the pandemic on 
African countries, how China and Africa can work together 
to enhance cooperation, how the African Continental 
Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) can create new opportunities 
for Sino-African trade, and how African countries can tap 
opportunities linked to the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) in the 
post-pandemic era.

In his speech, President of the Chinese People's Association 
for Friendship with Foreign Countries, and former Chinese 
Ambassador to South Africa, Lin Songtian said that in a global 
pandemic, no country can survive alone. He suggested that first, 
China and Africa should unite against unilateralism and defend 
the interests of developing countries, and firmly safeguard the 
common interests of developing countries and world fairness 
and justice. He also called on the United States and other 
developed countries to fulfil their due international responsibilities 
and provide financial and material support for Africa's fight 
against the pandemic. Besides this, he encouraged China, the 
international community and the World Health Organization to 
step up efforts to assist Africa in fighting the pandemic.

Former undersecretary-general of the United Nations, 
executive secretary of the United Nations Economic 
Commission for Africa (UNECA), Carlos Lopes pointed 
out that while the pandemic posed challenges, it would 
also promote structural reforms and bring development 
opportunities to Africa. He suggested that, first, Africa should 
accelerate its industrialization and move away from oil to 
cleaner, low-carbon energy production; second, that African 
countries need to change their high dependence on exports; 
and third, Africa needs more than material aid; fourth, that 
we should speed up scientific and technological reform and 
innovation; and fifth, that we should arrange more dialogues. 
Moreover, he also mentioned that the global debate of 
economic governance needs to put more emphasis on 
Africa and that China could really help.
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On September 23, the Algerian Embassy in China and 
the Center for China and Globalization (CCG) jointly held a 
discussion on “The Chinese Economy in the Post-COVID-19 
World.” Ahcene Boukhelfa, Algeria’s ambassador to 
China, presided over the event. Dr. Wang Huiyao, founder 
and president of CCG, gave a talk in the meeting and 
had discussions with ambassadors from Algeria, Austria, 
Azerbaijan, Cape Verde, Egypt, Equatorial Guinea, Finland, 
Jamaica, Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Libya, Malta, Palestine, 
Qatar, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Turkmenistan, the United 
Arab Emirates and other countries, as well as the permanent 
representative of the African Union in China. Events such 
as these helped to show the diplomatic role of think tanks, 
strengthen trust between China and other countries, and 
boost multilateral cooperation.

（2） Establishing a platform 
for international chambers of 
commerce and multinational 
corporations to reinforce 
economic cooperation

In recent years, doubts over 
globalization have led to growing 
discussions about reshaping market 
access strategies. As the COVID-19 
pandemic continues to spread, how 
companies can stay competitive in 
the markets they serve has become a 
hot topic. As the main entities driving 
the economy, enterprises and the 

  The Algerian Embassy in China and CCG jointly held a discussion on “The Chinese Economy in the Post-COVID-19 World” 

  Former Undersecretary-General of the United Nations, executive 
secretary of the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA), 
Carlos Lopes spoke at CCG webinar "China-Africa Dialogue on Challenges 
and Cooperation Opportunities amidst the Pandemic "

  CCG hosted the Ambassadors’ Roundtable “US Election 2020: A Pivot Moment 
for the Future of Global Trade?” ar the 6th China and Globalization Forum
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business community are not only an 
important driving force to promote 
economic globalization, but also an 
anchor for the smooth operation and 
development of the economy. CCG 
worked closely with international 
chambers of commerce and 
multinational corporations throughout 
2020 to explore new solutions for 
international economic cooperation in 
the face of the pandemic and to help 
enable enterprises to grow in response 
to current challenges.

The sound operation of foreign-
invested firms in China is inseparable 
from the efforts of chambers of 
commerce of various countries. At 
the China Inbound-Outbound Forum, 
CCG launched an initiative to establish 
a network for international chambers 
of commerce to optimize the 
business environment in China, and 
to promote communication between 
relevant government departments, 
international chambers of commerce, 
local chambers, foreign companies 
and Chinese companies. 

Participants of the event included 
former Minister of Commerce, 
Chairman of the China Association of 
Enterprises with Foreign Investment 
and CCG Honorary Chairman Chen 
Deming; Vice Mayor of Beijing 
Municipal Government Yang Jinbai; 
CCG President and Honorary 
Chairman of WRSA Chamber of 
Commerce Wang Huiyao; Resident 
Representative of the United 
Nations Development Programme 
in China Beate Trankmann; Deputy 
Secretary General of Beijing Municipal 
Government Li Zhijie; Director-general 
of the Beijing Municipal Commerce 
Bureau Yan Ligang; President of 
the European Union Chamber of 
Commerce in China Joerg Wuttke; 

Chairman of the board of the Swiss Chinese Chamber of 
Commerce in China Martin Mueller; Gloria Xu, vice chairman 
of AmCham China; Noah Fraser, managing director of the 
Canada China Business Council; managing director of China 
operations and China chief representative of the China-
Britain Business Council Tom Simpson; Vice Chairman of 
Beijing Federation of Industry and Commerce Li Zhiqi. They 
witnessed  the  launch of the initiative to establish a network 
for international chambers of commerce.

President of the European Union Chamber of Commerce 
in China Joerg Wuttke called upon people to deal with 
current trade frictions and “decoupling.” He said that the 
investment agreement between China and Europe has been 
under negotiation for seven or eight years and the business 
community hopes that there will be a milestone, not just 
verbal, but some practical progress.

Former Minister of Commerce, Chairman of the China 
Association of Enterprises with Foreign Investment and 
CCG Honorary Chairman Chen Deming said that the United 
States and China need to explore their complementarity 
in economic structures and increase cooperation. Chen 
highlighted that in the long run, although US-China relations 
will be dominated by competition in the future, we should still 
strive to create cooperation in regular competition and avoid 
or reduce serious confrontation.

In the Chambers/CEO Roundtable of the Sixth China and 
Globalization Forum, in the discussion “Rising Opportunities 
or New Challenges in the Dual-circular Economy”, Steven 
Lynch, Managing Director of BritCham China highlighted the 
importance of the Chinese market to British businesses. He 
said he sees the new “dual circulation” as a great opportunity 
to address global supply chain issues over the next few 
years, while British businesses are looking to the Chinese 
government to further address issues such as market 
openness and data security. Martin Mueller, Chairman of 
the Board of the Swiss Chinese Chamber of Commerce in 
China, said that the self-sufficiency of the domestic economic 
cycle means developing the domestic market and making 
production and consumption sustainable. He said China must 
ensure that it can produce the key components for high-tech 
supply chains, make use of its own advantages, invest in new 
technologies, and support the domestic consumer market. 
He stressed that the sound development of the domestic 
economic cycle cannot be achieved without mutual policy 
coordination with the international economic cycle.
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  The Ambassadors’ Roundtable “US Election 2020: A Pivot Moment for the Future of Global Trade?” at the 7th China Inbound-Outbound Forum

  CCG held the Chambers/CEO Roundtable “Rising Opportunities or New 
Challenges in the Dual-circular Economy” at the 7th China Inbound-Outbound Forum

  The Chambers/CEO Roundtable “Rising Opportunities or New Challenges in the Dual-circular Economy” at the 7th China Inbound-Outbound Forum

  The Ambassadors’ Roundtable “US Election 2020: A Pivot Moment for the 
Future of Global Trade?” at the 7th China Inbound-Outbound Forum
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On the role of MNCs in the "dual 
circulation", Nick Coyle, CEO and 
Executive Director of AustCham China, 
said that transnational corporations must 
play an important role in policy dialogue 
around dual circulation in order to 
promote long-term stable cooperation 
between China and Australia.

CCG held various activities, including 
the 7th China Inbound-Outbound 
Forum in Beijing, China. The event was 
held in conjunction with the Beijing 
Municipal Commerce Bureau as part 
of a larger state-sponsored event, 
the China International Fair for Trade 
in Services (CIFTIS), which took place 
from September 5 to September 9 at 
the China National Convention Center 
(CNCC). Besides, CCG also held the 
6th China and Globalization Forum. 
Through those events, CCG invited 
experts from around the world to 
discuss topics such as opportunities 
for multinational corporations under the 
new pattern of "dual circulation". They 
also shared their views on how firms 
can seize new opportunities and in the 
restructuring of global supply chains, 
industrial chains and value chains. 
Building an equal and open platform 
for exchange between international 
chambers of commerce and 
multinational corporations will further 
promote international economic and 
trade cooperation, strengthen trust 
among countries, and help prevent the 
economic decoupling between China 
and the United States.

（3） Providing a platform for 
the international community in 
China to promote international 
cooperation

COVID-19 continues to challenge the 
global order and has had a profound 
impact on the global public health 

system and the development of the world economy. How 
international organizations in China respond to global 
challenges has become a global topic of concern. In 2020, 
CCG widely participated in UN affairs. CCG invited heads 
of international organizations to attend CCG forums, 
hosted roundtables for NGOs, and jointly held webinars 
with international organizations in China. These activities 
created an important platform for communication among 
international organizations at a critical point when COVID-19 
posed great challenges to globalization.

The year 2020 marked the 75th anniversary of the signing 
of the UN Charter. To commemorate the 75th Anniversary 
of the signing of the Charter of the United Nations (UN), 
CCG - as the only non-governmental Chinese think tank 
granted “Special Consultative Status” by the United Nations 
Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) - on June 24, 
co-hosted an online Forum in commemoration of 75th 
anniversary of UN Charter. The event brought together 
former leaders of various UN agencies, including the UN 
Headquarters in Geneva, the UN System in China, UNDP and 
UNICEF and guests from other international organizations 
such as the World Trade Organization, the World Bank, the 
OECD, the IMF, the ILO, and the Paris Peace Forum.

On the theme “Enhancing multilateralism to collectively 
achieve the sustainable development goals”, Chief of 
Staff and Sherpa of the OECD Gabriela Ramos said 
that the COVID-19 crisis has reinforced the importance 
of transnational dialogue. She added that the cost of 
unilateralism is very high; that the United Nations, other 
international organizations and all countries in the world 
should further strengthen international cooperation; and that 
multilateralism is the only solution.

Resident Coordinator of the United Nations in China Nicholas 
Rosellini noted that COVID-19 is the most serious challenge 
since the Second World War, and reminds us of the need 
for cooperation across borders, sectors, and generations, 
as well as the importance of aligning our development 
strategies with sustainability and the urgency of mobilizing 
actions towards the SDGs. He said that no government or 
organization can recover from the pandemic alone, thus 
governments and the private sector must work together to 
guide the world back on track to achieve the SDGs.

WTO Deputy Director-General Yi Xiaozhun noted that the 
global economy rests on the successful operation of the 
multilateral trading system, which has benefited many 
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  CCG launched an initiative to establish a network for international chambers of commerce at the China Beijing International Fair for Trade in 
Services (CIFTIS)

  Former Minister of Commerce, Chairman of the China Association of 
Enterprises with Foreign Investment and CCG honorary Chairman Chen 
Deming delivered keynote speech at the 7th China Inbound-Outbound Forum

  President of the European Union Chamber of Commerce in China Joerg 
Wuttke delivered keynote speech at the 7th China Inbound-Outbound 
Forum

  To commemorate the 75th Anniversary of the signing of the Charter of the United Nations, CCG co-hosted an online forum “Enhancing multilateralism to 
collectively achieve the sustainable development goals” with the Academy of Contemporary China and the World Studies (ACCWS), the Center for International 
Security and Strategy (CISS), the Dialogue of Civilizations Research Institute (DOC), the Valdai Discussion Club and the British East Asia Council.
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members and enabled them to 
reach agreement on issues such as 
e-commerce, investment, and small 
business development. He said that 
the biggest obstacle to WTO reform 
is mistrust among countries, so he 
called for rebuilding trust, especially 
among the big economies, and he 
said that without trust, there can be 
no cooperation and consequently no 
effective functioning of the WTO.

As for how to promote global 
cooperation amid the pandemic, 
Sir Danny Alexander, vice president 
and corporate secretary of the Asia 
Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), 
pointed out at the opening roundtable 
of the Sixth Forum on China and 
Globalization hosted by CCG, that in 
the area of economic development, 
there were still many countries facing 
debt problems and financial pressures. 

He said that governments need to have a sense of urgency, 
pay attention to these issues, and be willing and willing to 
cooperate on some issues, even though there may be 
differences on others. The key issue is the ability to work 
together, which is crucial for many governments, to promote 
and facilitate global cooperation to address global challenges.

At present, the situation of international relations is complex 
and volatile, and international exchange is becoming 
increasingly frequent. NGOs are playing a more important 
role in international exchanges, and Chinese NGOs are 
increasingly active on the international stage.

For its flagship forums in 2020, CCG invited heads of 
international organizations to attend the forum to discuss 
global governance and cooperation under the impact of 
the pandemic. At the Sixth China and Globalization Forum, 
CCG and the Asia Foundation jointly hosted the NGO 
Roundtable “Chinese and Global NGOs in Changing Context: 
Challenges and Innovations”. CCG had in-depth exchanges 
with international NGOs on how NGOs can contribute to the 
sustainable and inclusive development of globalization and 
how NGOs can better play their role in strengthening people-
to-people exchanges between China and other countries in 
combating the pandemic.

In view of the development and role of NGOs, Shen Xin, 
Director-General of American & Oceanian Affairs at the 
Chinese People’s Association for Friendship with Foreign 
Countries (CPAFFC) said that NGOs should play their role in 
helping people in crisis and hardship; that promoting people's 
livelihood is the most important form of social welfare; that 
maintaining the stable and healthy development of society 
plays a huge role in improving people's livelihoods, and so 
should be one of the most important goals of NGOs; and that 
NGOs should also play a role in promoting understanding, 
cooperation and friendship among countries.

Ji Hongbo, Country Representative of The Asia Foundation, 
Beijing Office shared the experience and principles of the 
Asia Foundation as an international NGO in promoting 
prosperity and development in Asia and promoting mutual 
understanding and cooperation among Asian countries: 
First of all, long-term commitment. Second, respect for the 
local area, compliance with local laws, and a comprehensive 
approach to indigenous development. Third, building on 
partnerships. Finally, be guided by flexible innovation.

  Resident Coordinator of the United Nations in China 
Nicholas Rosellini participated in CCG online forum in 
commemoration of 75th Anniversary of the signing of the 
Charter of the United Nations

  Deputy Director-General of WTO Yi Xiaozhun 
participated in CCG online forum in commemoration 
of 75th Anniversary of the signing of the Charter of the 
United Nations
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· To continuously advocate for China 
joining CPTPP and promote negotiations 
for the RCEP and CAI

· Actively conducting research to boost 
development of an open global economy

· Communicating and collaborating with 
foreign chambers of commerce and 
MNCs

PROMOTING THE NEW DEVELOPMENT 
OF AN OPEN ECONOMY AND 
MULTILATERAL TRADE SYSTEM

In 2020, with the global spread of the pandemic, international trade 
and investment shrank significantly, industrial and supply chains were 
disrupted, unilateralism and protectionism rose, and economic globalization 
encountered serious challenges. However, international economic connectivity 
and exchanges remain the objective requirements of global economic 
development, and openness and cooperation are the responsible approaches 
to fulfill global development. As the world's largest trader in goods and the 
second-largest trader in services, China has always been a defender, builder 
and contributor to the multilateral trading system. As one of the top 100 
Chinese non-governmental think tanks in the world, CCG has continuously 
called for promoting the development of economic globalization towards a 
more open, inclusive, reciprocal and win-win direction, contributing insights 
from Chinese think tanks to the maintenance of the global multilateral trading 
system.
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To continuously advocate 
for China joining CPTPP and 
promote negotiations for RCEP 
and CAI

In recent years, with the profound 
restructuring of the global economic 
landscape, economic globalization 
has encountered setbacks, and the 
authority and effectiveness of the 
multilateral trading system have been 
severely challenged. The launch of 
the Comprehensive and Progressive 
Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) , the 
signing of the Regional Comprehensive 
Economic Partnership (RCEP), and the 
successful completion of negotiations 
on the China-EU Comprehensive 
Agreement on Investment (CAI) and 
other regional trade agreements, have 
given a strong boost to the resumption 
of globalization by signaling that 
economic globalization is still a major 

trend.

On November 15, 2020, the ten ASEAN countries, China, 
Japan, South Korea, Australia and New Zealand officially 
signed the RCEP. Over the years, CCG has continued to 
devote attention to and study multilateral trade mechanisms 
and regional trade agreements by publishing research 
reports, providing perspectives and suggestions, organizing 
and attending international forums and seminars, publishing 
articles and many other ways, and played an active 
role promoting RCEP negotiations. Wang Huiyao, CCG 
president, said the signing of the RCEP will inject strong 
impetus to regional and global economic growth, and at the 
same time fully reflect the attitude of member states against 
unilateralism and protectionism, making concerted efforts 
to support free trade and multilateral trade mechanism. In 
the meantime, he mentioned that the CPTPP is another 
high-level multilateral trade agreement and called on China 
to join the CPTPP.

On November 20, President Xi Jinping said at the APEC 
Economic Leaders' Meeting that China would actively 
consider joining the CPTPP, once again demonstrating 

  Former Minister of Commerce, Chairman of the China Association of Enterprises with Foreign Investment and CCG Honorary Chairman Chen Deming 
delivered keynote speech at the 7th China Inbound-Outbound Forum
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China's determination to expand its opening-up. CCG 
was the first think tank in China to conduct a systematic 
study on China's joining the CPTPP and to release related 
reports. Since former US President Trump announced the 
withdrawal of the United States from the TPP, CCG has 
called on China to join the TPP. Since December 18, 2016, 
CCG has issued a series of reports such as “FTAAP: the 
best choice for the post-TPP era?”, “China's diplomacy 
enters new dimension, may consider joining TPP,”  and 
“CPTPP, a new opportunity for China's future free trade 
development” .  In September 2020, CCG released a 
report “CPTPP and China’s intellectual property rights 
(IPR)”, offering policy advice for China to join the CPTPP, 
and providing comprehensive and valuable references 
and analyses for relevant departments and personnel. The 
report was awarded as “2020 CTTI Award for Best Applied 
Case by a Think Tank” by Nanjing University and Guangming 
Daily's China Think Tank Index (CTTI) Report due to its 
academic value and policy impact. In addition, CCG has also 
been following and studying the development of the CPTPP 
and appealing for China to join the CPTPP in various ways, 
including writing perspectives and suggestions, organizing 
and attending international conferences and publishing 
commentary articles in both Chinese and English.

In addition to RCEP and CPTPP, the negotiation of CAI 

has also attracted much attention. 
As two major economies and forces 
for world stability, the completion of 
the investment treaty negotiations 
between China and the EU was 
of great significance to boost the 
recovery of global economy in the 
post-pandemic era, enhance the 
world’s confidence in economic 
globalization and free trade, and 
build an open world economy. 
On December 30, 2020, the 
leaders of China and the EU jointly 
announced the completion of the 
CAI negotiations as scheduled. 
As an international Chinese non-
governmental think tank, CCG has 
been continuously promoting the 
CAI in recent years. CCG experts 
have played a positive role in 
promoting the CAI by writing both 
Chinese and English commentary 
articles on relevant topics such as 
China-EU relations and multilateral 
cooperation. In addition, CCG hosted 

  CCG released report released the 2020 Global Enterprises Report: MNC New Development in China at the 7th China Inbound-Outbound Forum
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and participated in international 
forums on related topics, actively 
contributing to the development of 
China-EU relations and the CAI from 
the perspectives of globalization and 
international cooperation.

Actively conducting research to 
boost development of an open 
global economy

From the signing of the RCEP, to the 
consideration of joining the CPTPP,  to 
the completion of the CAI negotiations, 
China has been committed to building 
an open world economy in this special 
historical period of the pandemic, 
which has brought more opportunities 
for cooperation to the world and 
continued to spur global development. 

In 2020, the CPC Central Committee 
and the State Council proposed 

to establish the China (Beijing) Pilot Free Trade Zone. In 
September, the zone was officially unveiled. Previously, 
CCG was commissioned by the Beijing Municipal Bureau of 
Commerce to carry out a risk assessment on the feasibility 
of the China (Beijing) Pilot Free Trade Zone, allowing CCG to 
play an active role as a think tank to further promote China's 
construction of an open economy.

In addition to the establishment of free trade areas, China 
has held significant multilateral international events in 
recent years to advocate for an open world economy 
and tell the story of Chinese Reform and Opening-up, 
which has not only enhanced China's influence, but also 
demonstrated China's open attitude and promoted win-
win cooperation in the world economy. On September 27, 
2020, Beijing held a press conference to introduce the 
blueprint for the construction of a center for  international 
exchange in the next 15 years. Commissioned by the 
Beijing Municipal Committee of the Chinese People's 
Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC), CCG 
conducted a study on the construction of an international 
exchange centre in Beijing in 2020, and offered advice on 

The focus of this report is whether China’s IPR 

protection can align with the high standards 

enshrined in modern Free Trade Agreements 

(FTAs), in particular the Comprehensive and 

Progressive Agreement for Comprehensive and 

Progressive Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP), 

which has higher standards than the World 

Trade Organization (WTO).
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how to further stimulate the vitality of non-governmental 
actors and build the centre together. CCG has contributed 
its insights to promoting the construction of a diversified 
and three-dimensional pattern for the city's foreign 
exchanges, restoring and enhancing the vitality of Beijing's 
international exchanges in the post-pandemic era as soon 
as possible, taking the lead in forming a new pattern of 
development, and serving the high-level opening up and 
high-quality development of Beijing.

Communicating and collaborating with foreign 
chambers of commerce and MNCs

Since 2020, the pandemic has had a huge impact on 
the global economy. To promote the development of 
global service trade and economic recovery as soon as 
possible, the China International Fair for Trade in Service 
was held in Beijing from September 4-9, demonstrating 
China’s unswerving determination and confidence to 
promote opening-up, sending a positive signal of China's 
adherence to economic globalization and enhancing 
international economic and trade cooperation. 

CCG and Beijing Municipal Bureau of Commerce co-
hosted the "Further Opening Up the Service Sector and 
China Inbound-Outbound Forum" at the China National 
Convention Centre in Beijing on September 8, 2020, 

which contributed to the role of 
Chinese think tanks in creating an 
open and inclusive environment for 
cooperation, promoting the vitality 
of the global economy and the 
formation of a new pattern of reform 
and opening-up at a higher level. At 
the forum, CCG released the Report 
on Chinese Enterprise Globalization 
2020, and launched an initiative 
to establish a network for foreign 
chambers of commerce.

Due to Covid-19 and China-US trade 
frictions, global trade and investment 
have suffered heavy losses and 
the global economy has fallen into 
recession. Despite the unfavorable 
external environment, China has 
become increasingly attractive to 
foreign investment as its market is 
increasingly open and the business 
environment is improving. China has 
remained the world's second-largest 
outbound investment destination 
for three years in a row. Report on 
Chinese Enterprise Globalization 
2020 analyses the policies and 
market opportunities for foreign 
investment in China, aiming to 
explore development opportunities 
for MNCs in China and encourage 
more to invest in China.

Foreign chambers of commerce 
play important roles in the operation 
of foreign enterprises in China. In 
addition to gathering information 
on policies and industries to help 
member companies do business in 
China, chambers have also made 
positive contributions to improve 
China’s business environment by 
facilitating member companies to 
establish good relations with the 

  CCG co-hosted the 7th China Inbound-Outbound Forum with the Beijing Municipal 
Commerce Bureau at the China National Convention Center (CNCC)
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Chinese government and Chinese 
enterprises through various 
economic exchange activities. In 
order to give full play to the role 
of the chambers, CCG proposed 
to establish a network for foreign 
chambers of commerce, forming a 
routine mechanism and platform for 
effective exchanges and promoting 
the development of chambers and 
MNCs, thus facilitating the opening 
up of Beijing.

In 2020, CCG also held and attended 
international conferences and 
forums to strengthen exchange 
and communications with foreign 
chambers of commerce and MNCs 
and offered advice on how to better 
grasp the trend of development 
in international trade and industry, 

carry out international economic and trade cooperation, 
and maintain a free, stable and fair trade and investment 
environment and the security of industrial and supply chains, 
and to promote global trade and sustainable development in 
an era of great changes. 

During a CCG seminar, participants reached a consensus 
that open multilateral trade remains the key to resolve the 
current world economic dilemma and that they are looking 
forward to a more open China. These included Joerg 
Wuttke, chairman of the European Union Chamber of 
Commerce in China, Gloria Xu, vice chairman of AmCham 
China, Martin Mueller, chairman of the Swiss Chamber of 
Commerce in China, Charles Tang, chairman of Brazil-
China Chamber of Commerce & Industry, Huang Zhixiang, 
vice president of External Affairs, Greater China Region, 
Universal Pictures, Craig Burchell, vice president of global 
trade affairs at Huawei and Zhao Bin, senior vice president 
of Legal and Government Affairs at Qualcomm.

Based on analysis of the globalization of 

enterprises in the post-pandemic era, the Report 

summarizes five current trends and characteristics 

of foreign investment in China. The Report also 

analyzes policies and market opportunities for 

foreign enterprises investing in China. In addition, 

it makes several recommendations to promote 

foreign investment in China.
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GLOBAL GOVERNANCE· Establishing the Global Young 
Leaders Dialogue (GYLD) with the aim 
of nvigorating Global Governance with 
the Insights of Youth 

· Establishing the Alliance of Global 
Talent Organizations (AGTO) as a 
communication and cooperation 
mechanism on Global Talent

ESTABLISHING INTERNATIONAL 
PLATFORMS AND ENGAGING IN 
GLOBAL GOVERNANCE

The existing global governance system has contributed significantly to 

maintaining peace, prosperity, and openness of the international community 

and international communication and cooperation. However, confronting 

major changes unseen in a century and the challenges of the pandemic, the 

existing global governance system faces many issues and has found it difficult 

to cope with various challenges properly and timely. China has always been 

an active participant in and contributor to global governance. As the first 

Chinese think tank named after globalization, CCG has long tracked China’s 

process of globalization and been committed to studying global governance 

and promoting reforms of the global governance system so as to cope with 

various global challenges. 
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Human capital flow and talent 
shortage have caused a global 
“talent war.” In 2020, CCG initiated 
and launched the Alliance of Global 
Talent Organizations (AGTO) which 
is committed to reaching common 
ground with mutual benefits and 
win-win cooperation for global 
talent. AGTO also aims to establish 
a mechanism for exchange, 
coordination and cooperation 

and promote the vertical development of global talent 
governance. This project stood out from nearly a thousand 
global governance projects all over the world and was 
presented at the first Paris Peace Forum. A related sub-form 
on the topic of global governance of talent mobility at the 
2nd Paris Peace Forum was recognized by the international 
community. Back in 2019, this project was featured with the 
summit of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and 
Development. At the 3rd Paris Peace Forum in 2020, AGTO 
held its launch ceremony, during which the development 
and innovation of global governance on talent flow were 
discussed.

AGTO is a non-governmental organization that is open to the 
whole world and an innovative platform aiming to advance 
global talent flow while promoting China’s participation in the 
innovation of global talent governance. This organization will 
play an active role in global talent flow in the post-pandemic 
era and hopes to become a global talent coordination 
mechanism in terms of facilitating communication and 
cooperation. AGTO will also begin to invite and recruit 
members for its advisory council, conduct relevant research 
and cooperation on global talent flow, and publish reports 
on global talent flow. AGTO plans to convene the first global 
talent conference in Hong Kong in 2021. 

  CCG launched the Alliance of Global Talent 
Organizations (AGTO) at the 3rd Paris Peace Forum
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Establishing the Global Young Leaders Dialogue (GYLD)
with the aim of invigorating Global Governance with 
the Insights of Youth 

While discussing global governance with domestic and 
international experts in international forums and through Track 
II diplomacy, CCG continues to explore new solutions for 
global governance. As a source of innovative development, 

young people can fully play 
their bridging role in promoting 
exchange between countries, 
enhancing mutual understanding, 
and energizing reforms in 
global governance system. On 
December 15, 2020, CCG and the 
Academy of Contemporary China 
and World Studies (ACCWS) 
jointly launched the Global Young 
Leaders Dialogue program 
(GYLD). Participants included Guo 
Weimin, deputy director of the 
Information Office of the State 
Council; Du Zhanyuan, president 

  CCG President Wang Huiyao delivered 
welcome remarks at the Global Young 
Leaders Dialogue program (GYLD) launch 
event
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  GUO Weimin, Former Vice 
Minister of the State Council 
Information Office of China

   DU Zhanyuan, President, China 
Foreign Languages Publishing 
Administration (CIPG)

  Marielza OliveiraPDirector and 
Representative of UNESCO Beijing

  Luis Diego Monsalve, 
Ambassador of Columbia to China

  David Q. Pan, Executive Dean 
and Professor, Schwarzman College, 
Tsinghua University

  Miao Lu, Co-founder and 
Secretary-General of CCG

  Dominic Barton, Ambassador of 
Canada to China

  Mohamed Abd El-Sattar Elbadri, 
Ambassador of Egypt to China

  Nicolas Chapuis, Ambassador of 
Delegation of the European Union to 
China

  Amakobe Sande, Resident 
Coordinator, a.i., UN China

  Pascal Lamy, Former Director-
General, World Trade Organization; 
Chair, Paris Peace Forum

  Boris Ruge, Former Ambassador 
of Germany to Saudi Arabia; Vice-
Chairman at Munich Security 
Conference

  Kishore Mahbubani, CCG Advisor, 
Singapore's Former Ambassador to the 
United Nations

  Vincent Price, President of Duke 
University 

  Martin Raiser, World Bank's 
Country Director for China, 
Mongolia, and Korea

  Ronnie C. Chan, Chair, 
Hang Lung Properties Limited; 
Co-Chair, Center for China and 
Globalization (CCG)
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of China International Publishing Group (CIPG); Marielza Oliveira, director and representative of UNESCO 
Beijing; H.E. Nicolas Chapuis, ambassador of the Delegation of the European Union to China; H.E. 
Dominic Barton, ambassador of Canada to China; H.E. Luis Diego Monsalve, ambassador of Colombia to 
China; H.E. Mohamed Abd El-Sattar Elbadri, ambassador of Egypt to China and David Q. Pan, executive 
dean and professor of Schwarzman College, Tsinghua University. Amakobe Sande, interim resident 
coordinator, UN China; Pascal Lamy, former director-general of the World Trade Organization (WTO); 
Boris Ruge, vice-chairman at the Munich Security Conference (MSC); Vincent Price, president of Duke 
University; Martin Raiser, World Bank’s country director for China; Ronnie C. Chan, Chairman of Asia 

Society Hong Kong Center; and Kishore Mahbubani, Singapore’s former ambassador to the United 
Nations (UN) sent video messages to congratulate the launch of the program. 

As Ambassador Luis Diego Monsalve mentioned in his speech, young leaders are the future, and it is 
important for them to participate in the decision-making of policies, the finding of common strategies and 
the understanding of technological revolution. The mechanism of GYLD emphasizes shared values such 
as open and equal dialogue, intellectual exchange, inclusive and mutual learning. GYLD is dedicated to 
global issues including globalization, global governance, multilateralism, technology innovation, cultural 
exchange, sustainable and inclusive development, and global health. GYLD wishes to enhance mutual 
understanding and learning of young leaders from all cultural and professional backgrounds, inspire 
cooperation and innovation, so as to develop global talent with a global vision and help create a better 
future for humankind. 

Marielza Oliveira noted in her speech the vast potential of young if they can come together in a platform 
for action and dialogue, and that GYLD provides a platform for this function.
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 Theresa Tse, Chairwoman 
of Board Committee of Sino 
Biopharmaceutical Limited

  Noah Fraser, Managing 
Director, Canada China 
Business Council

  Joshua Dominick, Founder 
& Organizer of Krankin'thru 
China

On December 16, 2020, CCG held an online forum on 
poverty reduction as part of the Global Young Leaders 
Dialogue (GYLD). Global opinion leaders and young global 
leaders from various fields engaged in dialogue on poverty 
alleviation, which is the first goal of the UN 2030 Agenda 
for Sustainable Development. This forum also included two 
webinar discussions, on the themes of “Global Youth and 
the SDGs: Visions, Actions, and Innovations” and “Fostering 
Global Cooperation in Response to Global Challenges: 
Perspectives from Young Leaders”. During Webinar Two, 

Martin Geiger, associate professor 
at Carleton University and Deputy 
Secretary-General of the Alliance of 
Global Talent Organizations, argued 
that talent allocation, especially 
in relation to providing support to 
underdeveloped areas, is crucial for 
global governance. He stated that 
young people should be encouraged 
to participate in solving global 
problems by applying new knowledge 
and modern technologies.

In the future, GYLD will continue to 
hold annual forums, workshops, 
joint research programs and field 
trips, and many other activities to 
build up diversified platforms for 
communication between global young 
leaders. GYLD also aims to form an 
active, internationalized, young and 
diverse community network for global 
young leaders with innovative thoughts 
on global affairs. 

  The launch of the Global Young Leaders Dialogue (GYLD) Program, jointly initiated by the Center for China and Globalization (CCG) and the Academy of 
Contemporary China and World Studies (ACCWS), was held in Beijing
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PIONEERING RESEARCH ON 
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION, 
OFFERING FORESIGHT ON GLOBAL 
TALENT MOBILITY

In 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic spread around the world. The global 

flow of talent and the development of international education faced 

unprecedented challenges. Amidst uncertainty in international relations, 

principles such as mutual understanding, inclusiveness and trust among 

different systems and civilizations became increasingly important

· Conducting in-depth research on international 
education and providing suggestions for the 
development of international schools in China

· Exploring ways to reinvigorate cities with talent

· Researching on the latest trends in study abroad
and offering insights into the career development of 
Chinese university graduates

In-depth research on international education 
Provide suggestions for the development of international schools 
in China

In 2020, the outbreak of COVID-19 posed the greatest challenge to human 
development since the Second World War. Only through mutual understanding 
and close cooperation can countries overcome difficulties together. CCG, with 
the support of Beijing Royal Charity Foundation, researched and published 
New Journey For A New Era: An Action Plan for Education For International 
Understanding. The report brings together the opinions and suggestions of 
nine experts and scholars in the field of the theory and practice of international 
understanding education, answering questions such as: What is international 
understanding education? What should be taught? Who is going to teach? How 
to teach it? How to promote it? These five basic issues, and recommendations 
for government, schools and non-governmental levels, seek to further promote 
the development of international understanding education in China to provide a 
reference for policymakers.
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According to the challenges facing international schools 
in China and their current development situation, some 
suggestions are put forward for the future development of 
international schools in China.

The COVID-19 pandemic ushered in new development 
opportunities for the online education industry, as well as 
new opportunities and challenges for offline education. 
The webinar “How does the COVID-19 pandemic change 
the future of international education” hosted by CCG on 17 
April 2020 invited principals and administrators of several 

As a product of globalization, 
international schools are an important 
force to promote international 
educational exchange and mutual 
learning. They are long-term research 
objects of CCG's international 
education research.

On November 13, 2020, CCG and 
the Institute of International Education 
South-South Cooperation jointly 
released CCG 2019 Bluebook Report 
on Chinese International Schools 
in Beijing. This report discusses 
the emergence and development 
of international schools from the 
perspective of globalization, confronts 
the identity and status crisis of 
international schools in China, and 
redefines international schooling. This 
paper expounds and analyses the 
development status of international 
schools in China from four aspects: 
policy environment, development scale, 
teaching resources and student base. 

  CCG held webinar  “International Education in a Post-Pandemic Era”

  CCG Research team conducts investigations into international education through 
visiting international schools
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top international universities and independent legal entities 
of Chinese-foreign cooperative universities, as well as 
experts and scholars in the field of international education. 
They discussed topics such as the development trend of 
international education under the pandemic, the impact of 
the wide application of online education on the industrial 
structure of international education, the impact of Sino-
US relations on the future development of international 
education and China's talent cultivation strategy. The webinar 
aimed to strengthen cooperation and exchange in the field 
of international education in the face of the pandemic, and 
explore opportunities for international education cooperation 
in the critical period of the global common fight against the 
pandemic

Stuart Perrin, associate principal of Entrepreneur College at 
the Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University, said in the webinar 
“How will COVID-19 change the landscape of international 
education?” that while the coronavirus knows no borders, 
international education also should know no borders. He said 
we should not let COVID-19 be a barrier to the development 
and continued progress of international education.

“If we look back at the development of the past few years, 
we can see that globalization has been abused. Society only 
focuses on efficiency and companies only focus on profit. 
Therefore, our educational content should be changed 
to change the current situation” John Zhang, Professor at 
The Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania said in the 
webinar “How does the COVID-19 pandemic change the 

future of international education”

The pandemic has brought 
an unprecedented test to the 
development of international 
education. However, China continues 
to strengthen the opening up of 
education to the outside world in this 
situation.

In 2020, suggestions of the Ministry of 
Education and eight other ministries 
on speeding up and expanding 
the opening up of education in the 
new era were officially issued. The 
document called to strive to break 
institutional barriers, increase the 
intensity of reform of Chinese-foreign 
cooperation in running schools, 
to improve overseas education in 
colleges and universities, to reform 
schools for examination, to promote 
the international competitiveness of 
China's higher education personnel 
training, and to speed up cultivating 
high-level international talent with global 
vision, among others. 

On August 10, the CCG held a webinar 
on the topic “International Education 
in a Post-Pandemic Era.” The event 
brought together a group of leading 
practitioners from the education 
industry to share their thoughts on the 
current state and future of international 
education in China, with a focus on the 
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Exploring ways to reinvigorate 
cities with talent

Amidst the pandemic, the flow 
of people has been constrained. 
However, as the main driving force for 
the development of different countries 

  CCG held webinar  “How will COVID-19 change the landscape of international 
education?”
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or regions and different industries, 
talent has become a desired resource 
and even point of contention. How to 
introduce and retain international talent, 
how to restart the economic vitality of 
the city, and improve the ability of talent 
management has become the focus of 
CCG's attention.

CCG has been working with the 
International Organization for Migration 
(IOM) for many years to compile the 
Chinese version of World Migration 
Report. The report has become an 
important reference for policymakers, 
researchers and migration practitioners 
at home and abroad. On August 25, 
2020, the CCG and the IOM jointly 
released World Migration Report 
2020. The report presents data and 
information on migration and migration, 
summarizes key global migration 
data and trends, and examines 
some specific migration issues in 
the face of increasingly complex 
international changes, including the 

social contribution of migrants, the adaptation of migrants 
to the environment and global migration governance. At the 
launch ceremony, experts and scholars from international 
organizations and the field of migration studies also 
exchanged views on global migration trends and current 
international migration issues. Guiseppe Crocetti, chief of 
mission of IOM in China, said the world was suffering the 
impact of the pandemic on migrants and governments 
needed to prepare for it. He said the development of human 
society needs to take into account the interests of all people, 
that exclusion is costly in the long run, while inclusion benefits 
everyone. He added that COVID-19 has taught us that no 

  CCG and IOM jointly held an online publication launch for the World Migration Report 
2020 and a seminar on related migration issues

This report brings 
together the latest 
research results of 
CCG researchers 
and experts in 
related fields on 
studying abroad, 
overseas returnees 
and education 
internationalization in 
recent years. 

This report discusses the 
emergence and development 

of international schools 
from the perspective of 

globalization, and expounds 
and analyzes the development 

of international schools in 
China from four aspects. 

According to the status crisis 
and development status of 

international schools in China 
at present, some suggestions 
are put forward for the future 
development of international 

schools in China.
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country can fight a pandemic alone, just as no country can 
manage migration alone.

The Annual Report on Chinese International Migration (2020) 
was released at the Fifth International Research Summit 
Forum. The report was jointly compiled by CCG and the 
Institute of Development Studies, SWUFE, and published 
by the Social Sciences Academic Press (China). From a 
multicultural perspective, the report analyzes the state and 
trends of international migration as well as the migration 
policies of major destinations. The report also outlines 
prospects for international migration in the post-pandemic 
era.

In the wake of the COVID-19 outbreak, how to mitigate the 
impact of COVID-19 on the global flow of talent has become 
an issue of concern to CCG. On June 5, CCG and Carleton 
University co-hosted the a virtual expert discussion on “What 
are the impacts of COVID-19 on global talent mobility?”, 
featuring experts from leading think tanks, academic 
institutions, international organizations and the business 
community. These experts shared their insights and gave 
recommendations on how to mitigate the impacts of 
COVID-19 on talent mobility. David Zweig, Professor Emeritus 

at Hong Kong University of Science and 
Technology, expressed his concerns 
about the continuation of talent flows 
between the US and China. He said 
that some policies implemented by 
the Trump administration on talent 
flows, especially regarding international 

  CCG held China Talent 50 Forum-Hangzhou

  David Zweig, professor emeritus at Hong Kong 
University of Science and Technology, spoke at a virtual 
expert discussion on “What are the impacts of COVID-19 
on global talent mobility?” co-hosted by CCG and Carleton 
University
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students, have been seriously 
criticized. At the same time, he said 
there is an ongoing critical discussion 
regarding China’s talent programs, 
which form a key part of China’s efforts 
to reverse brain drain. Companies in 
Hong Kong are adapting to changing 
environments, however, they need 
to consider how to attract and retain 
talent. He said mainland students will 
remain an important talent source for 
the coming years.

At the same time, how to restart the 
economic vitality of cities and enhance 
talent management has also become 
a focus topic for CCG's attention. On 
September 18, 2020, CCG, the Alliance 
of Global Talent Organizations (AGTO), 
and the Global Mobility of Talent 
Research Team of Carleton University 
held their second joint virtual expert 
discussion on global talent mobility. 
This time the discussion focused on 
some of the leading talent magnets 
in Eurasia and the question of how 
to relaunch and enhance their urban 
talent attraction and retention post-
COVID 19.

2020 saw many achievements for 
CCG in fields such as international 
talent exchange, the internationalization 
of enterprise talent, the return of 
international talent, and regional 
talent. In 2020, CCG participated in 
the second phase of the Dialogue in 
the Field of Support for Mobility and 
Migration between China and the 
EU, which is funded by the EU and 
the IOM, and conducted the study 
Talent Mobility between the EU and 
China: The mobility of researchers at 
a glance. The aim of the study was to 
promote and strengthen dialogue on 

talent mobility between China and the EU in order to better 
understand current trends and provide recommendations 
for the development of talent mobility between China and 
the EU. 

In 2020, CCG also carried out policy studies on the 
globalization of enterprise talent and returning global talent 
in Zhongguancun. This paper analyzed the state of affairs, 
problems and challenges of talent internationalization in 
Zhongguancun. CCG put forward suggestions on the 
globalization of talents in Zhongguancun. At the national 
level, protecting the flow of  talent needs a public health 
emergency mechanism. At the municipal level, special 
preferential policies on taxation and settlement in key areas 
should be explored. At the level of Zhongguancun, local 
advantages should be brought into play, and various factors 
should be fully mobilized to attract talent.

On November 8, 2020, with the support of Hangzhou 
Municipal Government, the China Talent 50 Forum was 
held in Hangzhou on the theme “create the best talent 
ecosystem and boost the construction of a great city.” The 
forum hosted a large number of international and domestic 
experts and scholars in the field of talent research. Taking 
Hangzhou as a case study, the forum focused on the topics 
of Hangzhou's high-quality development, talent ecosystem, 
and international talent competitiveness. Also discussed 
were Hangzhou’s experience in talent, current challenges 
of building a talent ecosystem in Hangzhou, and the 
measures to be taken to give full play to the leading role of 
talent in Hangzhou's high-quality development. Participants 
discussed how to enhance the city's international talent 
competitiveness, how to promote city building, how to give 
full play to the advantages of Hangzhou's innovative cultural 
ecosystem, and how to build a unique city talent brand.

In the field of professional talent development, as 
commissioned by the Department of Development Planning 
in the Ministry of Science and Technology, from May to 
August 2020, CCG conducted an assessment on the 
building of an environment for the globalization of scientific 
and technological talent during the 13th Five-Year Plan 
period. The study for the first time established an assessment 
system and index framework for the environment for 
the globalization of scientific and technological talent, 
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covering six dimensions: the stock of global scientific 
and technological talent; the globalization of scientific 
and technological resources; China-foreign scientific and 
technological exchange and cooperation; global output of 
scientific research achievements; global transformation of 
scientific research achievements, and the construction of 
international infrastructure. The research examined relevant 
cases and put forward targeted policy suggestions for 
further improvement.

On December 21, 2020, CCG organized the first “Wutong 
Project” high-level talent evaluation in Shunyi District, 
Beijing, aiming to build a global talent high ground for 
Shunyi District to build a global innovation cluster, build new 
core competitiveness, and provide talent support for the 
construction of Beijing's science and technology innovation 
center. 

In addition to holding seminars and organizing talent 
evaluations, CCG has also made contributions to talent 
theory. Recently, An Introduction to Global Talent Studies, 
one of a series of textbooks on talent research of Chinese 
universities, was published. This book was compiled by 
Wang Huiyao, president CCG, Miao Lu, secretary-general 
of CCG, and Zheng Jinlian, deputy secretary-general of 
CCG, and was published by the China Human Resources 
& Social Security Publishing Group. The book features 

empirical research and builds up a 
systematic framework for global talent 
management and development. It aims 
to improve China’s talent performance 
on a scientific basis, so as to provide 
new ideas and methods for talent 
management and cultivation. The book 
fills a gap in the area of special research 
on global talent studies.

This book constructs a framework for talent 

management and development in China, and 

provides new managerial ideas and technical 

methods for talent management and practice. 

It also fills the gap in the field of specific 

research in the field of international talent.

  Guiseppe Crocetti, Chief of Mission of IOM in China, 
participated in an online publication ceremony for the 
World Migration Report 2020
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Researching on the latest trends 
in study abroad 
and offering insights into the 
career development of Chinese 
university graduates

2020 saw many achievements in 
research on overseas education, a 
long-term focus of CCG. The blue book 
Annual Report on the Development 
of Chinese Students Studying Abroad 
(2020-2021), jointly compiled by CCG 
and the Institute of Development 
Studies, South West University of 
Finance and Economics (SWUFE), 
was published by Social Science 
Academic Press (China). The report 
presents up-to-date information on the 
latest trends related to study abroad 
– both in China and other countries 
– against the backdrop of COVID-19 
and puts forward relevant policy 
recommendations. Since 2012, CCG 
has released seven blue book editions 
of the Report on the Development of 
Chinese Students Studying Abroad, 
published by the Social Science 
Academic Press (China).

In order to give full play to the 
advantages of returnees and serve the 
high-quality development of Beijing, 
CCG also completed a research 
project of the Beijing Western Returned 
Scholars Association (Beijing Overseas-
educated Scholars Association), Study 
on the service of overseas students to 
the high-quality development of Beijing 
in the new era.

Based on analysis of the trends of 
Chinese students going abroad and 
returning home, the report discusses 
developments regarding Beijing 
students studying abroad and puts 

forward targeted suggestions to support Beijing's students 
studying abroad in view of the complex international situation. 
This study is of significance for promoting the development of 
Beijing through attracting and cultivating international talent.

Amidst the COVID-19 outbreak in 2020, with their broad 
international vision and solid academic foundation, a 
large number of returned overseas experts have led their 
industries to overcome the challenges of the pandemic, 
setting industry benchmarks, and providing encouragement 
for society as it gradually emerges from the pandemic

Through interviews, questionnaires, forums, seminars and 
media monitoring, the research teams of CCG and China 
Global Talent Society have selected about 200 outstanding 
returnees who have made pioneering achievements in their 
respective fields in 2020 from the fields of health, science, 
education, sports and culture. 

The list of “50 Western Returned Chinese Scholars 2020” 
was released at the Convention of Exchange of Overseas 
Talent on December 18, 2020. The list is intended to pay 
tribute to outstanding returnees, commend their outstanding 
contributions, stimulate the innovation vitality of returnees in 
the new era, and guide the innovation and entrepreneurship 
direction of overseas returnees.

The career development of university talent is also a focus 
of CCG. On October 29, 2020, CCG and LinkedIn China 
released the report University Alumni Insights: Chinese 
Graduate Career Development Prospects 2020. To better 
empower university graduates, LinkedIn China and CCG 
collaborated on this joint research. Using LinkedIn’s data, 
CCG conducted a “portrait analysis” on the profiles of 
more than 218,000 graduates from ten universities under 
the “Double First Class University Plan”, to gain insights 
regarding the directions of university graduates. We hope 
that our research can provide valuable insights into university 
graduates, current university students, as well as senior high 
school graduates who are about to enter universities or 
planning their professional development choices in advance. 
In this study, we also put forward policy suggestions on the 
development of university graduates and China’s trends of 
occupational and industrial development, providing reference 
to universities and relevant government agencies.
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·  Agenda-setting on the topic of digital economy and its industril 
competitiveness 
·  Exploring issues related to global climate governance and 
offering advice for global sustainable development

LOOKING INTO THE FUTURE 
- DIGITAL ECONOMY
CLIMATE CHANGE AND SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT

Digital technology, including the internet, big data and artificial intelligence, are 
permeating into various fields of the economy and society. The digital economy 
has become a highland of the new round of industrial competition around the 
world and a crucial propeller for advancing real economy revitalization and 
transformation. The development of digital economy has been catalyzed by 
the unexpected pandemic. With its resilience and vitality, it has become a new 
driving force of global economic recovery. 

The outbreak of the pandemic has revealed issues between humanity and the 
nature. Besides, climate change is worsening, sea level are rising, and there 
are more cases of extreme weather and infectious diseases. In order to avoid 
the worst and the most irreversible outcomes, strengthening international 
cooperation has become imperative. 

In 2020, CCG established the Digital Economy Committee and hosted many 
webinars and forums in order to advance the development of digital economy and 
multilateral cooperation in sustainable development and combating climate change. 

  The CSR Roundtable: 
“Advancing the SDGs in a 
Global Context: Business 
Strategies and Experiences” 
at the 6th China and 
Globalization Forum
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Agenda-setting on the topic of 
digital economy and its industrial 
competitiveness 

In 2020, the digital economy has 
developed despite the downward 
spiral of the economy, injecting impetus 
into economic growth. However, new 
challenges have also emerged with 
the digital economy, which think tanks 
must help address. Policy advice and 
research can be conducted in this new 
field and international collaboration 
should be promoted. In order to follow 
the global development trend of the 
digital economy, offer analysis on the 
basis of national policy, and provide 
theoretical support for businesses, 
CCG established the Digital Economy 
Committee, which draws on abundant 
political, industrial and academic 
resources. With the purpose of 
promoting digital technology innovation 
and invigorating the global digital 
economy, the Committee carried out 
in-depth studies on the newest topics 
of digital economy and established 
new think tank platforms, striving to 
enhance communication between 
government and business, build 
up common ground, and promote 
the sustainable development and 
globalization of the digital economy. 

CCG hosted many webinars on the 
topic of the digital economy in 2020, 
covering many topics. Sub-topics 
included China’s “new infrastructure” 
program in response to COVID-19, 
internet and intellectual property 
rights protection, the standardization 
of “new infrastructure”, the influence 
of technology on production, and 
lifestyles, and the transformation of 
traditional business and the innovation 
of commerce.  

On August 28, 2020, CCG Digital Economy Committee held 
a seminar on the “Trend of Innovation in Digital Technology 
in a Changing World.” Experts from politics, industry and 
academia discussed topics including the development 
of the domestic and international digital economy, new 
infrastructure for the digital economy, digital technology 
invigorating the financing of micro and small companies, 
and the innovative practice of FinTech Regulatory Sandbox. 
The seminar was designed to encourage communication 
between sectors and promote the sustainable development 
of the digital economy. 

On October 16, 2020, CCG held a closed-door meeting on 
the topic of “New Infrastructure of China’s Digital Economy 
and the New Role of US Technology Companies.” Experts 
from government, industry, and academia exchanged views 
on the transformation and upgrade of the digital economy 
in the view of China’s 14th Five-Year Plan, promising 
opportunities brought by “new infrastructure” of the digital 

  CCG held roundtable “The Digital Economy Dividend: What to Make in the Changing 
Context of Financial Services” at the 7th China Inbound-Outbound Forum

  CCG held the Digital Economy Roundtable “The Rise of Digital Economy: Technology 
and Policy in the Coming Decade” at the 6th China and Globalization Forum
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economy to US technology companies, and how they view 
their role in the development of China’s digital economy. 

Aside from seminars, CCG also hosted roundtable 
discussions on the digital economy during conferences. At 
the 7th China Inbound-Outbound Forum held on September 
8, 2020, CCG hosted a seminar on the topic of “The Digital 
Economy Dividend: What to Make in the Changing Context 
of Financial Services”. At the 6th China and Globalization 
Forum held on November 11-12, 2020, CCG hosted the 
“Digital Economy Roundtable: The Rise of Digital Economy: 
Technology and Policy in the Coming Decade”. Sun Jie, 
CCG senior fellow and former Director-General of the Fund 
Supervision Department of China Securities Regulatory 
Commission, noted that the financial market is one of the 
first to adopt digital technology in terms of supervision 
and operation. Sun said the proportion of direct financing 
and market capitalization to GDP in China still needs to 
be improved. Huo Jianguo, CCG senior fellow and former 
President of the Chinese Academy of International Trade and 
Economic Cooperation, the Ministry of Commerce, said that 
advancing marketization, legalization and internationalization 
is a priority for China’s reform and opening-up, and that 
strengthening international collaboration and technological 
openness are crucial for China and the US. 

CCG also promoted the voice of Chinese think tanks in the 
field of digital economy in international circles. On September 
30, 2020, the KOMMERSANT Publishing House held the 
“Eurasian Digital Economy Forum” on the topic of “Digital 
Nations after the Pandemic”. CCG President, Dr. Wang Huiyao, 

participated in this forum and delivered 
a speech on the topic of “new changes 
and new infrastructure investment 
of Chinese digital economy in post-
pandemic times”. Dr. Wang Huiyao put 
forward three suggestions on solving 
the problems China met in building new 
infrastructure: first, applying the model 
of cooperation between government 
and private sector in new infrastructure 
investment while using government 
investment to leverage private capital; 
second, establishing a global digital 
alliance or following the G20 model 
to establish a “Digital 20”, founding an 

  CCG Secretary-General Miao Lu participated in the 3rd Paris Peace Forum

  Claire Courteille-Mulder, Director of ILO Country 
Office for China and Mongolia, spoke at the CSR 
Roundtable “Advancing the SDGs in a Global Context: 
Business Strategies and Experiences” on the 6th China and 
Globalization Forum
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international e-commerce alliance and 
an international digital currency alliance, 
so as to provide references for digital 
economy regulation and development 
from the civil perspective; and finally 
third, relevant parties should refer to the 
“General Data Protection Regulation” to 
implement digital economy legislation 
on a trial basis, with the aim of providing 
primary legal protection for data security 
and cross-border flow. 

On November 11-13, 2020, the 3rd 
Paris Peace Forum was held in Paris, 
France. It is the biggest forum for civil 
society to discuss global governance. 
CCG Vice President and Secretary-
General Dr. Miao Lu attended the forum 
and participated in the discussion 
“new governance framework facing 
the digital economy”, focusing on 
Chinese data rights, data access and 
protection. Dr. Miao Lu noted that 
cross-border multilateral cooperation 
is much needed. States, businesses 
and NGOs should work together and 
an international mechanism for data 
regulation and cross-border data flow 
would be beneficial.

CCG released the Report on Cross-
border E-commerce of Small and 
Medium Companies, advocating 
relevant companies or institutions to 
establish a global e-commerce alliance 
and promoting the standardization 
of cross-border e-commerce and 
management of data flows. In the 
future, e-commerce in countries 
and economies along the Belt and 
Road will boom, to which Chinese 
e-commerce platforms and small and 
medium companies should pay close 
attention. The protection of intellectual 
property rights and brand promotion 
should also be considered so as to 
lay a solid foundation for their future 
development.

Exploring issues related to global climate governance 
and offering advice for global sustainable development

Global climate change has a profound impact on the survival 
and development of humankind and is a crucial challenge 
confronting the whole international community. In December 
2015, the 21st United Nations Climate Change Conference 
adopted the Paris Agreement, clarifying the direction for 
global climate cooperation. In the past five years, China has 
been sticking to the development concepts of innovation, 
harmonization, green, openness and sharing as well as firmly 
supporting multilateral efforts on climate change. China also 
actively takes on international responsibilities in line with 
its own development and national condition and plays a 
constructive role in global climate governance, which is highly 
applauded by the international community. In order to further 
strengthen Chinese efforts on the implementation of the 
Paris Agreement and the UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 
Development, think tanks have the responsibility to provide 
policy advice on global climate governance and sustainable 
development. In 2020, through agenda shaping, voicing 

  CCG roundtable "Building a zero-carbon society"
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China’s initiative and holding seminars, CCG paid close 
attention to climate change and sustainable development 
and promoted the construction of a zero-carbon society. 

On July 7, 2020, CCG co-hosted an online press conference 
with the Foundation on Economic Trends for the new book 
The Green New Deal . The conference invited the author of 
the New York Times bestseller and well-known economist, 
Jeremy Rifkin. Focusing on the “green new deal”, Rifkin put 
forward a policy and economic plan, analyzed the blueprint of 
future sustainable development and conducted an in-depth 
discussion on multiple issues, including the development 
of a zero-carbon society and ecological civilization in 
China, China’s realization of its long-term transformation to 
sustainable development confronting dual challenges of 
the global pandemic and climate change, developing win-
win diplomatic relations from the perspective of ecological 
governance, “new infrastructure” and China-EU cooperation 
on ecological civilization, and the global green new deal. 

On October 26, 2020, the joint forum of the Eurasia Economic 
Union (EAEU) and the Belt and Roald Initiative (BRI) was held 
online. Practices of cooperation between the EAEU and 
China in specific fields including ecology and sustainable 
development, digital solution in logistics and transportation, 
agricultural products and trade, development of sovereign 
finance and local currency settlement were discussed. This 
forum was co-hosted by the EAEU, members of the EAEU and 
the Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China. 
CCG participated in the discussion  “Ecological protection 
and trade: Will the Paris goals block trade and how will they 
influence economic relations between Eurasian countries?” 
CCG proposed that the international community can establish 
a “G10” to address climate change – adding China, India and 
Russia to the G7. The membership of China, India and Russia 
would expand the representation of the group from 10% to 
47% of the world’s population. The proposed G10 would also 
include the top six emitters in the world. 

On November 12, 2020, CCG held the 6th China and 
Globalization Forum. Nine guests from international 
organizations, business and academia participated in a 
roundtable seminar on the topic “Advancing the SDGs in a 
Global Context: Business Strategies and Experiences” and 
explored the digital transformation process of traditional 
industry, opportunities and challenges during the 14th Five-year 
plan, and putting technology to good use. Claire Courteille-
Mulder, director of the International Labor Organization Beijing 
Office, noted that the pandemic has exacerbated the issue of 

employment around the globe. Thus, 
companies in the business sector need 
to set examples to promote sustainable 
development and strengthen 
awareness of global governance. With 
the 2030 Agenda as the prospect, the 
world needs to restore confidence in 
multilateralism, innovate cooperation 
mechanisms, strengthen international 
leadership and promote sustainable 
development. 

On December 22, 2020, CCG held the 
“CCG zero-carbon society” seminar 
in its Beijing headquarters. Business 
representatives and experts from 
government departments, international 
organizations, research institutions and 
universities exchanged views on ways 
of promoting sustainable development 
around the world and building a zero-
carbon society. Many perspectives, 
including cooperation on global climate 
governance, new energy structure 
in China’s 14th Five-year plan and the 
social responsibilities of different sectors 
in society were covered. Ren Jingming, 
Chief Research Fellow at China 
Environmental Impact Assessment, 
Ministry of Ecology and Environment, 
raised three working directions for future 
environmental protection efforts to reach 
carbon neutrality. Zhang Weidong, UNDP 
Assistant Resident Representative in 
China and Programme Director of UNDP 
Sustainable Development Team, stated 
that technological innovation and energy 
structure need to be fully taken into 
account in considering carbon emission 
reduction efforts. Zhang said promoting 
the development of renewable energy, 
especially hydrogen, may have a 
profound influence on the development 
of new businesses, and that while 
actively introducing cutting-edge 
technology, China should also maintain 
confidence in its own technology.
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The core competitiveness of a think tank 
lies in its talent. Diversified talent and high-
quality talent are the foundation of innovative 
development of a think tank. CCG has 
continuously optimized its talent structure, 
cultivated and brought in high-quality talent, 
to form a diversified and international 
talent organization structure, providing an 
intellectual basis for its development.

CCG ORGANIZATION 
DEVELOPMENT
SYNERGIES OF DIVERSE TALENT

CCG currently has more than 100 full-time researchers and staff, many of 

whom graduated from leasing universities in China or overseas, such as 

Harvard University, Columbia University, Oxford University, Manchester 

University, Tsinghua University, Peking University. 37% of staff have a 

doctoral degree, 9% have a double master's degree, and 54% have a 

master's degree. 

CCG has also established an international research network of experts, 

consultants, international consultants, and an advisory committee. CCG 

has invited a number of influential domestic and foreign experts from 

the fields of politics, business, think tanks, academia, and other fields as 

advisors, providing professional guidance for CCG’s internationalization 

and engagement with other countries and international organizations. 
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CCG invites renowned scholars from research institutes and universities, 
and former senior policymakers to serve as Academic Council Experts, 
senior fellows, and non-resident senior fellows. In addition, CCG invites 
influential experts from China and overseas to serve as members of the 
CCG Advisory Committee. Up to now, CCG has an advisory committee 
composed of more than 100 well-known entrepreneurs and executives of 
multinational companies. They provide not only support for CCG but also 
offer rich case studies for research.

CCG has created a global and innovative research network by bringing 
together experts in policy and other fields. It continues to conduct 
leading research in China and globalization-related research fields with 
an international perspective, and to carry out related think tank work in 
various forms.

In 2020, Mike Liu, former managing director and legal rep for DXC 
Technology Greater China joined CCG as vice president and senior fellow. 
David Blair, former researcher at Harvard University and experienced 
columnist, joined as vice president and senior economist. The addition of 
these two experts boosts the internationalization of the CCG team.

In 2015, CCG was granted qualification to set up a post-doctoral research 
station by the National Postdoctoral Management Committee of the 
Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security. In 2020, CCG was 
granted the qualification to recruit and train post-doctoral researchers 
independently. This marks a major breakthrough in the cultivation of high-
level innovative young talent, and will significantly enhance the research 
capability of CCG.

In the new era of globalization, think tanks will become more important 
hubs of ideas, playing a key role in strengthening cultural exchange and 
cooperation, and establishing and developing bilateral and multilateral 
relations.

In order to innovate the development model of think tanks and enhance 
their professionalism, CCG not only attaches importance to the diversified 
training of talent, but also always pays attention to improving the 
communication network of think tanks and comprehensively enhancing 
the multimedia capabilities of think tanks.

  David Blair, Vice President 
and Senior Economist of CCG, 
Senior Business Columnist for 
China Daily

  Mike Liu, Vice President 
of CCG, Former Managing 
Director and legal Rep for DXC 
Technology Greater China 
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In 2020, CCG's expanded multi-media lecture hall was 
officially launched, providing a venue for various activities. The 
hall is equipped with a studio where new products adapted 
to new media communication will be created in the future.

In addition, in order to promote CCG and its ideas, CCG's 
official website (both Chinese and English) has been 
updated and revised. The new website features online 
readings and downloads of monthly research reports 
and other works, as well as research and video sections. 
The website covers the introduction to our think tank and 
experts, consultants and Advisory Council members, 
news, coverage and expert opinions. 

With enhanced design, multimedia, site-wide search, and 
other functions, the new site makes it more convenient 
for the audience to read our research and participate in 
activities. As one of the earliest think tanks in China to have 
an English website, CCG's English website has been revised 
twice and the latest version provides a more convenient 
channel for global visitors to browse the research trends 
and understand the views of Chinese think tanks.
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CALENDAR

  1-10, CCG President promotes international exchange at Beijing’s 13th CPPCC convention
  1-11, CCG President selected to be an honorary committee member of the Chinese Culture Promotion Society
  1-13, CCG guest lecture: Richard Weitz, Hudson Institute expert, talks on China-US security ties: present and future
  1-21, CCG guest lecture: Zheng Yongnian, director of the CCG academic council and former director of East Asian 

Institute, National University of Singapore, talks on the present and future of China-US relations
  1-30, CCG ranks 76th among the global top 100 think tanks in the 2019 Global Go To Think Tank report

  2-14, CCG participates in the 56th Munich Security Conference and co-hosts a  roundtable discussion with 
NATO’s Center of Excellence for Operations in Confined and Shallow Waters (COE CSW)

  2-14, CCG takes part in the 56th Munich Security Conference and co-hosts a dinner on China-US relations
  2-14, CCG Co-Founder, Miao Lu, recognized as a “2020 Munich Young Leader”
  2-15, CCG visits Germany to promote China-Germany relations
  2-28, CCG and WWD jointly promote innovation and sustainable development in China’s fashion industry

  3-12, Dominic Barton, Ambassador of Canada to China, visits CCG
  3-13, Archil Kalandia, Ambassador of Georgia to China, visits CCG
  3-19, CCG webinar: How China and the US can cooperate to fight against Covid-19
  3-25, CCG webinar: How can China’s experience help the world on combating Covid-19? 
  3-26, Lui Tuck Yew, Ambassador of Singapore to China, visits CCG
  3-30, CCG issues report: Strengthen multi-level international cooperation to fight the pandemic 

  4-1, CCG webinar: What role does the business community play in coping with a pandemic? 
  4-2, CCG webinar: Chinese and Canadian medical staff exchange experience against the pandemic
  4-7, CCG president takes part in “Global Think Tank Town Hall” online forum as the only Chinese think tank 

representative 
  4-9, CCG webinar: Why “new infrastructure” matters – the digital economy and Covid-19
  4-9, CCG webinar: How will Covid-19 impact the world’s two largest economies?
  4-13, CCG ranks in the top ten of the Think Tank Headline Index of Tsinghua University 
  4-14, CCG webinar: How to strengthen intellectual property protection for “new infrastructure”
  4-17, CCG webinar: How is Covid-19 impacting international education? 
  4-20, CCG webinar: The role of WTO in fighting Covid-19
  4-23, CCG webinar: Perspectives on China-Europe relations and international cooperation amidst the 

pandemic
  4-24, CCG President speaks on “China-US relations under Covid-19” for Beijing Municipal CPPCC
  4-27, CCG President engages in dialogue with Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus in the early spring 

meeting of the Paris Peace Forum 
  4-29, CCG participates in Boao dialogue: Covid-19 vs Globalization 
  4-29, CCG webinar: Technology and the Coronavirus – lessons and proposals from China and the US

  5-8,  CCG President takes part in the webinar titled “75 years after the end of World War Two - 
achievements and prospects”, hosted by the Dialogue of Civilizations Research Institute (DOC) and La 
Foundation Prospective & Innovation (FPI)

  5-11, CCG President participates in the webinar titled “The Earth is one, but the world is not”, a dialogue on 
strengthening multilateral cooperation post COVID-19, hosted by KSI Strategic Institute for Asia Pacific and 
World Chinese Business & Economic Summit (WCBES)

  5-15, CCG webinar: How will business respond to headwinds of the pandemic? 
  5-15, CCG webinar: China-India cooperation in fighting COVID-19 and Asia's development amidst crisis 
  5-18, CCG webinar with IFPRI: Food security during the COVID-19 pandemic 
  5-19, CCG webinar with AmCham: The role of Chinese and American enterprises in the pandemic 
  5-25, CCG President participates in the webinar titled: China & the US - from trade war to “blame game”, 

hosted by the Italian Institute for International Political Studies (ISPI)
  5-26, CCG Secretary-General joins an ISPI online dialogue to discuss ‘Infected Globalization -In search of a 

“new normal”
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  6-4, CCG President joins a luncheon with the Ambassadors of Finland, Ireland, Canada, Australia, Georgia 
and Croatia to China

  6-5, CCG Webinar: The impact of Covid-19 on global talent mobility 
  6-5, CCG President takes part in AmCham webinar: “US-China Relations, Globalization 2.0 and the Role of 

MNCs”
  6-9, Bloomberg News delegation visits CCG for exchange on "China-US Relations under Covid-19" with 

CCG experts 
  6-9, CCG Webinar: Global cooperation to overcome Covid-19 - Challenges and opportunities 
  6-9, CCG Webinar with Women's Wear Daily: New opportunities in China's fashion industry after the Two 

Sessions 
  6-11, CCG Vice President takes part in Munk Dialogue: The world after Covid-19 - China's role in global 

affairs 
  6-12, CCG Webinar: World Bank discusses prospects for the global economy
  6-18, CCG Webinar with the Agora Strategy Institute：Chinese and European perspectives on the EU-China 

relations in pandemic times
  6-23, CCG President discusses China-US relations during the pandemic in an online forum hosted by the 

US National Press Foundation
  6-24, CCG co-hosts an online forum commemorating 75th anniversary of the signing of the UN Charter 

  7-2, CCG President engages in an online forum held by the Munich Security Conference 
  7-6, CCG issues report: China-US non-governmental cooperation in response to Covid-19: current 

conditions, challenges and prospects 
  7-7, CCG webinar with the Foundation of Economic Trends: a dialogue with Jeremy Rifkin,  New York Times 

best selling-author and famous economist 
  7-9, Javid Ahmad Qaem, Ambassador of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan to China, visits CCG
  7-10, CCG President appointed as an ambassador of Chaoyang District of Beijing
  7-11, CCG President appointed as a think tank consultant by the Chinese Academy of Management Science 
  7-13, CCG releases The Globalization of Chinese Enterprises: Trends and Characteristics 
  7-14, Teshome Toga Chanaka, Ethiopian Ambassador to China, visits CCG
  7-15, CCG President takes part in online publication launch and discussion of China's Millennium 

Transformation
  7-21, CCG releases the 2020 Bluebook Report on Chinese Enterprise Globalization
  7-21, Edward Boateng, Ambassador of Ghana to China, visits CCG
  7-21, CCG experts visit Chinese People’s Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries (CPAFFC) 
  7-21, CCG President attends webinar holded by the Great Britain China Center (GBCC)
  7-23, CCG President researches international talent introduction in Zhongguancun
  7-25, CCG President attends the Online Summit of National Talent 2020
  7-31, CCG President participates in Global Forum for Top Principles discussion: Overseas education in the 

post-pandemic era 
  7-31, Beijing Municipal Bureau of Talent delegation visits CCG

  8-1, CCG issues Report on Development of Overseas Chinese Entrepreneurs 2019
  8-4, Japan External Trade Organization (Jetro) visits CCG
  8-5, CCG President participates in online discussion titled “What is the next chapter in China-US relations” 

hosted by the Carter Center and Chinese People’s Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries 
  8-6, CCG webinar: China-US relations going forward: Armageddon or managed competition? 
  8-6, Wim Greets, Ambassador of the Netherlands to China, visits CCG 
  8-10, CCG webinar: International education in the post-pandemic era 
  8-11, CCG webinar: China-Africa cooperation amid the pandemic 
  8-12, CCG President participates in online International Forum of One Korea 
  8-18, Carlos Miguel Pereira, Ambassador of Cuba to China, visits CCG
  8-19, CCG webinar: Global governance and cooperation in public health 
  8-19, Shen Xin, Director-General of the department of America and Oceania, Chinese People’s Association 

for Friendship with Foreign Countries (CPAFFC) visits CCG 
  8-21, CCG webinar with RSIS: Covid-19 and its impact on East Asia 
  8-22, CCG President joins China Public Relations Association as deputy director 
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CALENDAR

  8-25, CCG webinar: Global migration amidst the pandemic and the online publication ceremony of the 
World Immigration Report 2020

  8-26, CCG webinar: Rebooting the Belt and Road Initiative amidst the pandemic: challenges, prospects 
and innovations 

  8-26, CCG president participates in the 2020 US-China Business Forum: navigating turbulence 
  8-26, CCG participates in the roundtable titled China-Europe economic cooperation held by Boao Forum 

for Asia 
  8-28, CCG Digital Economy Committee holds a seminar on “the trend of digital technology innovation in an 

era of change”

  9-5, CCG president participates in the China-US Health Summit 
  9-7, Wang Lei, CASS Director-General of international cooperation, visits CCG
  9-8, CCG holds the Seventh China Inbound-Outbound Forum
  9-8, 25 MNCs selected for excellent performance in investing in China released at the Seventh China 

Inbound-Outbound Forum
  9-8, CCG issues report: 2020 Global Enterprises Report: MNC New Development in China 
  9-8, CCG issues report: CPTPP and China’s IPR 
  9-8, CCG launches initiative to build a network of international chambers of commerce during the Seventh 

China Inbound-Outbound Forum
  9-11, ANSO of the Chinese Academy of Science delegation visits CCG 
  9-11, Luo Yuze, Vice Director-General of research of foreign economic relations at DRC, visits CCG 
  9-15, CCG-Daimler webinar: China and EU/Germany en route to economic recovery: outlook and 

challenges ahead 
  9-17, Shakhrat Nuryshev, Ambassador of the Republic of Kazakhstan to China, visits CCG
  9-17, CCG Secretary-General participates in Munich Young Leaders Around the World online forum on the 

topic of “Hong Kong’s national security law: How should Europe react?”
  9-18, CCG webinar: Re-launching urban talent attraction and retention 
  9-19, CCG President and Secretary-General attend reception held by the Swiss Embassy, celebrating the 

70th anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic ties between China and Switzerland 
  9-23, CCG holds an exchange meeting with 25 ambassadors from different countries to discuss the 

Chinese economy in post-pandemic times
  9-28,  Mbelwa Kairuki, Tanzania Ambassador to China, visits CCG
  9-30, CCG President engages in the Kommersant online conference and talks on the changes in China’s 

digital economy and “new infrastructure” investment

  10-2, CCG president participates in the Berlin Climate Security Conference 2020 
  10-2, The New York Times interviews CCG president at the Athens Democracy Forum
  10-4, CCG President engages in a dialogue with 2007 Noble Laureate Eric Maskin
  10-12, CCG President gives a lecture at the State Information Center
  10-13, CCG President participates in Canada China Business Council’s annual dinner
  10-13~15, CCG co-hosts China Institute Executive Summit 2020
  10-14, CITIC Press Group delegation visits CCG
  10-14, State Grid Energy Research Institute delegation visits CCG 
  10-15, CCG President engages in a dialogue with Harvard Professor Joseph Nye 
  10-15, CCG President engages in a dialogue with politicians and scholars from 15 Asian countries at 

Temasek Foundation Asia Leaders Connect 2020
  10-16, CCG roundtable: The new infrastructure of the digital economy in China and the new role of US 

technology companies in it 
  10-20, CCG President takes part in seminar titled “China and CPTPP: opportunities, challenges and 

prospects” hosted by China National Committee for Pacific Economic Cooperation
  10-21,Wojciech Zajączkowski, Ambassador of Poland to China, visits CCG
  10-22,Parakhat Durdyev, Ambassador of Turkmenistan to China, visits CCG
  10-22, Chaoyang District Bureau of Commerce of of Beijing Municipality delegation visits CCG
  10-22, CCG President participates in the 16th Edition of Roundtable Japan
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  10-24, CCG Secretary-General takes part in the 9th National Forum on Education for International 
Understanding 

  10-26, CCG zPresident participates in the Eurasian Economic Union and China’s Belt and Road Initiatives 
Exchange Forum 

  10-27, CCG holds a dialogue with Nobel Laureate Michael Levitt
  10-28, CCG Secretary-General participates in seminar titled “G20 at the time of Covid-19：What’s at stake in 

2021” held by ISPI
  10-29, CCG issues report: University alumni insights: Chinese graduate career development prospects 2020
  10-30, ANSO signs a memorandum of understanding with CCG
  10-30, CCG holds a webinar with Hinrich Foundation on the topic of future China-US relations
  10-30, Rahamtalla M. Osman, Permanent Representative of the African Union Embassy in China, visits CCG
  10-30, Martin Mpana, Ambassador of the Republic of Cameroon to China, visits CCG
  10-30, Delegation from the economic section of the US Embassy to China visits CCG

  11-5, CCG president takes part in the “Inaugural Symposium on Maritime Cooperation and Ocean 
Governance”

  11-5, Officials from the Israeli Embassy visit CCG
  11-5, Xie Weiguang, director of the president’s office of Guangdong University of Foreign Studies, visits CCG
  11-6, CCG President participates in the China International Import Forum
  11-8, CCG holds “China Talent 50 Forum·Hangzhou”
  11-9, CCG Secretary-General participates in the NATO 2030 Youth Summit
  11-11~12, CCG holds the Sixth China and Globalization Forum 2020
  11-11~12, CCG holds 2020 Annual Chair Meeting
  11-13, CCG issues report: Blue Book on 2020 Chinese International Schools 
  11-13, CCG engages in the 2020 Global Think Tank Summit as the only Chinese think tank representative 
  11-11~13, CCG secretary-general participates in the Paris Peace Forum 
  11-11~13, Alliance of Global Talent Organizations (AGTO) launched at the third Paris Peace Forum
  11-17, CCG president takes part in the 2020 Annual Meeting of City Decision Advisory Committee of 

Dongguan
  11-17, CCG President participates in the East Tech West conference held by CNBC
  11-19, CCG roundtable: “Strengthening governance on public health and improving the health awareness of 

the people”
  11-19, CCG president takes part in the Third Research on Technical Trade Measures and Service 

Conference in Chengdu
  11-19, Dr. Ali Obaid Al Dhaheri, United Arab Emirates Ambassador to China, visits CCG 
  11-20, Liu Minhua, Deputy Director-General of the Beijing Municipal Bureau of Talent, visits CCG
  11-24, CCG holds the Fifth Global Think Tank Innovation Forum 2020
  11-25, CCG President engages in the 12th China Overseas Investment Fair
  11-27, Fang Li, Chief Representative of World Recourses Institute and Erik Solheim, former Under-Secretary-

General of the United Nations, visit CCG
  11-27, Jarno Syrjälä, Finland Ambassador to China, and Andres Unga, Estonia Ambassador to China, visit CCG

  12-8, Diplomats from 60 countries join CCG Ambassadors Roundtable “China and the World in the Period of 
China’s 14th Five-year Plan”

  12-8, CCG President participates in the Digital Financial Trade Secrets Summit 2020
  12-12, CCG issues report: The Annual Report on Chinese International Migration 2020  
  12-15~16, CCG lauches the Global Young Leaders Dialogue (GYLD) Program and holds GYLD forum on 

poverty reduction
  12-16~18, CCG co-hosts Trans-Pacific Future Forum 2020 with Phoenix Television 
  12-17, “Wang Huiyao Scholarship” awarded at Guangdong University of Foreign Studies
  12-18, CCG webinar: China-Germany economic relations 
  12-18, CCG report: 50 Western Returned Chinese Scholars 2020 released at the Convention of Exchange 

of Overseas Talents 
  12-19, CCG’s report CPTPP and China’s IPR selected into the annual outstanding achievement list of China 

Think Tank Index (CTTI)
  12-21, CCG President makes a speech at the World Chinese Economic Summit
  12-22, CCG President elected a council member by China National Committee for Pacific Economic 

Cooperation
  12-22, CCG roundtable: Building a zero-carbon society
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Publications

In 2020, as COVID-19 posed a serious challenge to globalization, CCG continued to study international 

trends in globalization and global governance, international relations, the “Belt and Road” initiative, 

development of think tanks, international migration and mobility, globalization of enterprises, international 

trade, international education and domestic policy. CCG undertook more than ten entrusted projects 

of relevant ministries and commissions of the state and provincial local governments, providing solid 

academic support for China’s global research and policymaking during the outbreak of COVID-19. 

Meanwhile, CCG published 8 monographs in Chinese and English, distributed nearly 10,000 research 

books and reports to the public, and released more than 10 research reports. The electronic reports 

have been read and downloaded more than 700,000 times, and more than 100,000 articles have been 

reported and republished by mainstream media at home and abroad.

From a multicultural 
perspective, the report 
analyzes the state and 
trends of international 
migration as well as 
the migration policies 
of major destinations. 
The report also looks 
at prospects for 
international migration 
development in the 
post-pandemic era.

This report brings 
together the latest 
research results of 
CCG researchers and 
experts in related fields 
on studying abroad, 
overseas returnees 
and education 
internationalization in 
recent years. 

This book constructs 
a framework for talent 
management and 
development in China, 
and provides new 
managerial ideas and 
technical methods for 
talent management 
and practice. It also 
fills the gap in the field 
of specific research in 
the field of international 
talent.
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This book analyzes the 
challenges faced by 
Chinese enterprises 
when doing business 
overseas, and puts 
forward unique insights 
on the characteristics 
and modes of Chinese 
enterprises’ globalization. 
Through the analysis, 
it provides a useful 
reference for enterprises 
that have already or plan 
to “go global”.

Focusing on the new 
changes unseen 
in a century, this 
book explores 
China and the world 
in the new era of 
globalization from 
the perspectives 
of economic trade, 
talents, enterprises 
and diplomacy.

The report systematically 
summarizes China’s 
experience in dealing with 
the outbreak of COVID-19 
combined with research 
outcomes of seminars CCG 
has hosted featuring Chinese 
and foreign experts, and 
provides suggestions on how 
the international community 
should leverage the insights 
of all countries to promote 
the implementation of global 
anti-pandemic cooperation.

The report draws 
on continuous 
study of China-US 
non-governmental 
cooperation in response 
to COVID-19. It analyzes 
the features, willingness, 
challenges, and reasons 
for China-US non-
governmental anti-
pandemic cooperation, 
and puts forward 
practical suggestions 
to boost this form of 
cooperation between 
China and the United 
States.

The focus of this report 
is whether China’s IPR 
protection can align 
with the high standards 
enshrined in modern 
Free Trade Agreements 
(FTAs), in particular the 
Comprehensive and 
Progressive Agreement 
for Comprehensive 
and Progressive Trans-
Pacific Partnership 
(CPTPP), which has higher 
standards than the World 
Trade Organization (WTO).

The report analyzes the 
current situation and 
development of Chinese 
entrepreneurs around the 
world and summarizes 
their achievements and 
contributions in the 
new situation of the 
world economy and 
different developmental 
stages of the Chinese 
economy. It is one of the 
few annual reports that 
comprehensively tracks 
the development of global 
Chinese entrepreneurs. 
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The World Migration Report 
series is IOM’s flagship 
publication, which aims 
to provide authoritative 
explanations of global 
migration trends and to 
improve understanding of 
migration issues among 
policymakers, researchers 
and the general public. 
This is the fourth time that 
CCG has collaborated with 
IOM to publish the Chinese 
version of the most influential 
annual report on international 
migration.

Using LinkedIn's 
Economic Graph data, 
we conducted a "portrait 
analysis" on the profiles 
of more than 218,000 
graduates from ten 
universities under the 
"Double First-Class 
University Plan" to gain 
insights with regards 
to the directions and 
trends of development 
undertaken by university 
graduates.

Based on analysis of the 
globalization of enterprises 
in the post-pandemic era, 
the Report summarizes 
five current trends and 
characteristics of foreign 
investment in China. The 
Report also analyzes 
policies and market 
opportunities for foreign 
enterprises investing in 
China. In addition, it makes 
several recommendations 
to promote foreign 
investment in China.

This report outlines 
changes in the new 
administration’s foreign 
policy approach - 
most prominently on 
multilateralism, global 
governance and free trade; 
and explores the expected 
dynamics of China-US 
relations in the next four 
years. It also proposes 12 
policy recommendations to 
address opportunities and 
challenges in the Biden era.

“What is education 
for international 
understanding? What 
should be taught? 
Who is going to teach 
it? How to teach 
it? How to promote 
it?” Starting with 
these five questions, 
the report provides 
suggestions for further 
promoting international 
understanding 
education.

This report discusses 
the emergence and 
development of international 
schools from the 
perspective of globalization, 
and expounds and 
analyzes the development 
of international schools in 
China from four aspects. 
According to the status 
crisis and development 
status of international 
schools in China at present, 
some suggestions are 
put forward for the future 
development of international 
schools in China.

Publications
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STUDIES

992020
年 报

  Analysis of the experience of world-leading think tanks

  Study of talent mobility between the EU and China

  Study on the service of overseas students to the high-
quality development of Beijing in the new era

  Summary and evaluation of the 13th Five-year Plan on 
Technology and Innovation

  A study on talent assisting and guiding the high-quality 
development of the manufacturing industry

  Study on China-US relations and global talent 
exchange

  BTOC cross-border e-commerce overseas research 
report

  Research on electronic identity

  Research on the corporate social responsibility of 
Internet corporations

  Risk assessment of the Overall Plan for the China 
(Beijing) Pilot Free Trade Zone

  Study on the construction of an international 
communication center in Beijing

  Zhongguancun Returning Global Talent Research

  “Wutong Project” high-level talent evaluation in Shunyi 
District, Beijing

  Research on Overseas Chinese in Chaoyang District, 
Beijing

  Study on talent demand and flow in the Guangdong-
Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area in 2020

  Research on the integrated development of the 
mainland, Hong Kong and Macao

  Annual report on the supply and demand of innovative 
high-level talent in Dongguan

  Research on the demand and flow of talent in 
Dongguan city

  Research report on the competitive advantages of 
talent policy in Guangzhou-Shenzhen-Dongguan

  Study on the Construction Work Plan of Nansha New 
Area (Pilot Free Trade Zone), Guangzhou for attracting 
talent, innovation and development

  Detailed rules for the introduction and docking of high-
level talents in Guangming District, Guangzhou
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2020 POLICY BRIEF 
CCG kept close contact with policymaking departments and 
established effective channels for policy advice. In 2020, to 
provide valuable analysis and guidance for policymakers, CCG 
made various policy recommendations based on forums, 
seminars, and fieldwork, covering topics such as global 
governance and international relations, China-US relations, talent 
mobility, and the Belt and Road Initiative. Many of them have 
been adopted by the central government.

International training mechanism for young innovative 
scientific and technological talent will help China win the 
initiative in future scientific and technological competition 
and global governance

Policy advice on granting permanent residence in 
China to foreign individuals who have made outstanding 
contributions in the fight against the pandemic

Report on CCG's participation in the Munich Security 
Conference 2020

Analysis and suggestions of the side discussion held 
by CCG at Munich Security Conference 2020

Proposals on the establishment of a youth-leader 
mechanism to pool the minds of outstanding young 
people around the world

The global order may be about to be shaken up in the 
post-pandemic era

Policy advice on interpretation and publicity regarding 
regulations on the administration of permanent 
residence foreigners and on preventing the spread of 
anti-globalization trends such as populism in China

Policy advice on carrying out anti-pandemic 
cooperation and stabilizing the world economy and 
turning around China-US relations

Policy advice on carrying out cooperation to combat 
the global pandemic and avoid the continuous growth of 
global anti-China sentiment

Strengthen cooperation to fight the global pandemic 
and build a community with a shared future for mankind

Policy advice on the proper arrangement of Chinese 
overseas students returning home during the pandemic 
period

Policy advice on promoting Track II think tank 
exchanges and developing China-US relations

Policy advice on curbing signs of xenophobia such as 
racial discrimination and preventing cyber populism from 
damaging China-Africa and China-Thailand diplomatic 
relations

Policy advice on strengthening opening-up and 
stabilizing foreign investment during the global pandemic

Policy advice on conditional recognition of dual 
citizenship to counteract US discrimination against 
Chinese scientists

To break bottlenecks in the development of overseas 
students in China and improve the quality of overseas 
students' education in China

To exert the positive role of China's international talent 
introduction policy in post-pandemic economic recovery

Policy advice on protecting the legitimate rights and 
interests of Chinese students studying in the US and 
maintaining academic exchanges between China and the US

Report on CCG and Agora Strategy Institute for 
Strategic Studies jointly hosted webinar

Grasping global changes and exploring a new strategy 
to break the situation

To open rural homestead to market circulation and 
promote land reform to better serve poverty alleviation 
efforts

To open rural homestead market circulation, revitalize 
rural construction, and promote agricultural and rural 
modernization

Ambassadors from Afghanistan, Ethiopia and Ghana 
visited CCG 

To relax restrictions on the entry of multinational 
enterprise executives and other foreigners to promote 
China's better economic and social development

Open negotiations on upgrading the China-Japan 
bilateral investment treaty as a breakthrough point for 
China to join the CPTPP

China's talent policy needs to be adjusted to cope 
with the drastic changes in the international situation

Promote the CPPCC's friendly exchanges with foreign 
countries and help build multi-dimensional diplomacy

To speed up the signing of the China-EU 
Comprehensive Agreement on Investment and open 
China wider to Europe

CCG has recently had exchanges with European 
leaders, the Chairman of MSC is looking forward to the 
attendance of President Xi Jinping at the meeting

CCG recently held activities to help exchanges 
between Chinese and American leaders on current 
China-US relations

Nearly 20 ambassadors to China discussed the 
direction of global economic and trade cooperation 
after the US election at the Sixth Forum on China and 
Globalization

Analysis of China-US relations by global think tanks

The EU mission offered to visit Xinjiang, which could be 
promoted by a change of administration in the United States
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CCG has more than 100 council members that contribute international perspectives and 
think tank insights. The council focuses on a number of fields, including social issues, the 
development of think tanks, and international issues such as globalization, great power 
relations, global economics and trade, science and technology innovation, digital economy, 
and sustainable development. 

In 2020, CCG continued to enhance channels of policy input for council members by providing 
various platforms for exchange of insights and advice and inviting our council members to 
participate in our conferences, forums and webinars. We aim to contribute to the development 
of our corporate council members by helping them address the new challenges under 
globalization in today’s world. 

COUNCIL MEETINGS

 CCG Honorary Chairman Chen Deming   CCG Chairman Long Yongtu

  CCG Senior Vice Chair Zhang Yichen   CCG Senior Vice Chair Wang Guangfa   CCG Senior Vice Chair Wang Shi

  CCG Senior Vice Chair Marvin Hung   CCG 2020 Annual Chair Meeting and Council Roundtable
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  CCG Vice Chair Shi Yang

  CCG Vice Chair James Ni

  CCG Shanghai Council Roundtable

  CCG Vice Chair Fang Fang

  CCG Vice Chair Zhang Huarong  CCG Vice Chair Michael Kuan   The Business Roundtable on the 6th China and Globalization Forum

  CCG Council Roundtable on the 6th China and Globalization Forum
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  CCG Senior Council 
Member Leng Yan

  CCG Senior Council 
Member Zhao Bin

  CCG Senior Council 
Member Li Ye

  CCG Senior Council 
Member Fan Jinsong

  CCG Senior Council 
Member Wang Yanping

  CCG Senior Council 
Member Tom Tao Hsu

  CCG Senior Council 
Member Gao Min

  CCG Senior 
Council Member Zhang 
Yaqin

  CCG Senior Council Member Rebecca Ding 
and Miranda Wang

  CCG Senior Council 
Member Pan Jun

  A group photo of CCG Senior Council members took at the 7th 
China Inbound-Outbound Forum

  CCG Senior Council 
Member Zhang Peng

  CCG Senior Council 
Member Wang Boqing

  CCG Senior Council 
Member Min Hao

  CCG Senior Council 
Member Zhong Xiaoping

  CCG Senior Council 
Member Zhai Shanying

  CCG Senior Council 
Member Tang Haoxuan

  A group photo of CCG Senior Council members took at the 6th 
China and Globalization Forum
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Twitter
@CCG_org

Facebook
CCGthinktank Center for China and 

Globalization

LinkedIn
Center for China 
and Globalization

全球化智库 CCG 全球化智库 (CCG) 中国与全球化智库

CCG 全球化智库

全球化智库

WeChat Official Account 
（250000+followers）

Tou Tiao
（260000+followers）

  Bai Jiahao
（520000+followers）

（15400000+views）

CCG Multimedia platforms

MEDIA IMPACT
In 2020, CCG continued to make its voice heard on key issues related to 
globalization, receiving attention and coverage in mainstream media at home 
and abroad, including Xinhua News Agency, the People's Daily, China News 
Service, CCTV, CGTN, CNN, CNBC, BBC, Financial Times, Bloomberg News, 
The New York Times and South China Morning Post. 

CCG has developed a model for deeper cooperation with the media, co-
producing a special program called "Global Watch of the War against the 
Pandemic" and hosting visits from international media groups. In addition to 
CCG’s official social media accounts on Facebook, LinkedIn, YouTube, Twitter, 
Weibo and WeChat, CCG’s own official website in both Chinese and English 
was upgraded in 2020. This timely dissemination of information supports 
CCG’s work as a global think tank. 
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·CCG Advisors
·CCG International Council
·CCG Advisory Council
·CCG Hong Kong Council
·CCG Academic Council
·CCG Nonresident Senior Fellow
·China Talents 50 Forum
·CCG Full-time Research and Work Staff

ORGANIZATIONAL
STRUCTURE
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CCG Advisors

Chen Jian, Former Vice Minister of Commerce

Chen Xiaogong, Deputy Director of Office of Foreign Affairs of the CPC Central Committee

Cheng Jinpei, Former Vice Minister of Science and Technology

Chong Quan, Chair of China Society for World Trade Organization Studies

Fu Chengyu, Former Chairman of Sinopec Group

Fu Zhihuan, Former Minister of Railways

Gao Xiqing, Former Vice Chairman and President of the China Investment Corporation

He Xian, Former/ Vice Minister of Human Resources and Social Security; President of China Talent 
Research Society

Li Jiping, Former Vice President of China Development Bank

Liu Limin, Former Vice Minister of Education; Dean of China Education Association for  International 
Exchange

Liu Shijin, Former Deputy Director of the Development Research Center of the State Council (DRC); 
Deputy Director of the Economic Committee of the National Committee of the Chinese People’s Political 
Consultative Conference

Liu Yanhua, Former Vice Minister of Science and Technology; Counselor of  the State Council

Liu Zhenyuan, Former Vice Mayor of Shanghai

Lu Yucheng, Former Vice President of Western Returned Scholars Association

Ma Junru, Former Director-General of State Administration of Foreign Experts Affairs

Ma Songde, Former Vice Minister of Science and Technology

Qiu Baoxing, Former Deputy Minister of Housing and Urban-Rural Development

Sha Zukang, Former Under Secretary-General of the United Nations

Song Zhiping, Former Chairman of China National Building Materials Group Corporation

Sun Zhenyu, Former Vice Minister of Commerce, Former China's Ambassador to the WTO

Su Ge, Former President of China Institute of International Studies (CIIS), Co-Chair of Pacific Economic 
Cooperation Council (PECC)

Wang Xiaochu, Former Vice Minister of Human Resources and Social Security; Vice Director of NPC 
Foreign  Affairs Committee  

Wei Jianguo, Former Vice Minister of Commerce, Vice President of China Center for International 
Economic Exchanges (CCIEE)

Xie Boyang, Former Vice President of All-China Federation of Industry and Commerce

Zhang Jing-an, Former President of Science and Technology Daily

Zhang Xinsheng, Former Vice Minister of Education

Zhao Qizheng, Former Director of the State Council Information Office

Zhou Yanli, Former Vice Chairman of the China Insurance Regulatory Commission

Zhou Mingwei, Former President of China International Publishing Group (CIPG)

Zhu Guangyao, Former Vice Minister of Finance

Zhu Yinghuang, Former Editor-in-Chief at China Daily

Zhu Yongxin, Vice Chairman of China Association for Promoting Democracy
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CCG International Advisors

Alan Beebe, President, American Chamber of Commerce in China

Neil Bush, Founder and Chairman of the George Bush US-China Relations Foundation

Wendy Culter, Vice President of Asia Society Policy Institute (ASPI)

Howard Duncan, Executive Head of the Metropolis Project and Secretariat

Hans d’Orville, Former Chief Representative to China; Former Assistant Director-General of UNESCO

Karen Greenbaum, Chairperson of the Association of Executive Search and Leadership Consultants (AESC)

Giuseppe Gcrocetti, Representative of the International Organization for Migration (IOM) in China

Jörg Wuttke, President of the European Union Chamber of Commerce in China

Grzegorz Kolodko, Former Deputy Prime Minister of Poland

Pascal Lamy, Former Director-General of WTO

Jeffrey Lehman, Vice Chancellor of NYU Shanghai

Kishore Mahbubani, Former Permanent Ambassador of Singapore to the United Nations

James McGann, Director of the Think Tanks and Civil Societies Programme (TTCSP) at the University of 
Pennsylvania

Alistair Michie, Secretary-General of British East Asia Council

Terry Miller, Director of Center for International Trade and Economics, Heritage Foundation

Demetri Papademetriou, President Emeritus of Migration Policy Institute (MPI)

Nicholas Rosellini, Former UN Resident Coordinator in China

Kevin Rudd, Former Prime Minister of Australia

Tony Saich, Professor at Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University

Denis Simon, Vice Chancellor of Duke Kunshan University

Tim Stratford, Managing Partner, Covington & Burling LLP (Beijing), Former Assistant United States Trade 
Representative

Justin Vaïsse, Director-General of Paris Peace Forum

Klaus Zimmermann, President of Global Labor Organization (GLO)
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CCG Advisory Council 

He Yafei

Co-Chairman: 

Former Vice Minister of 
Foreign Affairs; Former 
Deputy Director of the 
Overseas Chinese Affairs 
Office of the State Council

Honorary Chairman: 

Chen Deming
Former Minister of 
Commerce, Chairman of 
the China Association of 
Enterprises with Foreign
Investment

Long Yongtu

Chairman: 

Former Vice Minister of Ministry 
of Foreign Trade and Economic 
Cooperation; Former Secretary-
General Boao Forum for Asia

Co-Chairman: 

Ronnie C. Chan
Chair, Hang Lung 
Properties Limited 

Founder and President:

Wang Huiyao (Henry)
Founder and President 
of Center for China and 
Globalization (CCG)
Counselor for China State 
Council
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Cao Dewang
Founder and chairman 
of Fuyao Glass Industry 
Group

Don Gao
Founder and CEO of 
Positec

Marvin Hung
Vice Chairman, Hung’s Group; 
Executive Director and Chief 
Executive Officer, Hop Hing 
Group Holdings Limited

Director of the Fok Ying 
Tung Foundation

Benjamin Fok Chun Yue 

Chairman and CEO of Baidu
Robin Li James Liang

Co-Founder and Chairman of 
Ctrip; Professor at Guanghua 
School of  Management, 
Peking University

Antony Leung Kam Chung

Former Financial Secretary 
of HKSAR; Chairman & CEO, 
Nan Fung Group

Chairman of New Hope 
Group

Liu Yonghao Ma Weihua
Former President of China 
Merchants Bank

CCG Council Senior Vice Chairs
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Neil Shen
Global Steward, Sequoia 
Capital, Founder and 
Managing Partner of 
Sequoia Capital China Fund

Mao Zhongqun
Chairman and President 
of Ningbo Fotile Kitchen 
ware Co., Ltd

Wang Shi
Founder and Honorary 
Chairman of China 
Vanke Co., Ltd

Wang Guangfa
Chairman of Beijing Fazheng 
Group, Chief Principal of Beijing 
Royal School; President and Chief 
Principal of Jiahui Education Group

Xu Xiaoping
Founding and Managing 
Partner ZhenFund; 
Co-Founder of New 
Oriental Education and 
Technology Group

Wang Junfeng
Global Chairman of King 
& Wood Mallesons

Zhang Lei
Founder, Chairman and 
CEO of Hillhouse Capital 
Group

Zhang Yichen
Chairman and CEO of 
CITIC Capital
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Chairman of WEILONG 
FOOD

Liu Weiping

Shi Yang

Founder of Zhejiang 
Honghui Asset 
Management Co., Ltd

James Ni

Founder of Mlily brand 
and Chairman of 
Healthcare Co., Ltd

Michael Kuan

Howard Li

Jiang Xipei
Founder, Chairman of the 
Board and Secretary of the 
Party Committee, Far East 
Holding Group Co Ltd

Founder and Chairman 
of Kuan Capital

Fang Fang
Partner of Waterwood 
Investment Group

Chairman and CEO, 
Waitex International 
Co., Ltd

Linda He
Chairperson and 
President of Wailian 
Overseas Consulting 
Group

Margaret Ren
Chairman and Chief 
Executive Officer, Bank 
of America Merrill 
Lynch, China

Yu Minhong

Founder of New Oriental
Zhang Huarong

Huarong Chairman of 
Huajian Group

CCG Council Vice Chairs
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◎ CCG Advisory Council Corporate Members 

◎ CCG Senior Council Members

Chuck P. J. Chen, Chairman and CEO, Ruihua Health Assurance Corporation

Rebecca Ding, Founder and CEO of WeBranding Global

Dong Ruiping, Vice President of Corporate Affairs for Herbalife China

Duan Suhan, Managing Ppartner of Shenzhen Share Capital Co., Ltd.

Fan Jinsong, Founder and Chairman, Anhui KORRUN Co., Ltd.

Nancy Ko, President, Hempel International Group

Guo Sheng, CEO of Sinotrans Air Transportation Development Co., Ltd.

Hua Xinghong, Managing Director of Lone Star Fund

Huang Jinhui, Chairman, Reanda Certified Public Accountants 

Chun Yuan Chiang, Chairman, IHDpay Group

Leng Yan , Executive Vice President, Daimler Greater China 

Li Ye, Vice President, Head of Corporate Affairs and Government Relations, Merck Holding (China) Ltd.

Jean Liu Qing, President of Didi Chuxing

Mao Daqing, CEO and Founder of Ucommune

Cindy Mi, Founder and CEO of VIPKID

Min Hao, Founder and Chairman of Nanjing Easthouse Electrical Co., Ltd.

Pan Jun, Vice President andCEO of Fazheng Group

Qiu Yufeng, CEO of ZorpiaRobot

Qu Fang, Co-Founder of Xiaohongshu

Tang Haoxuan, Chairman of FUETA
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◎ CCG Council Members

Lu Wenqi, Executive General Manager of China International Capital Corporation Ltd.

Man Jing, Executive Vice President of Human Resources, Daimler Greater China

Wang Yang, Vice Chairman of management Committee of Hainan Yunlian Law Firm

Victor Wang Yunfeng, Sales Director of Bosch Power Tools China Co., Ltd.

Wei Bo, Chairman of Chengdu ZTXT Technology Co., Ltd.

Sabrina Xu, President of US-China Youth Education Development Fund

Zhang Yazhe, Partner and the President of the Institute for Entrepreneurial Culture

Linda Zeng, Partner, Partner and Head of PR & Public Affairs, Xiaohongshu

Teng Shaojun, President of the America China Public Affairs Institute

Victor Wang Qiang , Co-Founder of ZhenFund and New Oriental Education & Technology Group

Wang Boqing, Founder of MyCOS

Wang Haoyu, Chairman of Dayu Irrigation Group Co., Ltd.

Miranda Wang, Country Manager of ETS Assessment (Beijing) Ltd.

Wang Shengdi, Founder and CEO of Daddy's Choice

Wang Xinghua, Chairman of Chengdu Huawangfu Industrial Group Co., Ltd.

Wang Yanping, General Manager, China Public Affairs, LinkedIn

Wei Xue, Chairman of TCL Culture Media Company, Executive Director of TCL Public Welfare Foundation

Theresa Tse, Chairwoman of the Board Committee of Sino Biopharmaceutical Ltd.

Tom Tao Hsu, Vice President, VIA-HTC Group CEO, Canaan Group 

Jane Yan, CEO of Venustech Information Technology Group Co, Ltd.

Diana Yao, Vice President of Government Affairs, BMW Group Region China

Zhai Shanying, Chairman of Peogoo Business Group 

Zhang Peng, Founder and CEO of Neutron Star Finance Group

Zhang Yi, Chairman of China Management Committee of King & Wood Mallesons

Lee Ligang Zhang, Founder, President and CEO of iKang Healthcare Group

Zhang Yaqin, Chair Professor of Tsinghua University; Former President of Baidu

Zhao Bin, Senior Vice President, Legal & GA, Qualcomm

Zheng Qunyi, Chairman of Herballife China

Zhong Xiaoping, Chairman of Shenzhen Qianhai Runneng Investment Corporation, Ltd.

Zhou Hao, Founder and CEO, QuantGroup

Zhu Weiqing, CEO of Shanghai Treasure Carbon New Energy Environmental Protection Technology Co., Ltd. (TC)

Zong Fuli, President of Hangzhou Hongsheng Beverage Group

Henry Zou, President of Henry Group
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Zheng Yongnian, Director of CCG Academic Council; Professor at the Chinese University of Hong Kong, 
Shenzhen; Fomer Director of East Asian Institute, National University of Singapore

Chen Shiyi, President of Southern University of Science and Technology of China

Chen Wenling, Chief Economist at China Center for International Economic Exchange (CCIEE)

Chen Zhiwu, Director of Asia Global Institute, Hong Kong University; Former Tenure Professor at Yale University

Cui Zhanfeng, Professor of Chemical Engineering at the University of Oxford; Fellow at the Royal Academy of 
Engineering

Ding Xueliang, Professor at Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

Dong Keyong, Professor and Former Dean of School of Public Administration, Renmin University of China (RUC)

Ge Jianxiong, Fellow of Central Research Institute of Culture and History; Member of the Department of Social 
Sciences, Ministry of Education

Hai Wen, Dean of Peking University HSBC Business School

CCG Academic Council

CCG Hong Kong Council

◎ Honorary Chair

◎ Honorary Vice-Chairs

◎ Chair

◎ Vice-Chairs

Ronnie C. Chan, Chair, Hang Lung Properties Limited 

Elsie Leung, Former Vice Chairwoman of the Commission for the Basic Law of HKSAR; Former Secretary for 
Justice of HKSAR 
Antony Leung Kam-Chung, Former Financial Secretary of HKSAR; Group Chairman and CEO, Nan Fung Group
Benjamin Fok Chun Yue , Director of the Fok Ying Tung Foundation
Wang Huiyao (Henry), Founder and President of Center for China and Globalization (CCG); Counselor for 
China State Council

Zhang Yichen, Chairman and CEO of CITIC Capital

Chen Shuang, Permanent Honorary Chairman of China Financial Association of Hong Kong; Founding 
Managing Partner, Aplus Partners Management Co., Limited

Fang Fang, Partner of Waterwood Investment Group

Marvin Hung, Vice Chairman, Hung’s Group; Executive Director and CEO, Hop Hing Group Holdings Limited

Jimmy Lo Chun To, Non-Executive Director of Century City International Holdings Limited

Margaret Ren, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Bank of America Merrill Lynch, China

Neil Shen, Global Steward, Sequoia Capital, Founding Managing Partner of Sequoia Capital China Fund

Yim Fung, J., Chairman and CEO of Guotai Junan International Holdings Limited

Zhang Lei, Founder, Chairman and CEO of Hillhouse Capital Group

Zhang Yi, Chairman of China Management Committee of King & Wood Mallesons

Zhang Liping, Chairman, Blackstone Greater China

Zhong Xiaoping, Chairman of Shenzhen Qianhai Runneng Investment Corporation Limited
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Huang Renwei, Former Vice President of Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences

Huang Yasheng, Professor of Political Economy and International Management, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT)

Jin Canrong, Associate Dean of School of International Studies, Renmin University of China (RUC)

Jin Li, Associate Dean of Guanghua School of Management at Peking University

Li Bailian, Vice-President of North Carolina State University

Li Daokui, Director of the Center for China in the World Economy (CCWE), Tsinghua University

Li Shuguang, Dean of Graduate School of China University of Political Science and Law

Li Xiaoxi, Deputy Director of Academic Committee of Beijing Normal University (BNU)

Lin Hongyu, Dean of College of International Relations, Huaqiao University

Lin Xiaohua, Professor at Ryerson University

Liu Hong, Dean of School of Humanities and Social Science, Nanyang Technological University

Liu Yawei, Program Director of Carter Center China

Max Lu Gaoqing, President of University of Surrey

Qian Yingyi, Vice President of All-China Federation of Industry and Commerce

Qiu Chengtong, Professor of Mathematics at Harvard University 

Rao Yi, President of Capital Medical University

Shi Yigong, Academician of the Chinese Academy of Sciences; President of Westlake University

Shi Yong, Vice Dean of School of Economics and Management, University of Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS)

Shi Yinhong, Counselor of the State Council; Professor and Director of Academic Council, School of 
International Studies, Renmin University of China

Sun Zhe, Visiting Senior Research Scholar and Co-Director of the China Initiative, Columbia University's School 
of International and Public Affairs

Wang Jisi, President of the Institute of the International and Strategic Studies, Peking University

Wang Tongxun, Director of Academic Committee of China Talent Research

Wang Xiaofan, Foreign Academician at Chinese Academy of Science; Tenure Professor at Duke University

Wu Jiang, Former Director of China Academy of Personnel Sciences

Wu Xiaobo, Former Dean of School of Management, Zhejiang University

Wu Shicun, Director of National Institute of South China Sea Studies

Xiang Bing, Founding Dean of Cheung Kong Graduate School of Business

Xue Lan, Dean of Schwarzman Scholars, Tsinghua University

Yan Haiping, President of Institute for World Literature and Culture, Director of Department of Foreign 
Languages and Literature, Tsinghua University

Yang Dali, Professor of Political Science at the University of Chicago; Director of the Institute of Governance, 
Shandong University

Yang Jiemian, Chairman of Academic Affairs Council; Fellow and Former Director of Shanghai Institute for 
International Studies

Yao Shujie, Vice Dean of Social Sciences Faculty, Chongqing University

Yin Xiaohuang, Professor of East Asian Studies and Special Adviser to the President on Chinese Initiative

Zhang Yansheng, Chief Researcher of China Center for International Economic Exchanges (CCIEE)

John Zhang Zhong, Professor of Marketing at the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania

Zhang Yunling, Member of Presidium of Academic Divisions of Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), 
Director of International Studies at CASS

Zhao Suisheng, Tenure Professor and Executive Director of the Center for China-US Cooperation, University of Denver

Zeng Xiangquan, Director of the China Institute for Employment Research at Renmin University of China (RUC)

Zhu Feng, Dean of Institute of International Relations, Nanjing University

Zhu Min, Chairman of the National Institute of Financial Research (NIFR), Tsinghua University
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CCG Nonresident Senior Fellow

Chen Quansheng, Research Fellow of the Counsellor's Office of the State Council of the People's Republic of 
China (COSC); Former Director-General of Division for Industry & Transportation at the Department of Research 
of the State Council

Cheng Naili, Director of China Office, the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC)

Cui Fan, Professor at the School of International Trade and Economics, University of International Business and 
Economics (UIBE)

Chai Haitao, Former Director of Policy Research Office, Ministry of Commerce of the People's Republic of China

Cui Hongjian, Director of the Department for European Studies, China Institute of International Studies (CIIS)

Ding Yifan, Former Deputy Director and Senior Fellow of the Institute of World Development, Development 
Research Center of the State Council (DRC)

Dai Changzheng, Dean and Professor at School of International Relations, University of International Business 
and Economics (UIBE)

Duan Peijun, Director-General of Institute for Strategy Studies, Party School of the CPC Central Committee

Harvey Dzodin, Former Vice President of ABC Television in New York

Fang Tao, Adjunct Professor at University of Toronto and Monash University

Gao Shuguo, Director of Strategic Office at the Education Development Research Center of the Ministry of 
Education; Deputy Secretary-General of the Chinese Society of Education (CSE)

Gong Jiong, Professor at the University of International Business and Economics

Gao Bai, Faculty of Asian/Pacific Studies Institute, Duke University

Guo Yan, Chairman of the Public Health Professional Committee of the China Health Economics Association

Martin Geiger, Senior Research Fellow and Associate Professor of Carleton University

Gu Xuewu, Director of Center for Global Studies at the University of Bonn, Germany

He Maochun, Counselor for the State Council; Professor at the Department of International Relations, Director 
of Center for Economic Diplomacy, Tsinghua University

He Ning, Former Minister of Chinese Embassy in the United States; Former Director-General of the Department 
of American and Oceanic Affairs, Ministry of Commerce

He Weiwen, Former Economic and Commercial Counselor at Chinese Consulate General in New York and San 
Francisco

Jorge Heine, Former Chilean Ambassador to China

Hou Wenxuan, Foreign Academician of Academia Europaea

Hu Jianhua, Former Deputy Counsellor at the Talent Bureau, Organization Department of the CPC Central 
Commiteee 

Huang Haifeng, Associate Dean of HSBC Business School, Peking University

Huang Jianhui, Professor and Dean of Minsheng Institute, China Minsheng Bank

Huo Jianguo, Former President of the Chinese Academy of International Trade and Economic Cooperation

Huang Yanzhong, Senior Fellow for Global Health at the Council on Foreign Relations

Huang Wenzheng, Co-Founder of the CNPOP Website

Martin Jacques, Professor at Division of Politics and International Studies, Cambridge University

Jiang Shan, Former Director-General of Department of American and Oceanic Affairs, Ministry of Commerce
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Lan Zhiyong, Professor at School of Public Policy and Management, Tsinghua University

Laurence Braham, Founder of Himalayan Consensus

Li Xiaofeng, Professor of Economic and Trade College at Guangdong University of Foreign Studies; Chief 
Researcher at the Academy of Greater Bay Area Studies

Li Zhigang, Former Deputy Director of the Talent Work Bureau of the Central Organization Department

Liang Guoyong, Economic Affairs Officer at the Investment and Enterprise Division of United Nations 
Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)

Lin Jiabin, Counsel and Senior Research Fellow of the Department of Social Development Research, 
Development Research Center of the State Council

Lin Yicong, Deputy Dean of International Studies of Zhejiang Police Academy

Liu Chen, Professor at Beijing Foreign Studies University

Liu Guofu, Professor at School of Law, Beijing Institute of Technology

Liu Qiudi, Columnist at the Financial Times

Liu Songbai, Professor and Doctoral Supervisor at Beijing Normal University

Liu Ying, Professor and Doctoral Supervisor, School of Law and Institute of International Law, Wuhan University

Luo Linquan, Vice President of China Public Diplomacy Association; Former Chinese Amabassador to Greece 
and Ireland

Lu Gang, Director of Institute of International Studies, East China Normal University

Lu Jinyong, Professor at School of Trade and Economics, University of International Business and Economics 
(UIBE)

Lv Kejian, Former Director-General of Department of Asian Affairs, Ministry of Commerce

Lv Xiang, Non-Resident Research Fellow of Institute of World Economics and Politics, Chinese Academy of 
Social Sciences (CASS)

Lu Xiaobo, Professor at Columbia University

Lu Yue, Professor of Economics at the School of International Trade and Economics, University of International 
Businesses and Economics (UIBE)

Ma Jun, Director of Center for Finance and Development, PBC School of Finance, Tsinghua University; Former 
Chief Economist, Research Bureau of the People’s Bank of China

Mario Cavolo, China-based Italian-American Writer and Communications Specialist

Zafar Uddin Mahmood, Former Special Envoy for China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)

Ricardo Meléndez-Ortiz, Co-Founder of International Center for Trade and Sustainable Development (ICTSD)

Pang Zhongying, Distinguished Professor and Dean of Ocean Development Institute, Ocean University of 
China (OUC)

Tatiana Prazeres, Former Senior Adviser to the Director-General of the World Trade Organization (WTO)

Ruth A. Shapiro, Chief Executive Officer of Center for Asian Philanthropy and Society (CAPS)

Shao Chunbao, Researcher at China Center for Strategic Studies, Peking University

Shen Wei, Associate Pro Vice- Chancellor (International Relations) at Deakin University

Shen Jianguang, Vice President and Chief Economist of JD Finance

Shou Huisheng, Research Fellow at the Academy of International and Regional Studies, Beijing Language And 
Culture University

Su Hao, Director of Center for Strategy and Peace Studies, China Foreign Affairs University
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Sun Jie, Former Director of Fund Management at China Securities Regulatory Commission, Former Chairman 
of Asset Management Association of China

Sun Yongfu, Former Director-General of Department of European Affairs, Ministry of Commerce

Sun Xianhe, Professor of the Illinois Institute of Technology

Song Ligang, Professor of Crawford School of Public Policy at Australian National University

Teng Jianqun, Director of the Department for American Studies and Center for Arms Control and International 
Security, China Institute of International Studies (CIIS)

Tian Deyou, Former Economic and Commercial Affairs Counselor, Embassy of China in the United States

Teng Jimeng, Associate Professor, Beijing Institute of Foreign Studies

Tu Xinquan, Professor and Dean of China Institute for WTO Studies, University of International Business and 
Economics (UIBE)

Wang Jian, Professor at School of International Trade and Economics (UIBE)

Wang Jian, Research Fellow of Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS); Professor at University of 
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences 

Wang Yiwei, Professor and Director of Center of International Affairs, School of International Studies, Renmin 
University of China (RUC)

Wang Yong, Professor and Director of Center for International Politics and Economy Studies, Peking University

Wang Yuanfeng, Deputy Director of the Central Committee Research Center, Jiusan Society

Wang Zhi, Professor at Research Institute for Global Value Chains, University of International Business and 
Economics

Wang Zhile, Fellow at the Chinese Academy of International Trade and Economic Cooperation

Wei Hongxia, Fellow at Institute of American Studies (IAS), Chinese Academy of Social Sciences

Wu Bin, Senior Fellow at China Policy Institute, School of Contemporary Chinese Studies, University of 
Nottingham

Xie Tao, Professor and Associate Dean at School of International Relations and Diplomacy, Beijing Foreign 
Studies University

Xu Hongcai, Deputy Director of the Economic Policy Commission, China Association of Policy Science

Xu Xiujun, Deputy Director of International Political Economy Division at Institute of World Economics and 
Politics (IWEP), Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS)

Xu Shicheng, Member of the Professor Committee of the Graduate School of the Chinese Academy of Social 
Sciences

Xu Zhengzhong, Professor of Party School of the Central Committee of C.P.C

Yang Jing, Former President of Chinese Professionals Association of Canada

Yang Rui, Former CGTN Host, Distinguished Professor of Tsinghua University

Yuan Zhibin, Associate Fellow at Institutes of Science and Development, Chinese Academy of Sciences

Yu Ping, Former Chair of the SCO China Business Council

Zha Jianzhong, Professor at Beijing Jiaotong University

Zhang Xudong, Director of China House of New York University

Julian Chang, Former Executive Director of The Harvard Kennedy School’s Ash Center for Democratic 
Governance and Innovation

Zhang Lifen, Professor at Fudan Journalism School
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Zhang Lianqi, Member of the CPPCC National Committee; Managing Partner of Ruihua Certified Public 
Accountants

Zhang Xiuming, Deputy Director of the China Institute of Overseas Chinese; Secretary-General of the Overseas 
Chinese History Society of China

Zhang Yanling, Non-executive Director of China National Building Material Group; Former Vice President at the Bank 
of China 

Zhai Kun, Professor at School of International Studies, Peking University

Zhao Hong, Associate Dean of Chinese Academy of International Trade and Economic Cooperation, Ministry of 
Commerce; Panel Member of Dispute Settlement Mechanism of World Trande Organization (WTO)

Zhou Min, Professor of Sociology and Asian American Studies at University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA)

Zhou Weisheng, Director of Research Center for Sustainability Science, Ritsumeikan University

Zhou Keming, Managing Director of August China; Guest Professor at Sichuan University

Zhou Mian, Director of Center for Foreign Students and Modern China Studies, Jiangsu Normal University

Zhou Mansheng, Executive Deputy Director of China Educational Development Strategy Society

Zhou Nianli, Professor, China WTO Research Institute, University of International Business and Economics (UIBE)

Zhou Ping, Former Director-General of Department of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Commerce

Zhou Xiaojing, Former Director of the Institute of Asian and African Development Studies, Development Research 
Center, the State Council

Zhou Xiaoming, Former Deputy Representative of Permanent Mission of PRC to the UN Office at Geneva

Zhu Yunhan, Distinguished Research Fellow at Institute of Political Science at Academia Sinica

Zhu Xufeng, Professor and Associate Dean of School of Public Policy and Management, Tsinghua University

Zha Daojiong, Professor at School of International Studies, Peking University

Zhi Zhenfeng, Researcher of the Institute of Law of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences

China Talent 50 Forum

◎ CCG Advisory Committee

He Xian, President of China Talent Research Society; Former Vice Minister of Human Resources and Social 
Security 

Liu Limin, Former Vice Minister of Education; Dean of China Education Association for International Exchange 

Liu Yanhua, Former Vice Minister of Science and Technology; Counselor of the State Council 

Wang Xiaochu, Vice Director of NPC Foreign Affairs Committee; Former Vice Minister of Human Resources and 
Social Security 

◎ CCG Expert Committee

Bian Huimin, Secretary of the CPC Committee of Xihua University

Bo Guili, Director of Public Administration and Center for National Strategy Studies, National Academy of 
Governance 
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Cai Fang, Vice President of Chinese Academy of Social Sciences 

Dong Keyong, Former Dean of School of Public Administration, Renmin University of China 

Gao Xiaoping, Executive Vice Chair and Secretary-General of China Administration Society 

Gui Zhaoming, Director of Institute of Human Resources Development Research, Wuhan Institute of Technology 

Guo Qingsong, Vice President of Shanghai Party Institute of CPC and Shanghai Institute of Governance 

Jia Zhongjie, Former Director of China Training Center for Senior Civil Servants; Executive Vice Director of China 
Association of Continuing Engineering Education 

Lai Desheng, Dean of Business School of Beijing Normal University

Li Xiaoxi, Deputy Director of Academic Council and Director of Institute of Economics and Resource 
Management, Beijing Normal University 

Liu Wei, President of Renmin University of China 

Ma Kangmei, Former Vice President of China University of Political Science and Law 

Pan Chenguang, Former Secretary of the CPC Committee of Rural Development Institute, Chinese Academy of 
Social Sciences 

Qian Yingyi, Dean of School of Economics and Management, Tsinghua University

Rao Yi, President of Capital Medical University

Shen Ronghua, Honorary Director of Shanghai Institute of Public Administration and Human Resources 

Shi Yigong, President of Westlake University 

Tang Zhimin, Vice President and Secretary of the CPC Committee of Chinese Academy of Personnel Science; 
Deputy Director of China Talent Research 

Wang Yuan, Former Executive Vice Director of Chinese Academy of Science and Technology for Development, 
Ministry of Science and Technology

Wang Zhen, Vice Director of Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences 

Wang Huiyao, Counselor for the State Council; Vice Director of China Talent Research; President of Center for 
China and Globalization (CCG) 

Wang Tongxun, Former President of Chinese Academy of Personnel Science; Director of Academic Committee 
of China Talent Research 

Wu Jiang, Member of the CPPCC Committee; Executive Vice Director of China Talent Research

Xiao Mingzheng, Director of Division of Administration, School of Government, Peking University

Xue Lan, Dean of Schwarzman Scholars, Tsinghua University

Xue Yongwu, Dean of College of Liberal Arts, Journalism and Communication, Ocean University of China 

Yang Heqing, Dean of School of Labor Economics of Capital University of Economics and Business

Yu Xingan, President of Chinese Academy of Personnel Science

Yu Keping, Dean of School of Government, Peking University

Zeng Xiangquan, Dean of Labor and Human Resources, Renmin University of China

Zhang Baozhong, President of China Organization and Personnel

Zhao Yongle, Vice Director of China Talent Research; Honorary Director of Centr for Human Resource Studies 
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Partial List of CCG Full-time Staff 

◎ CCG Beijing Headquarters 

Wang Huiyao, President 

Miao Lu, Vice President and Secretary-General 

Victor Gao, Vice President 

Tang Min, Vice President 

Liu Yanning, Vice President 

David Blair, Vice President and Senior Economist 

David Zweig, Vice President 

Mike Liu, Vice President 

He Ning, CCG Senior Fellow

Jiang Shan, CCG Senior Fellow

Sun Yongfu, CCG Senior Fellow

Lv Kejian, CCG Senior Fellow

Tian Deyou, CCG Senior Fellow

Zhai Nanbin, CCG Senior Fellow 

Andy Mok, CCG Senior Fellow

Luan Li, Deputy Secretary-General; Director of 
Finance and Administration 

Zheng Jinlian, Deputy Secretary General and 
Director of Research 

Ann Tang, Deputy Secretary-General; Director of 
International Programs and Partnerships 

Sharon Xu, Deputy Secretary-General; Director of 
Communications 

Zhang Wei, Deputy Secretary-General; Director of 
Events and Partnerships 

Mike Liu, Deputy Secretary-General

Li Qing, Director of Global Talent Research; Fellow 

Shirley Ren, Director of Publishing Center
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Cai Jing, Director of Human Resources

Yu Weiwei, Director of Globalization of Enterprise Research; Fellow 

Hou Shaoli, Associate Director of Globalization of Enterprise Research; Fellow

John Zhao, Senior Program Manager, Communications 

Zhang Jingchao, Manager, Events and Partnerships

Gao Yunxue, Senior Program Manager, Events and Partnerships 

Wu Xuebao, Program Manager, Events and Partnerships 

Zhao Yingxi, Manager, Technical Support 

Dai Furong, Manager, President’s Office 

Qu Mei, Associate Fellow, Global Talent Research 

Wu Feiyi, Manager, Local Policy Research 

Chen Xiaoxiao, Manager, Global Talent Research 

Wu Mengqi, Associate Fellow, Globalization of Enterprise Research

Li Zhongao, Assistant Fellow, Global Talent Research

Yang Yahan, Assistant Fellow, Local Policy Research 

Yang Jingguang, Assistant Fellow, Local Policy Research

Li Jingfan, Assistant Fellow, Globalization of Enterprise Research

Chen Huiyi, Assistant Fellow, Global Talent Research

Lv Jiayu, Assistant Fellow, Local Policy Research and 
Publishing Center

Bai Yunfeng, Assistant Editor, Publishing Center

Li Xinru, Postdoc Fellow, Global Talent Research

Cheng Peng, Associate, Events and Partnerships

Junni, Editor, Communications

Wang Wei, Editor, Communications

Xu Lei, Editor, Communications; Associate Fellow

Li Ling, Manager, Communications

Wei Yuan, Editor, Communications

Wang Ying, Graphic Designer, Communications

Feng Ying, Editor, Communications

Li Yanjie, Editor, Communications

Wang Xiaoyu,  Assistant, Communications

Zhou Yifei, Assistant, Communications

Tina Dong, Assistant, President’s office; International 
Program Assistant

Zhang Ruirui, Assistant, President’s office

Men Xingyan, Specialist, Finance and Administration 

Yang Fang, Specialist, Finance and Administration 

Zhuang Li  Assistant, Administration
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Partial List of CCG Full-time Staff 

◎ CCG Belt and Road Institute

Wang Huiyao, President

Huang Rihan, Executive Director 

◎ Chinese Entrepreneurs Research Center

Kang Rongping, Executive Director 

Hou Shaoli, Director of Research 

◎ Institute of Overseas Chinese Research Center

Miao Lu, Executive Director 

Zhang Mei, Deputy Director 

◎ CCG Migration Research Center

Wang Huiyao, Director

Miao Lu, Deputy Director

Fang Tao, Deputy Director

◎ CCG Global Fashion and Culture Research 
Center

◎ CCG Digital Economy Committee 

◎ CCG Hong Kong Council 

Miao Lu, Secretary-General 

ChunYuan CHIANG, Deputy Secretary-General 

◎ CCG Shanghai 

Michael  Kuan, Chairman

◎ CCG Shenzhen

Ma Weihua, Honorary Chairman 

Chen Shiyi, Honorable Chairman

◎ CCG Sichuan

Wang Yurong, Secretary-General

◎ CCG Northern Institute of International 
Talent 

Sun Xiaomeng, Manager

◎ CCG Southern Institute of International 
Talent 

Chen Liang, President

Zhang Xiaobo, Assistant Fellow

Jiang Yini, Program Manager; Assistant fellow

◎ CCG Dongguan Institute of Talent 
Development

Chen Liang, President

Lan Bin, Assistant Fellow

Liang Zhiming, Assistant Fellow

Su Yiwei, Assistant Fellow

Ye Xuefen, Assistant Fellow

Wang Haiqiong, Assistant Fellow

He Junhao, Assistant Fellow

◎ CCG Overseas Representatives

Wang Wei, Berlin, Germany 

Sean Ding, Washington D.C., the United States of 
America

Angela Wang, New York City, the United States of 
America

Liu Yipeng, London, the United Kingdom

Wallace Cheng, Geneva, Switzerland

Neili Cheng, Vancouver, Canada

Guo Shengxiang , Sydney, Australia

Xing Bin, Paris, France

Chas Tang, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
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